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Abstract

Computation assisted discovery of nanoporous materials for gas storage and separations
by
Cory M. Simon
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Berend Smit, Chair
Nanoporous materials, such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), have enormous internal surface areas. Their consequent adsorption properties demonstrate promise towards
solving energy-related problems in gas storage and gas separations. Owing to their modular
and versatile chemistry, millions of possible nanoporous materials can be synthesized. This
vast chemical space allows a material to be tailor-made or fine-tuned to target specific adsorbate molecules and conditions. In this thesis, we utilize molecular models and simulations of
gas adsorption in both existing and predicted nanoporous material structures to accelerate
the discovery of new materials targeted for gas storage and separations at specific conditions.
In the first part of this work, we approach the problem of identifying an optimal porous
material to densify natural gas for storage onboard vehicles as fuel. We developed a series
of statistical mechanical models to find the thermodynamic parameters that optimize the
deliverable capacity of a material. We conclude that the heat of adsorption, which is a
commonly used metric to evaluate materials for natural gas storage, is a misleading metric
because the optimal heat of adsorption depends on the pore size. Our models also reveal
that adsorbate-adsorbate attractions– in the case where multiple methane molecules can fit
into a pore– can enhance the deliverable capacity.
Next, we carried out a high-throughput computational screening of metal-organic frameworks, porous polymer networks, zeolites, and zeolitic imidazolate frameworks for natural
gas storage. The data that we collected provide candidate structures for synthesis, reveal
relationships between structural characteristics and performance, and suggest that it may be
difficult to reach the current Advanced Research Project Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) deliverable capacity target. To assess thermodynamic limits to the methane deliverable capacity,
we then built a model of an extreme scenario where an energy field can be created without
taking up space with material. This model suggests that, while the failure to reach the
ARPA-E storage target is due to material design constraints rather than purely thermodynamic constraints, the ARPA-E storage target is ambitiously close to the thermodynamic
limit.
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In the second part of this work, we approach the problem of identifying a material
that selectively adsorbs xenon over krypton. With over half a million nanoporous material structures to consider as candidate adsorbents, the computational cost of a brute-force
computational screening strategy was prohibitive. Instead, we employed a machine learning
algorithm, a random forest, to learn the relationship between quickly computed structural
descriptors and Xe/Kr selectivity, which is more expensive to compute. The trained random
forest allowed us to rule out a large percentage of the materials on the basis of quicklycomputed structural descriptors. Our machine learning accelerated screening pinpoints top
candidates on which to focus experimental efforts and elucidates structure-property relationships for design guidelines for a Xe-selective material.
As we are now working with mixed gas adsorption, we developed a user-friendly software
package in Python, pyIAST, for ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST) calculations. IAST is
a thermodynamic framework to predict mixed gas adsorption from pure-component adsorption isotherms, which are easier to measure. We provide practical guidelines for applying
IAST.
Finally, we carry out a high-throughput computational screening of metal-organic frameworks for capturing Xe from air at dilute conditions, a separation encountered in used nuclear
fuel reprocessing. Our computational screening, facilitated by a parallelized code on GPUs,
predicted a metal-organic framework, SBMOF-1, to be among the most Xe-selective. Our experimental collaborators synthesized and tested SBMOF-1 and found it to exhibit the highest
Xe/Kr selectivity and Xe Henry coefficient reported in the literature. Column-breakthrough
experiments reveal that SBMOF-1 is a near-term material for capturing xenon from the offgases of used nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. This is a rare case of a computation-assisted
materials discovery.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
I can’t see exactly what would happen, but I can hardly doubt that when we
have some control of the arrangement of things on a small scale, we will get an
enormously greater range of possible properties that substances can have and
of different things that we can do.
Richard Feynman, American Physical Society Meeting, 1959

Nanoporous materials are solid-state materials with nano-sized pores. Several classes of
nanoporous materials have been synthesized, including metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
[1], porous polymer networks (PPNs) [2], covalent organic frameworks (COFs) [3], zeolitic
imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) [4], and porous organic cages [5]. For example, metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs) are porous, crystalline materials [1] with record-breaking surface areas
[6]. The consequent adsorption properties of MOFs have demonstrated promise to help solve
paramount energy problems [7] in gas storage [8], e.g., storing natural gas [9] or hydrogen
[10] on board passenger vehicles, and gas separations [11], e.g., capturing carbon dioxide
from the flue gas of coal-fired power plants [12] or radioactive noble gases from used nuclear
fuel reprocessing facilities [13]. In addition, MOFs hold promise for applications in chemical
sensing [14], catalysis [15], drug delivery [16, 17], ion exchange [18], water desalination [19],
electronics [20], and electro-optics [21].
The unprecedented chemical tunability in the synthesis of MOFs, whereby metal nodes
or clusters and organic moieties self-assemble to yield predetermined, ordered structures [22],
has enabled chemists to synthesize tens of thousands of MOFs to date [23]. To illustrate the
tunability of MOFs, consider pillared square grid MOFs, which have shown unprecedented
selectivities for several energy-intensive separations [24, 25, 26, 27]. Pillared square grid
MOFs are assembled from metals, organic linker molecules, and pillars. The linkers and
metals self-assemble to form two-dimensional square grids, and pillars connect the square
grids to construct a three-dimensional, porous framework. Several pillared square grid MOFs
have been synthesized by varying the metal, linker, and pillar. See Fig 1.1. First, different
metal nodes, Ni2+ [28], Zn2+ [29], Cu2+ [27], and Co2+ [28], have been utilized and shown
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to affect the affinity for CO2 [27]. Second, different linkers, all of which possess electronrich nitrogen atoms at two ends to coordinate to the metal, have been utilized to more
significantly modulate the size of the pores [30]. Finally, two different pillars, (SiF6 )2−
[28] and (NbOF5 )2− [26], have been utilized. Numerous MOF topologies and coordination
chemistries have been reported [31, 23] beyond the pillared square grid architecture. In
summary, owing to their modular and versatile chemistry, the chemical space [32] of MOFs
is vast.

Figure 1.1: Illustrating the tunability of MOFs with the pillared square grid architecture.
The molecular building blocks in a pillared square grid MOF are metal nodes, organic linker
molecules, and pillars. A variety of pillared square grid MOFs have been synthesized using
combinations of the depicted metals, linkers, and pillars.
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As an example metal-organic framework, HKUST-1 [33], also known as Cu3 BTC2 (BTC
= benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate), is given in Fig 1.2. Shown is a visualization of the crystal
structure and how the MOF appears in reality. The coordination chemistry of Cu3 BTC2 is
more complicated than in the pillared square grid architecture in Fig 1.1; Cu3 BTC2 consists
of interconnected dicopper(II) tetraBTC units (see Fig 1.2c) [33]. The secondary building
unit of HKUST-1 is an octahedral unit with copper dimers at its six vertices; the assembly
of these octahedral secondary building units engenders HKUST-1 with its cubic symmetry
[33].
Excitingly, as we can predict the structure that assembles on the basis of the starting
molecular building blocks, we have control over the structure of modular nanoporous materials. Recent advances in the postsynthetic modification [35, 36] afford another degree of
tunability and control. This allows us to fine-tune existing MOF architectures– or tailormake a completely new MOF– to exhibit optimal properties for a given application. For
example, we can tune the MOF chemistry to target the adsorption of specific gas molecules
from a mixture.
Our understanding of the intricate structure-property relationships for the rational design
and tuning of nanoporous materials for a given application, however, is limited; trial and
error is heavily involved in the laboratory today. As it can take months to find how to
synthesize and activate a single material, then characterize and test it, only a small subset
of possible materials can be investigated due to time and resource constraints. In line
with the Materials Genome Initiative [37], we use molecular models and simulations to
rank nanoporous material structures for gas storage and separations. By conducting highthroughput computational screenings of databases of nanoporous material structures, we can
predict performance rankings, pinpointing the top predicted performers on which to focus
experimental efforts. Further, the large volume of data from a high-throughput screening
elucidates useful structure-property relationships for the rational design of new materials
tailored towards a given application. Finally, by considering so many nanoporous material
structures, we can obtain performance expectations.

1.1

Applications of nanoporous materials

Here, I outline in detail applications of nanoporous materials on which I focused during my
doctoral research, namely (i) natural gas storage, (ii) Xe/Kr separations, and (iii) Xe capture
from air at dilute conditions.

Natural gas storage
Natural gas is often called a ‘bridging fuel’ from our incumbent petroleum economy to one
predominantly based on renewable energy sources. The transportation sector, currently fueled predominantly by gasoline, is an enormous potential market for natural gas. Mostly
methane, natural gas emits less CO2 per energy harvested upon combustion than any other
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: HKUST-1 [33], a metal-organic framework (MOF), as an example nanoporous
material. (a) A photo of HKUST-1 in the laboratory. The color of HKUST-1 is blue due to
the copper content. The dry erase marker is for scale. Figure from Ref [34], used under Creative Commons Attribution License. (b) A visualization of the crystal structure of HKUST-1,
which has chemical formula Cu3 BTC2 , where BTC = benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate. (orange:
copper, red: oxygen, gray: carbon, white: hydrogen). The walls of the hole-like pores in
this material form an interior surface to which gas molecules adsorb. The diameter of these
pores is 0.7 nm. Figure from Ref [34], used under Creative Commons Attribution License.
(c) Dicopper(II) tetracarboxylate building block for HKUST-1. From Ref. [33]. Reprinted
with permission from AAAS.
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hydrocarbon [38] (25% less CO2 than gasoline [39]). Because transportation accounts for
28% of US greenhouse gas emissions [40], the widespread adoption of natural gas as a transportation fuel has the potential to significantly mitigate anthropogenic climate change. Furthermore, natural gas as a transportation fuel emits less volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
CO, SOx , and particulates than gasoline [41]. The reduction of greenhouse gases by adopting
natural gas as a fuel is predicated on mitigating releases of methane that may come with
increased production, transportation, and use [42, 43]; methane itself is a greenhouse gas
21 times more potent than CO2 [40, 44], considering its 100-year global warming potential
(GWP).
Economic incentives for replacing petroleum energy sources with natural gas are in place.
Dry shale gas production in the US has skyrocketed in recent years [47] (Fig 1.3a) due to
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling technologies that enable the extraction of shale
gas that was once inaccessible [48, 49]. Estimated world-wide natural gas reserves have
increased substantially [39]. This has driven natural gas prices to historic lows (Fig 1.3b)
[50], rendering methane economically competitive with petroleum fuels. The US in particular
has a national security incentive to decrease petroleum imports from unstable regions and
instead utilize domestic energy reserves. Further, the barrier for manufacturers to tailor
vehicular engines to consume natural gas is low, and gasoline engines can be retrofitted to
run on natural gas [51]. In the US, tax incentives for this are in place [52]. Still, the hidden
environmental costs of hydraulic fracturing [53], such as drinking water contamination [54],
are not yet well understood.
Despite the positive environmental and economical outlook, the comparatively low volumetric energy density of methane at ambient conditions is a major obstacle to adopting
natural gas as a vehicular fuel instead of gasoline. On a mass basis, the heat of combustion of
natural gas is actually slightly higher than that of gasoline. However, the fact that methane
is a gas at ambient conditions, leaving it with a volumetric energy density 1/950 that of
gasoline, necessitates an energy-intensive densification strategy to get an acceptable driving
range with a reasonably-sized vehicular fuel tank. The incumbent densification processes,
compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquified natural gas (LNG), are a major hindrance to
the commercial adoption of passenger vehicles fueled by natural gas because of the costly
infrastructure required for refilling stations and vehicular fuel tanks [55, 56]. For LNG, the
energy-intensive process of cooling methane to a liquid at c.a. -162◦ C [9] requires an expensive liquifaction process. To store LNG onboard the vehicle, expensive cryogenic fuel tanks
are required, and LNG suffers from boil-off losses [57]. For CNG, where natural gas is compressed to 200-300 bar at ambient temperature, costly multi-stage compressors are required
at refilling stations to achieve the high pressures. To withstand such high pressures, CNG
tanks are thick-walled and therefore heavy and relatively expensive. Further, the tanks must
be cylindrical or spherical to evenly distribute stress [58]. This makes for a cumbersome,
large, non-conformable tank that must be placed in the trunk of passenger vehicles.
Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) technology is an alternative densification strategy at ambient temperatures where we pack the vehicular fuel tank with a nanoporous adsorbent
material. The natural gas would be delivered to the engine from the ANG tank by a pres-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3: Adsorbed natural gas technology motivation. (a) Dry shale gas production
in the US has increased dramatically due to the implementation of hydraulic fracturing
and horizontal drilling technologies. [45] (b) Natural gas wholesale prices have dropped
substantially in recent years, likely as a result of the increased supply. Data from Ref [46]. (c)
The volumetric energy density of gasoline, LNG, CNG, and methane at ambient conditions.
The energy density of methane gas at ambient conditions is 0.036 MJ/L, highlighting the
importance of a densification strategy for adoption as a vehicular fuel. The dashed line
indicates the ARPA-E single-crystal deliverable capacity target, set above the energy density
of CNG in anticipation of packing losses. (c) from Ref. [34], used under Creative Commons
Attribution License.
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sure swing. By exploiting attractive interactions between the solid and methane gas, the goal
is to recruit methane into the ordered pores of the material to result in storing an amount of
methane per volume competitive to CNG, albeit at a more moderate pressure (35-65 bar).
This lower storage pressure mitigates refilling infrastructure costs because less expensive,
two-stage compressors can achieve 65 bar of pressure in comparison to CNG that stores at
200 bar. As 60 million US households have natural gas delivery [55], homeowners could potentially refill their fuel tank in their own garage with these cheaper compressors. Further,
a thinner-walled and thus lighter and less expensive fuel tank is required to withstand 65
bar, possibly enabling conformable fuel tanks that, in contrast to CNG tanks, do not occupy
cargo space in the vehicle. ANG technology thus could allow us to realize the economic and
environmental benefits of natural gas as a vehicular fuel in passenger vehicles [9].
The Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E) of the US Department of
Energy uses a target of 12.5 MJ/L deliverable capacity for natural gas sorbents [59] at 298
K using a pressure range of 65 to 5.8 bar, which was recently modified from the old pressure
range of 35 to 1 bar. The discharge pressure was raised from 1 bar in recognition that a
sufficient pressure differential must be present to drive a sufficient methane flow rate from
the adsorbent to the engine. The charging pressure of PH = 65 bar considers the threshold
pressure for cheaper infrastructure at refilling stations and lighter-weight, conformable tanks.
For comparison with the ARPA-E target, the volumetric energy density of CNG is 8.9 MJ/L
(200 bar, 298 K, Peng-Robinson EOS) and of LNG is 22.2 MJ/L (-161.5◦ C), which is only 27%
and 64% of gasoline (34.2 MJ/L), respectively [9]. Using the energy of combustion of methane
(-889 kJ/mol), the DOE target for adsorbed natural gas is 315 v STP/v, where v denotes
a unit of volume (this is non-dimensional, so the units for volume are arbitrary). Once
materials survive the 315 v STP/v deliverable capacity screening process, other properties
must be considered, e.g., stability, good dynamic performance under fill-refill cycles [60, 39],
resistance to impurities, de/adsorption kinetics, and cost. APRA-E also has a gravimetric
deliverable capacity target, but the volumetric deliverable capacity is more important for
improving the driving range from a tank fill-up [51].
In Chapter 2, we build a series of simple models of adsorption to gain insights into how
to optimize nanoporous materials for methane storage. In parallel, we conducted a highthroughput screening of zeolites for methane storage and interpreted this data in light of our
simple models.
In Chapter 3, we conduct a high-throughput screening of several classes of nanoporous
materials, including metal-organic frameworks, zeolites, porous polymer networks, and zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, for methane storage. Our data reveals design rules and,
although we originally set out to identify materials that exceed methane storage targets,
our data strongly suggests that current methane storage targets are too ambitious for rigid
materials.
In Chapter 4, we constructed two simple models to assess thermodynamic limitations to
the deliverable capacity of methane in a nanoporous material.
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Xe/Kr separations
The noble gases xenon (Xe) and krypton (Kr) have several important applications [61].
Xenon is used as an anesthetic [62, 63, 64] and for imaging [65] in the health industry and
as a satellite propellant in the space industry [66]. Both xenon and krypton are used in
lighting [67], in lasers [68, 69], in double glazing for insulation [70, 71], and as carrier gases
in analytical chemistry [72]. As krypton and xenon are present in Earth’s atmosphere at
concentrations of 1.14 and 0.087 ppm, respectively [73], the conventional method to obtain
xenon and krypton is as a byproduct of the separation of air into oxygen and nitrogen
by cryogenic distillation [74]. This byproduct stream from air separation consists of 80%
krypton and 20% xenon [75]. At Air Liquide, this mixture is compressed to 200 bar and
stored in cylinders, then sent to a separate Xe-Kr separation plant to undergo another
cryogenic distillation to obtain pure xenon or krypton [76]. Cryogenic distillation for the
separation of krypton and xenon has a very high energy and capital requirement, reflected
by the cost of high-purity xenon, ca. $5,000/kg [77]. An alternative, potentially energy- and
cost-saving Xe/Kr separation process is to use a nanoporous material as an adsorbent to
selectively adsorb either Kr or Xe at ambient temperature through a temperature- and/or
pressure-swing adsorption process [78, 79].
Experiments regarding xenon and krypton adsorption [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 77, 86, 87,
88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93] suggest that it may be feasible to use nanoporous materials in an
selective adsorption-based process to separate a Xe/Kr mixture.
In a distillation, one exploits the differing boiling points of Xe (119.8 K at 1 atm) and
Kr (164.9 K at 1 atm). For an adsorption-based separation of xenon and krypton, we seek
to exploit the differences in their size and van der Waals interactions with the framework
atoms of the nanoporous materials. Xenon is larger than krypton (van der Waals radii:
rXe = 1.985 Å and rKr = 1.83 Å) and has a deeper Lennard-Jones attractive potential well
(see Figure 1.4). Thus, we expect the majority of materials to selectively adsorb xenon over
krypton; other materials will be reverse selective if their pores are the appropriate size for
krypton, but too small for xenon.
In Chapter 5, I outline how we screened over half a million experimentally reported
and predicted/hypothetical nanoporous materials for separating a 20/80 mol % Xe/Kr mixture at 1 bar and 298 K. The screening reveals design rules for synthesizing a Xe-selective
material and rationalizes the importance of pore size. Because of the large number of structures screened, a brute-force computational strategy would require exorbitant resources.
Instead, we employed a machine learning algorithm to learn the relationship between more
quickly computed structural descriptors and selectivity, allowing us to quickly rule out a
large fraction of materials on the basis of their quickly computed structural descriptors.
This introduction is from Ref. [95].
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Figure 1.4: Exploiting difference in size and potential well depth of Xe/Kr for separation.
The Kr-Kr and Xe-Xe Lennard-Jones potentials from Ref [94]. Vertical lines denote the
zero of the potential, yielding van der Waals radii of rXe = 1.985 Å and rKr = 1.83 Å. Xe
and Kr atoms are depicted with sizes proportional to their van der Waals radii to visualize
the difference in size. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.

Xe capture from air
One of the grandest challenges of our generation is to meet our rapidly growing energy
demand without further increasing the emission of greenhouse gases[96, 55]. Nuclear energy
is one of the cheapest alternatives to carbon-based fossil fuels that, because of its high
energy density and minimal land use requirements, can be scaled up to help meet global
energy demands. Life cycle analyses indicate that greenhouse gas emissions of a nuclear
power plant are significantly lower than fossil fuel technologies and comparable to other
renewable electricity generation technologies, such as solar photovoltaics[97]. For the mass
implementation of nuclear energy as a low-emissions energy source, we must also safely
sequester the associated high-level radioactive waste[98]. In this, most attention is given to
recovering the heavy, long-lived nuclear elements in used nuclear fuel (UNF), such as uranium
and plutonium. Less discussed are the volatile radionuclides (for example, Xe, Kr) that
evolve into the off-gas of UNF aqueous reprocessing facilities[98]. In these off-gases, gaseous
radioactive 85 Kr has a long half-life (t1/2 = 10.8 years) and therefore must be captured and
removed from the off-gas to prevent its uncontrolled release into the atmosphere[98]. In
contrast, the radioactive Xe isotopes (t1/2 ∼ 36.3 days for 127 Xe) have decayed by the time
the fuel is reprocessed. As high purity Xe is used in many applications, including commercial
lighting, propulsion, imaging, anesthesia and insulation, the recovered Xe could be sold into
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the chemical market to offset operating costs. At present, cryogenic distillation is the most
mature technology to separate Xe and Kr from air, but it is energy- and capital-intensive
and therefore expensive. Furthermore, the radiolytic formation of ozone poses an explosion
hazard during cryogenic distillation[98]. These factors incentivize the development of an
alternative technology for a less energy-intensive, more cost-effective and safer process to
capture Kr and Xe from UNF reprocessing facility off-gas.
A promising alternative technology for Xe/Kr removal from reprocessing off-gas is an
adsorption-based process at room temperature using a selective, solid-state adsorbent [13].
These solid-state adsorbents are found to be almost exclusively Xe-selective, and thus a
dual step process whereby, first, the Xe is selectively removed from the off-gas, is a necessary
requirement for a practical application[99]. In the subsequent step, the radioactive Kr can be
removed from the Xe-free effluent using the same material or a different material. Adsorbents
such as activated carbon have been proposed[86, 98], but these fall short compared with
high surface area, crystalline metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and porous organic cage
compounds. Among the many novel materials tested thus far, SBMOF-1 has shown to be
the most promising for Xe/Kr separations, showing high capacity and good selectivity for
Xe over Kr. See Fig 1.5.
In Chapter 7, our high-throughput computational screening of MOFs for Xe capture at
dilute conditions leads to the characterization of SBMOF-1 as the most Xe-selective material
reported in the literature. Our colleagues at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory carried
out the experimental work, which is an integral part of this computer-assisted materials
discovery. Part of this introduction is from Ref. [100].

1.2

Molecular Simulation Methods

Here, we outline the methods used throughout this thesis to simulate the adsorption of gas
into the pores of nanoporous crystals. Throughout, we treat the crystal structure as a rigid
host, and thus the nanoporous crystal is determined by the Bravais unit cell, the identity of
the atoms in a unit cell, and the fractional coordinates of these atoms.

Molecular models
For a molecular simulation, we require a model of the energetic landscape of a gas molecule
in the pore of a nanoporous crystal. Consider a nonpolar gas molecule such as xenon (Xe)
or krypton (Kr). We model the [dominantly dispersive] interactions of such a gas molecule
with atom i of the nanoporous material using a Lennard-Jones potential:

 
σi 12  σi 6
−
,
(1.1)
Ui (r) = 4i
r
r
where Ui is the energy of the interaction and r is the distance between the gas molecule and
atom i of the nanoporous crystal. The meaning of the parameters σi and i are illustrated
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Figure 1.5: Survey of thermodynamic Xe/Kr separation performance in top-performing
materials. Henry coefficients are extracted from pure-component Xe and Kr adsorption
isotherms reported in the literature (see Refs. [100, 101]). Data at 298 K, exceptions denoted by a dagger (†) for 297 K and a double dagger (††) for 292 K. Survey includes CC3 [77],
Co-formate [90, 85], noria [101], SBMOF-2 [102], HKUST-1 [103], MOF-505 [92], PCN-14
[104], Ni-MOF-74 [86], Zinc tetrazolate [105], IRMOF-1 [83], and FMOF-Cu [87].
in Fig 1.6. The parameters  and σ for different interactions (e.g., xenon-xenon) can then be
taken from the literature, where these parameters were fit to reproduce experimental data, for
example vapor-liquid equilibria [106] or sublimation energies [107]. Commonly used off-theshelf molecular models used in this thesis include the Dreiding force field [107], the Universal
Force Field [108], and Transferable Potentials for Phase Equilibria (TraPPE) [106]. Mixing
rules, such as the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules, then dictate cross-interactions. Note that
we can model methane (CH4 ) as a single, united atom [106].
We can then model the interaction of a gas molecule with the crystal as pairwise additive,
as a sum over all atoms of the crystal:
X
U (r) =
Ui (r),
(1.2)
i

where Ui (r) is given in eqn 1.1. As the Lennard-Jones potential diminishes to zero with
power r−6 as r increases, we typically truncate Lennard-Jones potentials and approximate
them as zero beyond a critical radius rc . This allows us to model the interaction of a gas
molecule with a crystal of infinite extent by considering all crystal atoms within a distance
rc from the gas molecule.
Gas-gas interactions for nonpolar gases are also modeled with the Lennard-Jones potential
in eqn 1.1. In this thesis, periodic boundary conditions are applied to the gas-gas interactions
to, again, model adsorption in a perfect crystal of infinite extent.
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Figure 1.6: The blue curve shows the Lennard-Jones potential modeling the interaction of a
xenon and carbon atom at distance r from one another. The  parameter is the minimum
value of U (r). The σ parameter is the distance such that U (σ) = 0.
Given N gas molecules in the pores of a rigid nanoporous material (a Bravais unit cell
taken as a simulation box with periodic boundary conditions applied) at positions x1 , x2 , ...,
xN , the total interaction energy of the system is then determined by this molecular model.

Molecular simulations
The grand-canonical statistical mechanical ensemble (µV T ensemble) mimics experimental
gas adsorption isotherm measurements, where a sample of a nanporous material is immersed
in a bath of gas at pressure P . In the grand-canonical ensemble, the temperature T , volume
of nanoporous material V , and chemical potential µ of the bath of gas are held fixed. The
energy and number of adsorbed gas molecules in the system fluctuate in the grand-canonical
ensemble. The chemical potential µ of a gas is related to pressure via an equation of state,
such as the ideal gas law or van der Waals equation of state. For example, for an ideal gas
at temperature T and pressure P , the chemical potential µ is [109]:
µ = kB T log(βP Λ3 ),

(1.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Λ is the thermal de Broglie wavelength [109].
The partition function of a rigid nanoporous material immersed in a bath of gas in the
grand-canonical ensemble is a sum of the statistical weight eβµNν −βEν over all microstates ν:
Z
∞
X
eβµN
N
e−βU (x ) dxN ,
(1.4)
Ξ(µ, V, T ) =
3N
Λ
N
!
N =0
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where N is the number of gas molecules, xN is a convenient notation for the positions of these
gas molecules in the pores of the material, and β := 1/(kB T ) [110]. The energy of a particular
state of the system, characterized by (N, xN ), U (xN ) is determined by the molecular model
above. The probability density p(N, xN ) in the µV T ensemble is proportional to the factor:
p(N, xN ) ∼

eβµN −βU (xN )
e
.
Λ3N N !

(1.5)

With the goal of finding the expected value of N , we turn to Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulations to simulate the probability distribution in eqn 1.5. We propose three Markov
chain transition proposals:
• Particle insertion: we propose to add a particle to the system at a random position x
uniformly distributed in the simulation box of volume V .
• Particle deletion: we propose to remove a uniformly random selected particle.
• Particle translation: we perturb the coordinates of a uniformly random selected particle
by placing it in a uniformly distributed position about a cube centered at the current
position.
To achieve a stationary distribution, we impose detailed balance:
N0

N0

N0

p[(N 0 , x0 )|(N, xN )]p[(N, xN )] = p[(N, xN )|(N 0 , x0 )]p[(N 0 , x0 )].

(1.6)
0

Here, the prime denotes a different state. The conditional probability density p[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )]
0
refers to, in the Markov chain, moving to state (N 0 , x0 N ) given that we are currently in
state (N, xN ). We now separate the conditional distribution into a proposal distribution
0
g[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )] which is the conditional probability density of proposing to move to
0
state (N 0 , x0 N ) given that we are currently in state (N, xN ) and an acceptance distribution
0
A[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )], which is the conditional probability density to accept the transition:
N0

N0

N0

p[(N 0 , x0 )|(N, xN )] = g[(N 0 , x0 )|(N, xN )]A[(N 0 , x0 )|(N, xN )].

(1.7)

Then, in terms of the proposal and acceptance distributions, the detailed balance in eqn 1.6
holds if:
0
0
0
A[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )]
p[(N 0 , x0 N )] g[(N, xN )|(N 0 , x0 N )]
=
.
(1.8)
0
0
p[(N, xN )] g[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )]
A[(N, xN )|(N 0 , x0 N )]
The Metropolis-Hastings acceptance distribution A achieves the above condition:
!
0
0
0 0N
N
0 0N
0
p[(N
,
x
)]
g[(N,
x
)|(N
,
x
)]
N
A[(N 0 , x0 )|(N, xN )] := min 1,
(1.9)
0
p[(N, xN )] g[(N 0 , x0 N )|(N, xN )]
If the particle insertion and deletion moves are proposed with equal probability:
g[(N + 1, xN +1 )|(N, xN )] = g[(N, xN )|(N + 1, xN +1 )],

(1.10)
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and by construction of the particle translation move:
N

N

g[(N, xN )|(N, x0 )] = g[(N, x0 )|(N, xN )].

(1.11)

Therefore, using eqn 1.5, the acceptance probability of a particle insertion proposal is:


V
N +1
N
βµN −β(U (N +1,xN +1 )−U (N,xN ))
;
(1.12)
A[(N + 1, x
)|(N, x )] = min 1, 3
e
e
Λ (N + 1)
of a deletion proposal:
A[(N − 1, x

N −1



Λ3 N −βµN −β(U (N −1,xN −1 )−U (N,xN ))
;
e
e
)|(N, x )] = min 1,
V
N

(1.13)

and of a translation proposal:


0N
N
N
A[(N, x0 )|(N, xN )] = min 1, e−β(U (N,x )−U (N,x )) .

(1.14)

These state Markov chain transition proposals and associated acceptance rules then determine how we conduct a grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulation in practice.
This algorithm is outlined in the textbook in Ref. [110].
Infinite dilution
At dilute conditions (P → 0), we can use a much cheaper algorithm than Markov chain
Monte Carlo simulations. Let us use eqn 1.3 to write the grand-canonical partition function
in eqn 1.4 in terms of pressure:
Z
∞
X
(βP )N
N
Ξ(P, V, T ) =
e−βU (x ) dxN .
N!
N =0
As P → 0, the leading order terms are:
Ξ(P, V, T ) ∼ 1 + βP

Z

e−βU (x) dx.

(1.15)

(1.16)

The expectation of N is given by a derivative of the partition function:
hN i =

∂ log Ξ
∂ log Ξ
=P
.
∂(βµ)
∂P

(1.17)

Using the expansion in eqn 1.16 and carrying out the above derivative, we find that, as
P → 0:
 Z

−βU (x)
hN i = β e
dx P + O(P 2 ).
(1.18)
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The term in the parenthesis multiplying P is the Henry coefficient, KH . This is a derivation
of Henry’s law hN i = KH P which is often used to model adsorption at dilute conditions. The
Henry coefficient KH can thus be computed as β times the spatial average of the Boltzmann
factor of a gas molecule in the pores of the material:
Z
KH = β e−βU (x) dx.
(1.19)
Eqn 1.19 is also derived in Ref. [110]. While one could use numerical quadrature to compute
the above average, in this thesis, we use Monte Carlo integration to compute the spatial
average when we seek to compute the Henry coefficient. As outlined by Kim and Smit [111],
the computation of a Henry coefficient is an embarrassingly parallel algorithm. We can assign
each thread on a graphics processing units (GPU) or any parallel computing architecture a
different position x of an adsorbed molecule and compute its energy there in parallel, as a
sample for the average in eqn 1.19.
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Chapter 2
Optimizing nanoporous materials for
gas storage
In this work, we address the question of which thermodynamic factors determine the deliverable capacity of methane in nano-porous materials. The deliverable capacity is one of
the key factors that determines the performance of a material for methane storage in automotive fuel tanks. To obtain insights in how the molecular characteristics of a material are
related to this deliverable capacity, we developed several statistical thermodynamic models.
The predictions of these models are compared with the classical thermodynamics approach
of Bhatia and Myers [Bhatia and Myers Langmuir, 2005, 22, 1688] and with the results
of molecular simulations in which we screen the IZA zeolite structures and a hypothetical
zeolite database of over 100,000 structures. Both the simulations and our models do not
support the rule of thumb that, for methane storage, one should aim for an optimal heat of
adsorption of 18.8 kJ/mol. Instead, our models show that one can identify an optimal heat
of adsorption, but that this optimal heat of adsorption depends on the pore of the material.
The different models we have developed are aimed to provide guidelines on how this optimal
heat of adsorption is related to the molecular structure of the material.
This chapter is based on the following publication [112]:
C. Simon, J. Kim, L.C. Lin, R.L. Martin, M. Haranczyk, B. Smit. Optimizing
nanoporous materials for gas storage. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics.
(2014) 16 (12): 5499 -5513.

2.1

Introduction

A potential solution to enhance the volumetric energy density of methane for use as a vehicular fuel without an expensive or energy-intensive densification process is adsorbed natural
gas technology. See Sec. 1.1.
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A large body of research [113, 114, 115, 116, 117] aims to improve nanoporous materials
for methane storage by modifying the framework chemistry, thereby tuning the interactions
between the framework atoms and the methane [118]. With the goal of achieving an energy
that is competitive with gasoline using an adsorbent, we must maximize the quantity of
methane stored in the material at the high pressure, PH , of a filled tank while, at the same
time, minimizing the retention of gas at the low pressure, PL , of a depleted tank, the “cushion
gas”. The deliverable capacity or working capacity is defined as the difference in the loading
in the adsorbent between the two pressure ranges.
Here, we use a computational approach for a high-throughput screening of over 100,000
zeolites from the hypothetical database generated by Deem and coworkers [119, 120] and
the IZA database as adsorbent candidates for methane storage. While our screening study
shows that zeolites are not particularly promising for exceeding ARPA-E targets, they serve
here as a data set to investigate what properties endow a material with a large deliverable
capacity, which is the goal of this work. Wilmer et al. [121] similarly explored geometrical
relationships with methane storage capacity in a large number of hypothetical metal-organic
frameworks for methane storage.
In addition, we aim to understand how the heat of adsorption affects the deliverable capacity. Bhatia and Myers [122] were among the first to systematically study the relationship
between the heat of adsorption and the deliverable capacity for a Langmuir isotherm. They
noted that, to yield a high deliverable capacity, the affinity for methane in the adsorbent
framework must be strong enough to store a large amount at the charging pressure PH , yet
weak enough to release most of the methane at the discharge pressure PL [122]. Using experimental data for carbonaceous materials, Bhatia and Myers use classical thermodynamic
arguments to demonstrate that the optimal heat of adsorption for methane storage is 18.8
kJ/mol for PH = 30 and PL = 1.5 bar. Their highly cited work provided much needed
guidance, so much that the 18.8 kJ/mol target is now frequently used for a far wider class
of materials than those that were envisioned in the original work of Bhatia and Myers. This
raises the question whether the assumptions underlying the work of Bhatia and Myers hold
for such a wide class of materials.
Snurr and coworkers investigated the relation between the heat of adsorption and deliverable capacity by artificially changing Lennard Jones interaction parameters in a few select
MOFs to tune the heat of adsorption in-silico [123]. They indeed observed an optimal heat
of adsorption, but it was different for each material. In other work[124], they derive an upper
bound for the optimal heat of adsorption by considering an adsorption site that results in
complete loss of entropy of the adsorbate molecule. Garrone et al. [125] pointed out that
the entropy change upon adsorption is not the same for all materials and, using a positive
correlation found between enthalpy and entropy changes upon adsorption, adjusted Bhatia
and Myers’ formula. We explain the enthalpy-entropy correlation and its consequences for
designing the optimal material.
Our high-throughput, in-silico screening facilitates our study of the relationship between
material performance and key geometric and thermodynamic parameters. Moreover, to
obtain a fundamental understanding of these relationships, we build a sequence of statistical
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mechanical models of adsorption.

2.2

Zeolite screening data

Here, we computationally screen 136,328 hypothetical and 187 IZA zeolites for methane
storage and investigate what properties endow zeolites with a high deliverable capacity.

Methods
The zeolite crystal structures were obtained from the SLC hypothetical database generated
by Deem and coworkers [120]. We analyzed only structures with pore sizes accessible to
methane (> 1.625 Å radius). Geometrical properties of the zeolite structures, such as accessible surface area and largest-included-sphere pore diameters are obtained using a Voronoi
decomposition approach in the Zeo++ software [126]. For every structure, we computed
the equilibrium number of methane guest molecules per unit crystal cell as a function of
temperature and chemical potential (related to pressure) with the Grand-canonical Monte
Carlo Algorithm [110] (see Sec. 1.2). A Lennard-Jones potential models the framework-guest
and guest-guest interactions using force field parameters developed in Refs. [127, 128]. This
force field [127, 128] was specifically tuned to reproduce the adsorption isotherms of methane
and other alkanes in zeolites. To mimic an infinite crystal, we implement periodic boundary
conditions with a shifted and truncated Lenard Jones potential with a 12.0 Å cutoff. For
identification of top performing materials, we use the Peng-Robinson equation of state to
convert fugacity to the experimentally relevant mechanical pressure.
We take into account in our simulations that some zeolites have adsorption pockets that
can accommodate a methane molecule, but are not accessible from the gas phase. In our
Monte Carlo simulations, we insert molecules at random position and we therefore need to
block these sites to ensure that these are not sampled. In most conventional simulations,
such pockets are identified by visual inspection. For screening large databases, we have
developed a high-performance algorithm [129, 130] for this task. We segment the void space
in the material into pockets (inaccessible regions of void space) and channels by inspecting
the three-dimensional potential energy profile of methane in the material, computed prior
to Monte Carlo sampling for speed-up of force computations. We assume that the guest
molecule is not able to cross an energetic barrier greater than 15kB T and perform a multicore
CPU flood fill process to segment the energy grid with respect to this barrier. We then
identify how these segments are connected periodically, which affords the use of a convenient
definition of a channel - a channel is a region of space from which you can travel to the
equivalent region in another unit cell; everything else must be a pocket. Grid points within
pockets are reassigned to a very large energy value, such that when Monte Carlo moves land
within a pocket, they will experience a very large repulsive energy and be rejected, just as if
the move had landed within an atom of the material.
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The isosteric heat of adsorption is defined as the negative of the enthalpy change upon
adsorption ∆H. The energy of adsorption differs from the enthlapy of adsorption by a work
term (∆H = ∆U − RT ) [131]. We perform Widom insertions [110] to obtain the ensemble
average energy of adsorption at infinite dilution (U0 in following equations) and the Henry
coefficient.
Adsorption isotherms, Henry coefficients, heats of adsorption, and geometric data of each
structure are available as Supplementary data, including a list of the top 50 performers in
both the 65 to 5.8 bar and 35 to 1 bar pressure ranges. In the scatter plots that follow, each
zeolite structure is plotted as a point.
We point out that our molecular simulations, which implement periodic boundary conditions, predict the uptake in a perfect single crystal. Ultimately, the adsorbent in the
final methane storage tank, which is not a single-crystal, will depend upon the bulk adsorbent properties. For an adsorbent with a high-pressure uptake greater than free space,
the deliverable capacity of the final, bulk adsorbent will necessarily be less than that of the
single-crystal; hence, our reported single-crystal deliverable capacities of high-performing
materials are an upper bound for the deliverable capacity of an adsorbed natural gas tank.
However, the DOE target of 315 v STP/v anticipates this and applies to the single crystal
deliverable capacity [59].

Results
We obtain adsorption isotherms at 298 K from 1-200 bar from Grand-canonical Monte Carlo
simulations. We used these to plot the deliverable capacity against loading at PH = 65 bar
in Fig 2.1a. To compare with using a free-space tank, the deliverable capacity and density
at 65 bar of an ideal gas is plotted as horizontal and vertical lines, respectively.
Fig 2.1a illustrates that a high loading is necessary, but not sufficient, for a high deliverable capacity. Two materials with the same high-pressure loading can exhibit substantially
different deliverable capacities depending on the shape of the isotherm (see Fig 2.1b). As an
example, structure PCOD8294531 (red star) has a promising 65 bar loading of 163 v STP/v.
However, there is still so much methane left at the discharge pressure PL = 5.8 bar that it
exhibits a deliverable capacity of only 33% of this, rendering it useless (a free-space tank is
better). This highlights the importance to consider more than the absolute storage capacity
at 65 bar.
Next, we investigate relationships between deliverable capacity and geometrical properties. First, we explore if the size of the adsorption pore affects the deliverable capacity in
Fig 2.1c. We characterize the largest pore size by assigning radii to the framework atoms,
modeling them as hard-spheres, and finding the largest sphere that can be included in the
framework without overlapping with a framework atom. Structures with the highest deliverable capacities generally occur at an optimal pore size range around 4.6 Å. A second peak
occurs around twice 4.6 Å, likely corresponding to more than one methane molecule fitting
inside the pore. Pore diameter is not, however, a good predictor of deliverable capacity and
thus other variables must be considered. Second, we corroborate claims in the literature
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Figure 2.1: (a) Deliverable capacity of structures in the zeolite database against high-pressure
loading. The cushion gas (loading at 5.8 bar) can significantly degrade the deliverable
capacity from the high-pressure loading. Vertical line: ideal gas density at 65 bar (58.76 v
STP/v) Horizontal line: deliverable capacity of free space tank (ideal gas, 53.52 v STP/v)
(b) Depending on isotherm shape, two materials with the same high-pressure loading can
have very different deliverable capacities. The green isotherm saturates quickly, resulting in a
high uptake at the low pressure as well, and thus lower deliverable capacity. (c) Deliverable
capacity plotted against the largest included sphere diameter. Red vertical line is hardsphere diameter of methane, 3.25 Å [132]. Black vertical lines denote 4.6 Å and 2*4.6=9.2
Å. (d) Loading at 65 bar vs accessible surface area color-coded according to the energy
of adsorption. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.
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[133] that high surface area polymeric materials result in high uptake with the positive correlation present in Fig 2.1d. Based on the color-coding in Fig 2.1d, a material can somewhat
compensate for its lack of accessible surface area by achieving a high heat of adsorption.
Because high uptake is a prerequisite for high deliverable capacity, there is also a positive
correlation between the deliverable capacity and the surface area, but the relationship with
the heat of adsorption is more complicated. See Fig 2.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Deliverable capacity (a) and loading at 5.8 bar (b) plotted against accessible
surface area. We still see a positive correlation between surface area and deliverable capacity,
but the heat of desorption actually decreases the deliverable capacity at high surface areas,
unlike what is seen in the loading correlations. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
One of the important predictions of the thermodynamic analysis of Bhatia and Myers
is that there is an optimal heat of adsorption for given operating pressures. Using the
assumptions in Ref. [122] that the standard entropy change upon adsorption for methane
is ∆S ◦ = −9.5R and our relevant operating pressures PH = 65 bar and PL = 5.8 bar,
we expect a heat of adsorption of 16.2 kJ/mol, plotted as vertical line in Fig 2.3, to yield
materials with the highest deliverable capacity. We plot the deliverable capacity against
the heat of adsorption in Fig 2.3. However, materials endowed with a heat of adsorption
of 16.2 kJ/mol exhibit a drastic range of deliverable capacities. Further, there are many
high-performance materials with heats of adsorption far from the optimal. To try to better
understand this, we color-code the points in Fig 2.3 by the void fraction of the material.
To an extent, the void fraction helps distinguish deliverable capacities between materials
with the same heat of adsorption; a larger void fraction, implying a more porous material,
generally results in a higher deliverable capacity. To understand the discrepancy between
Fig 2.3 and the concept of a blanket optimum heat of adsorption, we proceed to develop a
series of statistical mechanical models of adsorption.
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Figure 2.3: Deliverable capacity vs. heat of adsorption color-coded according to the void
fraction. Vertical line denotes the optimal heat of adsorption in eqn 2.19 using the assumption
∆S 0 = −9.5R and a pressure range of 65 and 5.8 bar, 16.2 kJ/mol. Figures reproduced from
Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

2.3

Models for Adsorption: Seeking an optimal heat
of adsorption

We develop a series of models to quantify and intuit how the heat of adsorption affects
the deliverable capacity. We start with a simple model (model 0), which is constructed
such that the heat of adsorption is independent of structure of the material. As in this
model the entropy can be varied independently, we obtain insight in the role of entropy in
determining the optimal adsorption conditions. In model 0, we assume that the gas molecules
do not interact; in model 1 we study the effect of gas-gas interactions on the performance
of the materials. In model 2, we further study the correlation between heat of adsorption
and entropy of adsorption that has been found in experimental studies. Model 3 similarly
explores how a heterogeneous energy landscape is linked to the entropy of adsorption.

Model 0: Langmuirian material
In model 0, our idealization of a nanoporous crystalline material is that it consists of M
identical, independent adsorption sites in a unit volume. Each crystalline unit cell has a
void space Ωs that is of uniform energy U0 and large enough for only one gas molecule. The
region outside the binding site is inaccessible because it is occupied by framework atoms.
See Fig 2.4. The energy landscape of the material is thus:

U0 , x ∈ Ωs
U (x) =
(2.1)
∞, x ∈
/ Ωs .
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Figure 2.4: Our model material. Crystalline unit cell consists of binding site Ωs (green)
that can be occupied by one guest molecule. The region outside the binding pocket (brown)
is unoccupiable due to the presence of framework atoms. The bulk crystal is composed of
M unit cells per volume, endowing it with M adsorption sites per unit volume. Figures
reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
With this energy landscape, we now derive from statistical mechanics the isotherm for
this model material under the assumption that nearby guests do not interact. Consider a
gaseous phase of methane in equilibrium with an adsorbed phase of methane in a volume V
of our model nanoporous material.
Approach 1
The condition for equilibrium between the adsorbed phase (ads) and the ideal gas phase (ig)
is the equality of the chemical potential in the two phases:
µads = µig .

(2.2)

We obtain both µads and µig using the identity that relates the chemical potential to the
Canonical partition function Q:




1 ∂ ln Q
∂A
=−
.
(2.3)
µ=
∂σ T,V
β
∂σ
T,V
When considering the adsorbed phase, M plays the role of volume. Our approach is to
find the Canonical partition function for an ideal gas Qig and for the adsorbed phase Qads ,
perform the derivative in eqn 2.3, and equate the two chemical potentials.
The ideal gas. The single-particle partition function is generally:
Z
1
e−βU (x) dx,
(2.4)
q(V, T ) = 3
Λ Ω
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where Ω represents the system volume and Λ = Λ(T ) is the thermal de Broglie wavelength.
Because ideal methane molecules do not interact, U (x) = 0 and we arrive at q(V, T ) = V /Λ3 .
Because ideal gas particles behave independently of one another, the Canonical partition
function for an entire system of σ ideal gas particles is:
q(V, T )σ
,
(2.5)
σ!
where the factorial term takes into account that the particles are indistinguishable. Using
Stirling’s approximation for the factorial term and the identity in eqn 2.3, we take the
derivative of Qig to arrive at the chemical potential for an ideal gas:

1
µig = ln Λ3 ρ ,
(2.6)
β
where ρ is the density of the ideal gas.
The adsorbed phase. The Canonical partition function q of a single guest particle in
a single adsorption site of our model material, considered the unit cell Ω in Fig 2.4, is found
by using eqn 2.4 and the energy landscape in eqn 2.1:
1 V
q = 3  e−βU0 ,
(2.7)
Λ M
since the volume of the unit cell is the total macroscopic volume V under consideration
divided by the number of sites in that volume, M . The void fraction  is the ratio of the
volume of the binding pocket Ωs to the volume of the entire unit cell Ω. Since the particles
do not interact, the Canonical partition function Q(σ, M, T ) for σ molecules adsorbed onto
a solid with M sites is then:
M!
qσ .
(2.8)
Q(σ, M, T ) =
σ! (M − σ)!

The binomial term M
counts the number of arrangements of the σ molecules among the
σ

M sites. Using Stirling’s formula for the M
term and taking the derivative as in eqn 2.3,
σ
we arrive at the chemical potential for the adsorbed phase:


M − σ 1 V −βU0
1
µads = − ln
 e
.
(2.9)
β
σ Λ3 M
Qig (σ, V, T ) =

Finally, we equate the chemical potentials due to the equilibrium condition in eqn 2.2
and solve for the number of occupied sites σ:
σ=

βV e−βU0 P
1+

βV e−βU0
P
M

,

(2.10)

where we used the ideal gas law to relate the density to the pressure via ρ = P β. Since
βV e−βU0
is constant with temperature, we define it as a constant K to get the familiar
M
Langmuir isotherm for fractional occupancy:
σ
KP
=
.
(2.11)
M
1 + KP
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Approach 2
In the second approach, we directly find the average number of particles in the adsorbed
phase when the particle number is allowed to fluctuate in the Grand-canonical ensemble.
The Grand-canonical partition function under the equilibrium condition µ = µig = µads is:
Ξ(µ, M, T ) =

M
X

Q(σ, M, T )eβµσ .

(2.12)

σ=0

We seek to derive the Langmuir isotherm by finding the average σ:
∂ ln Ξ
1 X −βnU0 βµn
ne
e
=
.
hσi =
nP (N = n) =
Ξ n=0
∂(βµ)
n=0
M
X

M

(2.13)

First, we use eqn 2.8 to write the Grand Canonical partition function in eqn 2.12 as:

σ
M 
X
M
V −βU0 βµ
Ξ(µ, M, T ) =
e
e
,
(2.14)
3
σ
M
Λ
σ=0
which is a binomial expansion of the function (1 +
and performing the derivative in eqn 2.13:

V
e−βU0 eβµ )M .
M Λ3

V e−βU0 eβµ

hσi =

Λ3 +

V e−βU0 βµ
e
M

Taking the logarithm

.

(2.15)

Using the ideal gas law and the expression for the chemical potential of the bulk gas in
equilibrium with the solid in eqn 2.6, we write this as:
hσi =

βV e−βU0 P
1+

βV e−βU0
P
M

,

(2.16)

which is equivalent to eqn 2.10 and therefore eqn. 2.11 in Approach 1, and we arrive at the
Langmuir isotherm, where  is the void fraction, or porosity, of the material ( = |Ωs |/Ω)
and β = 1/(RT ) with R as the universal gas constant. Eqn 2.16 is the familiar Langmuir
−βU0
isotherm with Henry coefficient KH = βe−βU0 and Langmuir constant K = βeM .
The isothermal deliverable capacity D of a material is the difference in loading at the
high pressure PH of a filled tank and the low pressure PL of a depleted tank. Using our
model, the methane delivered to the engine per volume of model material is:
D(U0 ; PL , PH ) =

βe−βU0 PH
1+

βe−βU0
PH
M

−

βe−βU0 PL
1+

βe−βU0
PL
M

,

(2.17)

which is lucidly a function of the energy of adsorption U0 . The two terms show the prerequisite to obtain a large deliverable capacity is a high uptake at PH , but uptake at the depletion
pressure PL reduces the deliverable capacity below the high-pressure loading (see Fig 2.1a).
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To search for a U0 that optimizes the deliverable capacity, we solve the eqn
find:
√

  
PL P H 
U0,opt = U0,opt
= RT ln
.
M
RT M

∂D
∂U0
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= 0 and
(2.18)

The optimum enthalpy of adsorption is then ∆Hopt = U0,opt − RT . Bhatia and Myers’
derivation from classical thermodynamics yields


RT
P L PH
∆HBM =
log
+ T ∆S ◦ ,
(2.19)
2
(P ◦ )2
where ∆S ◦ is the standard entropy change upon adsorption with reference pressure P0 = 1
bar [134].
Bhatia and Myers show that, for activated carbons and carbon nanotubes, the entropic
term is roughly the same, and they obtain their optimal heat of adsorption by using ∆S ◦ =
−9.5R in eqn 2.19. If we assume ∆S ◦ = −9.5R holds for all materials, we obtain an optimal
heat of adsorption for methane storage of 16.2 kJ/mol at ambient temperature with PH =65
bar and PL =5.8 bar. As Bhatia and Myers assume that the isotherms are described with a
Langmuir model, U0,opt for our model 0 is consistent with eqn 2.19. In addition, our model
links the entropic term to the structural properties in model 0, manifesting precisely how
this term differs among materials.
To show that the eqn derived in Ref [122] for the optimum heat of adsorption:1 ,


P L PH
RT
log
+ T ∆S ◦ ,
(2.20)
∆HBM =
◦
2
2
(P )
for a Langmuirian material is consistent with eqn 2.18 for our model material in model 0 by
applying eqn 2.20 to the model material in model 0. The term ∆S ◦ is the standard entropy
change upon adsorption with reference pressure P ◦ = 1 bar. The details of the reference
state are in [134], briefly,“The reference states for the standard entropy of adsorption are a
hypothetical perfect gas at one atmosphere for the gas phase and a hypothetical gas in the
nanopores which obeys Henry’s law exactly”. In [134], it is show that ∆S ◦ can be written:


∆H
KH P ◦
◦
∆S =
+ R ln
,
(2.21)
T
M
where KH is Henry’s constant and M is the saturation loading. For model 0:
KH = βe−βU0

(2.22)

since KH = βhe−βU i [110]. Thus, the standard entropy change of adsorption for model 0 is:

 
∆S ◦ = −R + R ln βP ◦
.
(2.23)
M
1
Note that the units are consistent here because we substituted one unit volume in the Langmuir isotherm
expressions for σ
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If we plug the expression for the standard entropy change upon adsorption in eqn 2.23 into
Bhatia and Myers’ formula in eqn 2.20, we arrive at:

√
PL PH 
− RT,
(2.24)
∆Hopt = U0,opt − RT = RT ln
RT M
which is equivalent to eqn 2.18 in the main text. This completes our proof of equivalence.
Plugging U0,opt into eqn 2.17, we get the best possible deliverable capacity of our model
material:


PH
PL
,
(2.25)
Dopt (PL , PH ) = M √
−√
PL PH + PH
PL P H + PL
equivalent to the maximum delivery obtained by optimizing the Langmuir constant in Ref.
[135]. At extreme operating conditions,
lim Dopt (PL = 0, PH ) = M,

PH →∞

(2.26)

and each adsorption site will be fully utilized and deliver a methane molecule to the engine
or fuel cell. The two previous equations bound the deliverable capacity below the number
of adsorption sites per unit volume– and tuning the heat of adsorption does not change
this. The heat of adsorption optimizes the working capacity for a fixed number of sites M .
D
More precisely, it maximizes the fraction of sites ( M
) in a given material that can deliver a
methane molecule [135]. The density of adsorption sites M is thus important in obtaining a
high deliverable capacity, and from here one can tune the chemistry to obtain the optimal
energetics. The analysis in Ref. [122] was aimed to demonstrate that for a fixed maximum
loading, there exists an optimal heat of adsorption. This explains the discrepancy between
Fig 2.3, where the heat of adsorption is not a good predictor of deliverable capacity, and the
rule of thumb in the literature that 18.8 kJ/mol provides an optimum material for methane
storage.
First, we derive the equations for fitting a Langmuir model to adsorption data. We have
N pressure-loading data pairs (Pi , Li ) for i = 1, ..., N organized into a vector P, L ∈ RN . We
also have the Henry coefficient from molecular simulation. The model prediction g ∈ RN is
a function of the maximum uptake capacity M since we already have the Henry coefficient
KH from simulation:
K H Pi
.
(2.27)
gi (M ) :=
1 + KMH Pi
To find the M in the Langmuir model that fits the data, we solve the nonlinear minimization
problem
1
min ||g(M ) − L||2 .
(2.28)
M 2
The M ∗ that is the minimizer satisfies
A(M ∗ )T (g(M ∗ ) − L),

(2.29)
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where A is the N by 1 Jacobian matrix of g. We solve the minimization problem using the
Gauss-Newton method [136]. We start with a guess M0 and iterate on M using a search
direction pk :
Mk+1 = Mk + pk .
(2.30)
The search direction is found by, at each iteration, finding the solution pk to the linear least
squares problem:
min||A(Mk )p − (L − g(Mk ))||.
(2.31)
p

For this, we use the Scipy package in Python. The convergence criterion is that the relative
change in the sum of square errors is less than 0.0000001. The Langmuir constant K is then
determined by K = KMH , where M is found by the above fitting routine.
Next, we selected ∼2500 structures identified as Langmuirian by our isotherm fitting
routine to analyze in the context of model 0. As a criterion, we use the residual normalized
by the predicted maximum loading, also obtained from the Langmuir fitting routine. We
selected only the zeolites that have a good Langmuir model fit because (i) model 0 applies to
only Langmuirian materials (ii) we want to ensure confidence in the accuracy of identification
of M from our high-throughput data fitting routine. In Fig 2.5, we show that this set of
selected materials explores a vast range of geometric parameters and heats of adsorption for
it to be considered diverse.
In Fig 2.6 (top, blue points), we plot the fractional deliverable capacity as a function of
the energy of adsorption for these Langmuirian materials. Also for the fractional deliverable
capacity, we do not see that the best structures have the predicted optimal heat of adsorption
of 16.2 kJ/mol. Further, several structures are endowed with a heat of adsorption of 16.2
kJ/mol, but do not have the maximum fractional deliverable capacity in eqn 2.25. The
reason is that the assumption in Ref. [122] that the entropy of adsorption is constant may
not hold, implying that the optimal heat of adsorption varies from material to material. This
is evident from eqn 2.18 where the structural characteristic M appears.
The standard entropy loss upon adsorption is related to the volume of the adsorption
site, M (see eqn 2.23). For the zeolite structures, we estimate the void fraction using an
energetic approach, where points in space that have less potential energy than a threshold
are deemed occupiable (see eqn 2.46). Fig 2.7a is an M - scatter plot for the Langmuirian
materials in the zeolite database. If the entropic change upon adsorption were the same for
all zeolites, all points would collapse to a single line. The color-coding illustrates that we
have many materials with different M and thus entropic changes upon adsorption. To see
the relevant range of M experienced in the zeolite database, which will dictate the range of
the optimal heat of adsorption via eqn 2.18, we take the range of the inverse slopes in Fig
2.7a. Also note that  and M have a weak correlation; if a material has a large void fraction
, it may be a result of having many adsorption sites.
Model 0 predicts that if a material has a different M (related to ∆S ◦ ), it has a different
optimal heat of adsorption. In Fig 2.7b, we quantify this effect for the range of M we observed
in the zeolite database in Fig 2.7a. Fig 2.7b shows that as the adsorption site decreases in
volume, corresponding to a larger entropic penalty upon adsorption, the optimal heat of
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(e)

Figure 2.5: Here, we present probability distributions of different properties of the hypothetical zeolite structures in the SLC database [120] analyzed in this work (those with pore
size accessible to methane). For comparison, we also show the distribution for the materials
that have the best fit to the Langmuir isotherm in our data fitting routine. These materials
were analyzed in the context of model 0. We see that these Langmuirian materials explore
a range of these properties, and are thus a diverse set for the analysis. Figures reproduced
from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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Figure 2.6: Fractional deliverable capacity plots for Langmuirian structures. Horizontal line:
maximum theoretical fractional working capacity in eqn 2.25. (Top) The x-axis is the infinite
dilution energy of adsorption U0 computed from simulation. Vertical line: predicted optimal
energy of adsorption, -13.7 kJ/mol, using Bhatia and Myers’ assumption of ∆S ◦ = −9.5R,
corresponding to an enthalpy of adsorption of -16.2 kJ/mol. (Bottom) The x-axis is the
∗
log(PH PL ). The
= RT
effective energy of adsorption U ∗ in eqn 2.32. Vertical line: Uopt
2
black curve is the theoretical universal curve in eqn 2.34, a function of the effective energy
of adsorption, on which all materials should fall. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
adsorption increases to compensate for the entropic loss. Depending on the M , the optimal
heat of adsorption ranges from 11 to 22 kJ/mol.
According to our model, all materials will fall on a universal curve when we subtract off
the entropic dependence in U0,opt and define a free energy of adsorption:


1 
∗
U := U0 − RT ln
.
(2.32)
RT M
Using the definition of the effective heat of adsorption U ∗ in eqn 2.32, we substitute:
  
U0 = U ∗ + RT ln β
,
(2.33)
M

into eqn 2.17 to get:

∗

∗

e−βU P2
e−βU P1
D
=
−
,
M
1 + e−βU ∗ P2 1 + e−βU ∗ P1

(2.34)

D
This theoretical curve of M
depends only upon the effective heat of adsorption, and not the
volume of the adsorption pocket in the material. It is plotted in Fig 2.6 as the black line.
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(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) The void fraction  and number of sites M are correlated in the Langmuirian
materials, but M (inverse slope here) is constrained to a range. Points are color-coded
according to their M value. The inverse slopes of the two solid lines (pink, red) at the
boundary of the point cloud are the extremum in the set of M in the zeolite database. (b)
The optimum energy of adsorption U0 is a function of M . The range of M is taken from
the slopes in (a) and the colors of the curves correspond to (a). Figures reproduced from
Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
We plot eqn 2.34 as a black curve in Fig 2.6 (bottom). Now, the theoretical optimal
∗
= RT
effective energy of adsorption is Uopt
log(PL PH ), constant for every material. To
2
test our model, we plot the fractional deliverable capacity against the effective energy of
∗
as a vertical line. The cloud of
adsorption in Fig 2.6 (bottom, red points) along with Uopt
blue points collapses onto a near universal curve when we consider the effect of differing

among the materials. The universal curve corresponds to the theoretical predictions.
M
Knowledge of M and the heat of adsorption is thus enough to make a reasonable prediction
of the fractional deliverable capacity for Langmuirian materials. The slight shift of the blue
points from the theoretical universal curve may be explained from model 3.

Model 1: Incorporating guest-guest interactions
Model 1 builds upon model 0 to include the feature of guest-guest interactions. A reasonable
abstraction of adsorbed gas molecules interacting with each other is that each nearby guest
enhances the energy of a free adsorption site by energy Ugg (subscripts for “guest-guest”).
Using a mean-field approximation, the energy landscape is now a function of the number of
occupied adsorption sites:

σ
U0 + z M
Ugg , x ∈ Ωs
U (x) =
(2.35)
∞,
x∈
/ Ωs .
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The energy of each site at infinite dilution, without any guest-guest interactions, is U0 , and
z is the coordination number around a site (e.g., z = 6 in R3 for a cubic lattice).
With guest-guest interactions, the total energy U of a system of σ guest molecules adsorbed in the model material is:
XX
1
σ
σ
= σU0 + σzUgg ,
(2.36)
U = σU0 +
zUgg
M
2
M
i j>i
where the first term is the guest-framework interaction energy and the second term is the
guest-guest interactions (the factor of 12 avoids over-counting). Now, we write the canonical
partition function as:
Z
1
M!
e−βU dx1 dx2 · · · dxσ .
(2.37)
Q(σ, M, T ) =
σ! (M − σ)! Λ3 Ω
Using eqn 2.36 and the void fraction , we write evaluate the integral to get:
σ

σ2
M!
1
V
−βσU0 −βzUgg 2M
Q(σ, M, T ) =
.

e
σ! (M − σ)! Λ3 M

(2.38)

Following Approach 1 above, we apply Stirling’s formula for the factorial terms and take
the derivative of the logarithm with respect to σ to get an expression for µads and then
equate this to µig to arrive at:
M − σ V −βU0 −βzgσ/M
e
e
= (Λ3 ρ)−1 .
σ M Λ3

(2.39)

In contrast to the Langmuir isotherm derivation, we cannot solve this equation explicitly for
σ. However, we gain some intuition by writing this as:
Ke−θσ/M P
σ
=
,
M
1 + Ke−θσ/M P

(2.40)
−βU0

e
where θ := βUgg z is a guest-guest interaction dependent term and K := βV M
as previously. We can intuit this in the context of a traditional Langmuir isotherm with an effective
Langmuir constant K̂ := Ke−θσ/M , where θ := βUgg z is a guest-guest interaction dependent
−βU0
term and K := βeM as in model 0. That is, now the Langmuir constant is a function of
loading. The effect is that, for attractive guest-guest interactions (Ugg < 0), the effective
Langmuir constant increases as loading increases. As the solid loads with adsorbates upon
increasing the pressure, the loading lies on a Langmuir isotherm with a larger and larger
Langmuir constant. The opposite is true for repulsive guest-guest interactions.
To gain insight into how the guest-guest interactions cause a deviation from a Langmuirian curve, we seek to make an approximation to eqn 2.40 for small θ. We Taylor expand
σ
:
the exponential term in eqn 2.40 as e−θσ/M ≈ 1 − θσ/M and get a quadratic equation for M
 σ 2
σ
KP θ
− (1 + KP (1 + θ))
+ KP = 0.
(2.41)
M
M
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Next, we seek an asymptotic expansion:
σ
∼ σ0 + θσ1 + ...
M

(2.42)

and substitute this into eqn 2.41. Equating terms at order 1, we get the Langmuir isotherm
at leading order:
KP
σ0 =
,
(2.43)
1 + KP
and at order θ we get the correction term:
σ1 = σ02 (σ0 − 1).
We arrive at a correction to a Langmuir isotherm:


2 
σ
KP
KP
KP
∼
+θ
−1 .
M
1 + KP
1 + KP
1 + KP

(2.44)

(2.45)

The correction term goes to zero as both P → 0 and P → ∞, consistent with our expectation
that guest-guest interactions cause a negligible deviation from a Langmuir isotherm at low
and high enough pressures. At low pressures, and hence dilute loading, there are very few
nearby guests for interaction. At high enough pressures, there is enough chemical potential
driving force such that each site is occupied, regardless of its energy, and the loading is near
M . We plot in Fig. 2.9 the numerical solution to eqn 2.40 with θ = ±0.5 to represent
repulsive and attractive guest-guest interactions, respectively to visualize the deviation from
a Langmuir isotherm. The asymptotic approximation to the solution in eqn 2.45, shown
with the dashed line, is in excellent agreement with the numerical solution to eqn 2.40.
From the behavior of the correction term in eqn 2.45, guest-guest interactions can benefit
the deliverable capacity of a material by substantially increasing loading at PH , but not the
loading at PL . If the isotherm begins to saturate before PL , however, guest-guest interactions
can degrade the deliverable capacity by increasing uptake at PL more than PH . Fig 2.8 shows
illustrative sketches.
In Fig 2.10a, we plot the fractional deliverable capacity against the infinite dilution
energy of adsorption to show that there still exists a U0 that optimizes fractional deliverable
capacity. For (repulsive) attractive guest guest interactions θ < 0 (θ > 0), the optimum heat
of adsorption is below (above) that of a Langmuirian material. Attractive (repulsive) guestguest interactions yield a larger (smaller) maximum fractional deliverable capacity than for
a Langmuirian isotherm in eqn 2.25, which is plotted as a horizontal line in Fig 2.10a,
consistent with our interpretation of the correction term in eqn 2.45. Analogous with Fig
2.7b, we show how the optimum U0 changes from material to material when there are guestguest interactions in Fig 2.10b by varying the structural characteristic M . Note that the
maximum theoretical deliverable capacity does not change with M . We numerically solve for
the maximum theoretical fractional working capacity as a function of guest-guest interaction
strength in Fig 2.10c to provide an analog of eqn 2.25. In Fig 2.10d, we show how the optimal
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Figure 2.8: An example of how guest-guest interactions that lower the energy of an adsorption pocket can decrease the deliverable capacity by increasing uptake at PL more than it
increases uptake at PH . Here, repulsive guest-guest interactions would enhance the deliverable capacity. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.

Figure 2.9: Model 1. The influence of guest-guest interactions on the shape of the isotherm
in the context of a Langmuirian curve. Depending on where PH and PL fall relative to KP ,
guest-guest attractions or repulsions may increase the deliverable capacity. Dashed lines are
asymptotic approximation in eqn 2.45. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission
from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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heat of adsorption decreases with attractive guest-guest interactions. Fig 2.10d serves as a
reference to, for a given pore volume (/M ) and pocket-to-pocket distances and coordination
number (→ zUgg ), determine the optimal heat of adsorption. Each vertical line is a multiple
of the Lennard-Jones interaction parameter for methane using the TraPPE force field [106]
to provide a relevant reference for guest-guest interaction energies. The void fraction values
 were obtained from the Widom insertion method. The total number of random methane
insertion configurations is set to be NWidom = 35.84 million. Out of NWidom , we count
the number of test points NLow energy where the methane-zeolite framework interaction
energy is smaller than hU i + RT , with hU i being the Boltzmann-weighted average energy of
the system. The void fraction is then
=

NLow energy
.
NWidom

(2.46)

We can understand the reason that the optimal heat of adsorption for attractive guestguest interactions is below that of a Langmuirian curve. For a Langmuirian curve, a high
−U0 ensures that loading is close to M at PH , but there is a tradeoff because a large −U0
also dictates a high loading at PL , eroding the deliverable capacity. This is the intuition
behind why there is an optimum heat of adsorption. The tradeoff shifts towards having a
lower −U0 when guest-guest interactions are considered because these will have the greatest
influence at PH (if PL is sufficiently low, or if K is sufficiently high). Thus, we can lower the
value of −U0 to reduce the uptake at PL and rely on the guest-guest interactions to provide
the extra energy to recruit adsorbate molecules at PH .
As an example of beneficial guest-guest attractions, consider the zeolite SBN, which
has been identified as a potentially attractive material for methane separations [137]. In Fig
2.11a, we see that the energy of adsorption of SBN increases linearly with loading, suggesting
that attractive guest-guest interactions are present. Fig 2.11b is a contour plot of the energy
landscape of SBN. The binding pockets are ≈ 4 and 4.6 Å distance from one another [137],
close to the optimal distance for maximal methane-methane potential overlap of 4.15 Å
based on the Lennard Jones parameter for methane (taken from [127, 128]). From a visual
inspection of Fig 2.11b, we observe 4 binding sites in a unit cell of volume 619.36 Å3 , yielding
M = 240 v STP/v for SBN. Specified with knowledge of the Henry coefficient and M , we
plot a Langmuirian SBN isotherm (Model 1, Ugg = 0) in Fig 2.11c– a thought experiment
for when methane-methane interactions are not present. To corroborate this prediction,
we ‘turn off’ guest-guest interactions by letting the Lennard-Jones parameter  for CH4 -CH4
interactions go to zero and running GCMC simulations on SBN. We do not set CH4−CH4 = 0
because then the feature of excluded volume would be lost; by letting CH4−CH4 be close to
zero, the potential still goes to infinity with two overlapping methane molecules. We plot the
loading at 1 bar and 35 bar as a function of guest-guest interaction strength in Fig 2.11d to
show that (i) the loading converges to a particular loading as CH4−CH4 → 0 and (ii) guestguest interactions enhance the loading at 35 bar in comparison to if the SBN isotherm were
Langmuirian. Using the expression for U (σ) from linear regression in Fig 2.11a, we then
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Figure 2.10: Model 1. (a) For a given material (i.e. M ), attractive guest-guest interactions
enable a higher maximum fractional deliverable capacity. The horizontal line is the maximum
deliverable capacity in eqn 2.25 for a Langmuirian curve. The optimum energy of the site
−U0 decreases with more attractive guest-guest interactions (θ becoming negative). (b)
Again, the optimal infinite dilution heat of adsorption depends on the material (through M )
with fixed guest-guest interactions. The maximum possible fractional deliverable capacity
does not depend upon M . Colors of curves based on Fig 2.7a. (c) The maximum fractional
deliverable capacity as a function of the guest-guest interaction energy (same curve for all

). (d) For a fixed M , the optimal heat of adsorption decreases with attractive guest-guest
M
interactions. Vertical lines in d) and e) are multiples of the methane-methane LennardJones parameter in Refs. [127, 128], 1.44 kJ/mol. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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predict the actual isotherm of SBN from eqn 2.40 (Model 1), which successfully matches
with the simulated loading of SBN in Fig 2.11c.

Model 2 and the entropy-enthalpy correlation
Model 2 presents a different abstraction of a material than in Fig 2.4 that captures the
coupling between the pore size and the energy of adsorption in the pore. In model 0, we take
the energy of adsorption U0 to be independent of the structural characteristics  and M of the
material. Experimentally, however, a correlation between pore size and heat of adsorption is
observed [138, 139]. Ref. [125] adjusted Bhatia and Myers’ formula for the optimal heat of
adsorption in the context of hydrogen storage by taking into account the positive correlation
found between enthalpy and entropy changes upon adsorption. The volume of the adsorption
site in model 0, M , determines the standard entropy change upon adsorption (eqn 2.23).
For the zeolite database, we calculated the standard entropy change upon adsorption
from the computed Henry coefficient and estimated maximum loading and plot it against the
computed heat of adsorption in Fig 2.13a. We used equation 2.21 to calculate the standard
entropy change upon adsorption. The enthalpy change upon adsorption is ∆H = hU i − RT .
[To help keep track of the signs: hU i will be negative for a good material.] The Henry
coefficient is computed by hβe−βU i. Finally, we get the maximum loading following the
method outlined in [134], where we first compute the Helium pore volume Vp :
Z
Vp = e−βUHe−s dV,
(2.47)
from Monte Carlo simulation. The term UHe−s is the solid-helium interaction energy. In
the effective potential in eqn 2.49, we use the helium-methane Lennard-Jones parameters to
model helium adsorption. We used a surface density of carbon atoms α = 0.13 Å−2 . From
the Helium pore volume, we estimate the maximum loading by:
M = Vp ρCH4,l ,

(2.48)

where ρCH4,l = 422.62 kg/m3 is the liquid density of methane.
In Fig 2.13a, we indeed observe a positive correlation between |∆H| and |∆S ◦ | up until
|∆S ◦ | becomes large; at this point, the correlation quickly drops off, an effect not observed
in Ref. [125]. Two properties of the plot in Fig 2.13a underscore our aforementioned conclusions. First, it is clear from the variance in ∆S ◦ that it cannot be assumed to be the same
for all materials– even within the class of zeolites. Second, Fig 2.13a is color-coded according to the deliverable capacity; we see that a range of heats of adsorption, between 8 and
23 kJ/mol, yields the zeolites with the highest deliverable capacities, depending upon the
associated ∆S ◦ . Note that several poor-performing structures are invisible, buried beneath
the high performance structures, highlighting that an optimal heat of adsorption does not
guarantee a high deliverable capacity.
The work in [125] intuitively pointed out that there is a bound to the change in entropy
that a guest molecule can experience in the framework. In accordance, we see a sharp bound
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Figure 2.11: SBN has attractive guest-guest interactions. (a) Simulated heat of adsorption
increases linearly with loading. We fit to eqn 2.35. (b) Energy landscape of SBN shows
binding sites that are 4 and 4.6 Å [137] distance from each other, close to the optimal
distance of 4.15 Å that maximizes potential overlap for CH4 -CH4 interactions. Red contour:
-2000 K, green contour: 4470 K = 15T . (c) SBN simulated loading as a function of pressure
(green points). Black line is Langmuir isotherm of SBN using K = KMH , where KH is from
molecular simulation and M is from visually counting adsorption sites per unit cell in (b).
Black circles are GCMC simulations with guest-guest interactions turned off via reducing
CH4−CH4 by a factor of 10−3 . Green curve is predicted SBN isotherm using K, M , and
zUgg from the fit in Fig 2.11a. (d) Loading in SBN decreases and converges to a value as
guest-guest interactions are neglected, simulated by reducing the CH4 -CH4 Lennard-Jones
interaction parameter. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies.
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in Fig 2.13a. However, there are some outliers that we omitted, and we show them here
in Fig 2.12a. Fig 2.12b shows that these outliers have a very low void fraction and thus
experience the greatest change in entropy upon adsorption (via eqn 2.23).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: Outliers in the dataset, as they experience entropy changes > 120 J/molK. These structures have a very small void fraction, consistent with eqn 2.23. Figures
reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
We seek to explain the shape of the |∆H|-|∆S ◦ | correlation observed in Fig 2.13a, by
posing a simple model that captures the coupling between the size of the adsorption site and
the energy of the site, both of which are dictated by the placement of framework atoms. We
assume that a gas molecule is adsorbed in a spherical cavity of radius R (Fig 2.13b for the
unit cell). Inside this cavity, the gas molecules interact with a shell of uniformly distributed
oxygen atoms that defines the adsorbent. Given that the gas molecule interacts with the
oxygen atoms through a Lennard-Jones potential, an effective potential Uef f (d; R) that is a
function of the guest’s distance d from the shell wall was derived in Ref. [140] by smearing
(performing a surface integration [141]) the framework atoms over the spherical cage:



1
1
2πR σ 12
−
Uef f (d; R) = 4α
R − d 10 d10 (2R − d)10


σ6 1
1
−
−
.
4 d4 (2R − d)4

(2.49)

We use the oxygen-methane Lennard Jones parameters [127, 128] for  and σ in eqn 2.49.
The parameter α is the surface density of the oxygen atoms in the spherical shell, which we
take as constant 0.13 Å−2 obtained by fitting to the maximum enthalpy change in Fig 2.13a.
By varying the radius of the spherical shell, we simultaneously change the standard
entropy loss upon adsorption (the “size” of the site) and the enthlapy upon adsorption
(through the energy potential). Fig 2.13c shows how the potential inside the spherical shell
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Figure 2.13: Entropy-enthalpy correlation. (a) Correlation between enthalpy and entropy
change upon adsorption calculated for the zeolite database. Points, which represent structures, are color-coded according to the deliverable capacity. The black diagonal is the optimal
heat of adsorption a function of ∆S ◦ in eqn 2.19; horizontal line is the blanket 16.2 kJ/mol
optimal heat of adsorption for all materials from using the assumption ∆S ◦ = −9.5R (vertical line) in Ref. [122], that the standard entropy change upon adsorption is the same for all
materials. The structures with the highest deliverable capacity were plotted last, so there
are many poor performing structures buried by the high performance structures. The IZA
zeolite structures are plotted as pink points. (b) A 2D representation of our toy model to
understand the entropy-enthalpy correlation. A spherical cage of framework atoms with
radius R creates the adsorption pocket inside. The square is the unit cell. The potential
Uef f (d; R) smears the framework atoms over the spherical shell. The variable d is the closest distance from a point to the shell surface. The variable x is the distance between two
spherical shells, which we set to be the optimal oxygen-oxygen distance 21/6 σO−O . (c) The
potential Uef f (d; R) plotted for a series of sphere radii R. (d) The entropy-enthalpy correlation from our toy model mimics that of the zeolite database in (a). Each point corresponds
to a simulation of a toy model of a different radius R. The radius R decreases monotonically
1
with the entropic loss. The deepest potential well in (c) occurs for R = σ2 6 and yields the
largest |∆H|. The points are color coded according to their fractional deliverable capacity.
The optimal heat of adsorption as a function of the standard entropy change in eqn 2.19
is plotted as the black line. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies.
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changes as a function of the radius R. For large radii, adsorbed methane molecules will
prefer to reside near the sphere surface, where the potential is deepest. The potential gets
deeper as the radius decreases, as methane gets the opportunity to interact with a greater
fraction of the framework atoms in the cage. Eventually, the potential well is deepest in the
center of the sphere, the point where methane maximizes its interactions with all framework
atoms in the cage. As the radius gets too small, however, repulsive forces take effect, and
the potential becomes positive. This repulsive effect is the source of the dropoff in Fig 2.13a.
We now assume that our material consists of these spherical shells packed in a cubic
lattice at a shell-to-shell distance x = 21/6 σO−O . We compute for spheres of different radii
R the Henry coefficient and ensemble-average energy of adsorption using Widom insertions.
To estimate the saturation loading, we compute the Helium pore volume and use the density
of liquid methane. See eqns 2.47 and 2.48.
Fig 2.13b shows the coupling between the heat of adsorption and the entropy of adsorption
for our model. Our model nicely captures the shape of the corresponding data for the zeolites
in Fig 2.13a. We observe a maximum in the heat of adsorption, which corresponds to a pore
diameter of R = Rc := 21/6 σ in which we have the maximum interactions of methane with the
spherical shell. If we increase the pore diameter from Rc , the heat of adsorption decreases
until we reach such a large pore that the effect of the pore walls is negligible. If we, on
the other hand, decrease the pore diameter from Rc , the interactions are dominated by the
repulsive part of the potential, and the magnitude of the enthalpy of adsorption quickly
decreases and will eventually become positive. The entropy loss upon adsorption increases
monotonically with decreasing pore size. The entropy loss in our model has then reached its
maximum as the methane molecule is frozen between the wall of the sphere.
In our model, we assumed a cubic lattice packing of spherical shells with distance x =
1/6
2 σO−O . However, the packing can vary, which shifts the ∆H-∆S ◦ curve. In addition, the
shape of the cavity and surface density of atoms can change, which results in different heats
of adsorptions. The net effect of these changes will be a collection of curves that each have
a similar shape, explaining the thick band we observe in Fig 2.13a. The color coding shows
the fractional deliverable working capacity for this material. Again, the cage radii with the
highest fractional deliverable capacity fall on the line dictated by eqn 2.19.
The IZA zeolite structures are plotted in the (∆S ◦ , ∆H) plane along with the hypothetical
zeolite structures in Fig 2.13a. The IZA structures explore a similarly sizable range of ∆S ◦ .
As supplementary information, we provide an interactive plot of the predicted deliverable
capacities of the IZA zeolites in both the 65 - 5.8 bar and 35 - 1 bar pressure ranges.

Model 3: Spatially inhomogeneous adsorption site
In models 0 and 1, the energy of a guest molecule inside the adsorption site is assumed to
be spatially homogeneous. As a consequence, the energy of adsorption in models 0 and 1
does not depend on temperature. If we increase the temperature in a system with a real
material, methane will explore higher energy configurations and, as a consequence, the heat
of adsorption will increase (become less negative). To include this effect, we consider a
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spherical adsorption site with a radially symmetric harmonic energy landscape (r = 0 is the
center of the site with radius r0 in Fig 2.4):

−Ud + 21 kr2 , r < r0
U (r) =
(2.50)
∞,
r ≥ r0 .
As T → 0, entropy becomes irrelevant and the adsorbed particle resides at the center of the
adsorption site r = 0. As the temperature increases from zero, entropic considerations take
effect, and the guest molecule explores a greater region of the adsorption site, and hence a
greater region of the bottom of the harmonic potential in eqn 2.50. The ensemble average
energy of adsorption with the energy landscape in eqn 2.50 is:
3
− Ud + RT.
2

(2.51)

The increase with temperature reflects the greater exploration of the trough in the harmonic
potential at higher temperatures in the ensemble. If the harmonic potential is steep enough
(i.e., sufficiently strong such that the methane remains close to the minimum), we can derive
from statistical mechanics an approximate isotherm of the model material in Fig 2.4 with
the energy landscape in eqn 2.50:
βΨeβUd P
σ
=
,
M
1 + βΨeβUd P

(2.52)



(2.53)

where
Ψ :=

√

2

πRT
k

 32

.

Comparing eqn 2.52 with the Langmuirian isotherm in eqn 2.16, Ψ is the analogy of M – the
volume of an adsorption site– in model 0. As k increases, i.e., as the harmonic potential well
becomes steeper, the effective volume per site Ψ decreases. As the temperature increases,
the effective volume per site Ψ increases since an adsorbed guest particle can explore more
of the trough for a fixed k. This derivation gives a natural definition for the void fraction
of a material with a harmonic potential and shows that the effective volume per adsorption
3
site scales with T 2 .
Defining the deliverable capacity with the isotherm in eqn 2.52 and optimizing with
respect to Ud results in:
√

PL PH
Ud,opt = Ud,opt (Ψ) = RT ln
ψ .
(2.54)
(RT )
essentially the same as eqn 2.18. In real materials, whose energy landscape is a more complicated function of space than the prescription in eqn 2.1, the void fraction is ill-defined
without a threshold energy beyond which the framework is deemed as unoccupiable by a
guest molecule. Still, the result in eqn 2.52 suggests that real materials may be analyzed in
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the context of models 0 and 1, despite the “binding site” region Ωs depicted in Fig 2.4 being
ambiguous in real materials. i.e., the energy landscape of a real material can be mapped to
a void fraction  to be used in eqn 2.18. For a Harmonic potential, the mapping is M → Ψ.
We found that an energy threshold of hU i + RT to determine which points are occupiable for
defining the void fraction for Fig 2.6 provided a reasonable mapping of for the Langmuirian
zeolites with an energy landscape defined by a pair-wise Lennard-Jones model.
Here we derive the isotherm in eqn 2.52. The single particle partition function for a single
site is:
Z
Z
1
eβUd 4π r0 2 − 1 kβr2
βUd − 12 kβr2
q= 3
r e 2
e
dx =
dr.
(2.55)
Λ Ω
Λ3
0
Next, we rescale the r in the integral above by r̂ := rr0 to get a new integral:
Z 1
1
2 2
3
r03 r̂2 e− 2 kβr0 r̂ dr̂.
Λq=
(2.56)
0

Our approximation is as follows. If 12 kβr02 >> R1, the above integration in r̂ can be approxi∞
mated by the same integral from 0 to ∞ since 1 (· · ·)dr̂ ≈ 0. With this approximation, we
get:
r 
3
π RT 2 βUd
1
e .
(2.57)
q = 3 4π
Λ
2
k
In words, the approximation is reasonable if the harmonic potential in eqn 2.50 is steep in
the scaled coordinate r̂. Using this single-particle partition function for constructing the
Grand Canonical paritition function, the logic starting from eqn 2.14 follows for deriving hσi
for the harmonic potential, and we arrive at eqn 2.52.
The ensemble average heat of adsorption in expression 2.51 is calculated by the expression:
R
U e−βU dx
RΩ
,
(2.58)
e−βU dx
Ω
and invoking the same approximation above under the assumption 21 kβr02 >> 1.

2.4

Analysis of top performing zeolite structures

It is interesting to compare the results of our models with the characteristics of the top
performing structures. Here, we analyze the two zeolites with the largest 35 to 1 bar deliverable capacity, PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975. PCOD8124791 is topologically identical
to the IZA zeolite SBN, however with perturbed oxygen atom positions due to the relaxation
step in hypothetical zeolite generation [119]. These two structures have outlying deliverable
capacities because a combination of factors must arise to, under the constraint of using silica, provide an optimum material. Namely, to resonate with models 0 and 1, the optimal
material has a high density of sites, a moderate heat of adsorption, and adsorption pockets
positioned for guest-guest attractions.
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The two top performing materials PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975 have predicted 35
to 1 bar deliverable capacities of 200 v STP/v and 172 v STP/v, respectively. Satisfying the first prerequisite, they both display a high density of binding sites, obtained by
counting the adsorption pockets per unit cell from Fig 2.15, corresponding to M =245 v
STP/v and M =221 v STP/v, respectively. PCOD8330975 has a 10% lower density of
sites due to the cubic lattice-like arrangement compared to the more efficient site packing
in PCOD8124791, resulting in reduced performance. This corresponds to an 82% and 78%,
respectively, utilization of sites to deliver a methane molecule– significantly higher than the
70% theoretical maximum utilization by eqn 2.25 for a Langmuirian material. The pairwise
distances between sites in zeolites PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975 are near the optimal
Lennard-Jones distance for maximizing potential overlap (∼4.15 Å, see Fig 2.15), leading
to attractive guest-guest interactions and enabling these materials to utilize a greater fraction of their sites to deliver a molecule to the tank/fuel cell. Indeed, the simulated heats
of adsorption of PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975 increase with loading (Fig 2.14). This
resonates with the story of Fig 2.10c, where guest-guest attractions were shown to increase
the fraction of sites that are utilized to deliver a methane molecule to the engine beyond
that possible with a Langmuirian material. We found that zeolites perform better in the 35
to 1 bar pressure range operation than in the 65 to 5.8 bar operation because their isotherms
are generally steep at low pressures (1-5.8 bar).

Figure 2.14: The top two performing 35 to 1 bar deliverable capacity zoelites have heats
of adsorption that increase with loading, suggesting that attractive guest-guest interactions
are present. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.
For attractive guest-guest attractions to benefit the deliverable capacity, the infinite
dilution heat of adsorption must be at the respective optimum to ensure that the isotherm
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saturates at the correct point with respect to PL and PH . Many other structures have heats
of adsorption that increase with loading and thus attractive guest-guest interactions, but
are not outlying performers. That is, PL must be low enough in the isotherm so that the
guest-guest attractions do not enhance uptake at PL and degrade the deliverable capacity
(Fig 2.8).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15: Visualization of the structure unit cell and energy landscape of the top performing zeolites. Contours in the potential surfaces correspond to energies of -2000 K (blue, the
strongest binding regions), 0 K (green), and 4470 K (gray, representing the channel system
defined approximately as 15T ). Silicon atoms are shown in tan; oxygen red. a) first place
deliverable capacity material, PCOD8124791 b) second place deliverable capacity material,
PCOD8330975. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.
The methane binding sites in PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975 arise from similar local
atomic arrangments in their structures. Biding sites in PCOD8124791 are comprised of three
8-Si rings (see Fig 2.15a), which form the apertures in the channel system; these are capped
by a 3-Si ring (top in figure) and a 9-Si ring (bottom), each of which is too small to form
an aperture for methane. In PCOD8330975 (see Fig 2.15b), we see the same 8-Si aperture
shape, but the ring systems differ: three 4-Si rings cap the binding site (left), while the
apertures comprise 10-Si rings (due to the two additional Si seen at figure right which do
not constitute part of the 8-Si shape). Accordingly, the atoms contributing to the creation
of the binding site in these two materials are strikingly similar: 15 Si and 18 O, and 14
Si and 19 O, respectively (note these atoms are shared between multiple binding sites). In
previous work [142, 143], we identified these 8-Si shapes for achieving favorable binding sites
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in zeolites for small hydrocarbon and CO2 guest molecules; here we show that these features
are also yielded optimal methane binding pockets in zeolites.
Some materials do not have defined sites such as in model 0, but rather large, open
surface areas of framework atoms that attract guest molecules. Bhatia and Myers showed
that the optimal material will not have heterogeneous sites, which is intuitive because the “it
is the optimal site that is most productive” [122]. We see this in the top-performing zeolites
PCOD8124791 and PCOD8330975, whose adsorption pockets are relatively homogeneous,
and they do not have large cavities (which will certainly have regions of suboptimal energies)
that provide open surface areas for adsorption.
There are no known synthesis routes to obtain any of the given hypothetical zeolites that
we identified as top performers. However, advancements in the design of organic structuredirecting agents [144] may change this situation. For example, a recent work by the Deem
group [145] demonstrates a prototype approach for such a design.

2.5

Discussion

In this work, we have extended the ideas developed by Bhatia and Myers [122] on an optimum
heat of adsorption for methane storage in nanoporous materials using molecular simulation
results from the zeolite database and thermodynamic models as guides. In the context
of a Langmuir isotherm, there exists a heat of adsorption that maximizes the fraction of
adsorption sites that will deliver a methane molecule to the engine. An optimal heat of
adsorption does not, however, guarantee that a material will yield a large deliverable capacity
(Fig 2.3) because this depends on the density of adsorption sites. Moreover, our analysis
has shown that this optimal heat of adsorption is material-dependent because of differing
entropy changes upon adsorption, and hence there does not exist a blanket optimal heat of
adsorption target for all materials.
Our sequence of models manifests features that endow a material with a large deliverable
capacity. The first prerequisite is that a material must have a high density of sites, as this is
an upper-bound for the deliverable capacity. Given a density of sites, designing an optimal
material reduces to optimizing the fraction of sites utilized to deliver a guest. If the number
of adsorption sites per volume multiplied by the maximum deliverable fraction of sites (eqn.
2.25 or Fig 2.10c)) is less than the target deliverable capacity, the material is hopeless. To
maximize the fractional deliverable capacity, one would ideally substitute chemical moieties
to effectively tune the infinite dilution heat of adsorption, using our model as a guide (eqn
2.18 or Fig 2.10c (green line for relevant M ). One must consider that, if differently sized
chemical moieties are substituted, this changes the entropic loss upon adsorption (via M ),
and thus the optimal heat of adsorption shifts from what it was at the starting point.
Wilmer et al. [121] found that, in analyzing a large set of hypothetical MOFs, the
materials with the highest deliverable capacities had a void fraction of ∼0.8. The zeolites
analyzed in this work explore void fractions (calculated from Zeo++ with a methane probe
of 1.625 Å radius) in the range ∼ [0, 0.5]. Because materials with more adsorption sites per
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volume will generally have higher void fractions (correlation in Fig 2.7a), this suggests that
zeolites have a smaller density of sites, rendering them, on average, poorer materials for gas
storage. Zeolite are relatively dense nanoporous materials, thus their gravimetric deliverable
capacities are generally poorer compared to the MOFs considered in Ref. [121].
The heat of adsorption is generally a function of the loading. Attractive guest-guest
interactions cause the energy of adsorption to become more negative with loading. The
distance between two methane molecules that maximizes attractive energies is ∼ 4.15 Å
(based on both [127, 128] and TraPPE [106]). Model 1 shows that, if the infinite dilution
heat of adsorption is at an optimal value (see Fig 2.10a), attractive guest-guest interactions
can substantially enhance the fractional deliverable capacity beyond that of a Langmuirian
material. Ideally, one would like to have control on the positioning of the adsorption pockets
such that they are ∼4.15 Å apart. The deliverable capacity of the most promising zeolites,
SBN, PCOD8124791, and PCOD8330975 among them, is enhanced by having their pockets
positioned at the optimal distance for attractive guest-guest interactions. Note, however,
that if the infinite dilution heat of adsorption is too high, guest-guest repulsions will increase
the fractional deliverable capacity (Fig 2.10a) by reducing uptake at PL .
The void fraction can help distinguish the deliverable capacity of materials with the
same heat of adsorption in Fig 2.3 precisely because of the -M correlation in Fig 2.7a: more
porous materials will have a higher density of sites. The story of Fig 2.3 is that, to obtain a
material with a high deliverable capacity, first maximize the density of sites (related to void
fraction), and then optimize the heat of adsorption.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: Loading at 5.8 bar (a) and 65 bar (b) plotted against the largest included sphere
diameter. Red vertical line is hard-sphere diameter of methane. Black vertical lines denote
(a) 5.1 Å (b) 4.8 Å. A comparison between (a) and (b) reveals that design heuristics are
sensitive to the conditions. Figures reproduced from Ref. [112] with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies.
With our model in Fig 2.13b, we intuitively highlight how the entropy and enthalpy
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change upon adsorption are coupled. Model 2 explains the enthalpy-entropy correlation
reported in Ref. [125]: the largest entropy changes are for small adsorption sites, which
will have framework atoms in close proximity to the adsorbed methane. These proximal
framework atoms will provide potential overlap to make the energy of adsorption more
negative. As the site gets too small, however, repulsion takes effect and the enthlapy change
quickly drops off as the site gets smaller. In this regime, structures will have very low guest
loading. The reason the dropoff in Fig 2.13a was not observed in Ref. [125] is that they did
not consider very poorly performing structures in their dataset.
Düren et al. [114] focus on the problem of obtaining the largest methane uptake in a
material at the charging pressure PH , assuming that the gas tanks are designed in such
a way that we can use all methane adsorbed for the combustion. With this criteria, the
best material must have a large accessible surface area and free volume and strong energetic
interactions with adsorbed methane. They note that it is not straightforward to tune these
properties by changing the pore size because, “to improve one of these may worsen the
others in a complex manner”. The model in which we vary the radius of the spherical shell
of framework atoms that build an adsorption pocket (model 2) quantitatively elucidates why:
changing the pore size affects the energy landscape inside the pore in addition to the the free
volume. In the context of maximizing the deliverable capacity, the pore size must be tuned
such that the optimal heat of adsorption is obtained. In Fig 2.13d, there are two pore sizes
that yield the optimal heat of adsorption, but the one with the larger pore size will have a
higher deliverable capacity because it achieves a higher free volume (and thus more sites for
methane to adsorb).
The free energy landscape ultimately dictates the deliverable capacity of methane in a
material. Correlations with surface areas and pore sizes such as in Figs 2.1c and 2.1d attempt
to distill a complicated thermodynamic problem into simple, one-dimensional, guidelines, but
should be taken with caution. One cannot always extrapolate geometric correlations with
deliverable capacity far beyond the 298 K, 65 to 5.8 bar pressure range and the space of
non-silica nanoporous materials. As an example, correlations of uptake with pore size and
accessible surface area look different for different pressures (Figs 2.16 and 2.2). Model 2
shows that the best pore size, even under the assumption of a spherical adsorption pocket,
depends upon the atoms used to build the adsorption pocket and the surface density of those
atoms; zeolites will have a different optimal pore size than, for example, MOFs. Futher, we
cannot be sure that the zeolite database, despite its vastness, exhausts the complete “space”
of materials for a comprehensive analysis. That is, spurious relationships can arise from the
fact that only a subset of possible materials were analyzed.
In summary, the potential for adsorbed natural gas technology is promising, and we hope
our conclusions from the analysis of the zeolite dataset and our models help the materialssynthesis community intuit what features endow a material with a high deliverable capacity
to guide in designing the optimum material. Finally, it is important to note that our conclusions can be applied to storing other gases in nanoporous materials, such as hydrogen [146].
Subject to the storage condition, one can perform a similar analysis as in this study.
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Chapter 3
The Materials Genome in Action:
Identifying the Performance Limits to
Methane Storage
Analogous to the way the Human Genome Project advanced an array of biological sciences
by mapping the human genome, the Materials Genome Initiative aims to enhance our understanding of the fundamentals of materials science by providing the information we need to
accelerate the development of new materials. This approach is particularly applicable to recently developed classes of nanoporous materials, such as metalorganic frameworks (MOFs),
which are synthesized from a limited set of molecular building blocks that can be combined
to generate a very large number of different structures. In this Perspective, we illustrate
how a materials genome approach can be used to search for high-performance adsorbent
materials to store natural gas in a vehicular fuel tank. Drawing upon recent reports of large
databases of existing and predicted nanoporous materials generated in silico, we have collected and compared on a consistent basis the methane uptake in over 650,000 materials
based on the results of molecular simulation. The data that we have collected provide candidate structures for synthesis, reveal relationships between structural characteristics and
performance, and suggest that it may be difficult to reach the current Advanced Research
Project Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) target for natural gas storage.
This chapter is based on the following publication [147]:
C. Simon, J. Kim, D. Gomez-Gualdron, J. Camp, Y. Chung, R.L. Martin, R.
Mercado, M.W. Deem, D. Gunter, M. Haranczyk, D. Sholl, R. Snurr, B. Smit.
The Materials Genome in Action: Identifying the Performance Limits to
Methane Storage. Energy & Environmental Science. (2015) 8 (4): 1190-1199
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Introduction

In this chapter, we carry out a high-throughput computational screening of metal-organic
frameworks, porous polymer networks, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, and zeolites for materials that meet the ARPA-E methane deliverable capacity target for vehicular methane
storage (see Sec 1.1). At present, the most promising materials have a deliverable capacity
well below the ARPA-E target.[117, 148, 149] An important practical question is whether
any sorbent material can be designed to deliver 315 v STP/v of methane under these conditions, especially given that the ARPA-E target is based solely on economic considerations
for competitiveness with CNG.
One of the exciting aspects of advanced nanoporous materials is their analogy with the
human genome, where a small number of building blocks (e.g., amino acids) can be combined
to yield the nearly infinite variety of biology. Similarly, by combining different molecular
building blocks, researchers have recently obtained unprecedented chemical and geometrical
tunability of nanoporous materials, enabling optimization and tailoring for specific applications. For example, for materials such as metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) [117] or porous
polymer networks (PPNs) [2], 10 millions of different materials can, in principle, be synthesized by combining different molecular building blocks of varying topologies (see Fig. 3.1). In
practice, however, due to the limits on time and resources, only a small subset of the possible
materials will ever be synthesized and tested as natural gas adsorbents. Similar challenges exist in the development of Li-ion batteries [150], solar water-splitters [151], piezoelectrics[152],
scintillators[153], photovoltaics[154], and thermoelectrics [155]. In recognition of this problem, the Materials Genome Initiative is a 100 million dollar effort from the White House that
aims to “discover, develop, and deploy new materials twice as fast” as the current methods.
[37, 156] Part of this initiative is to develop computational tools to explore the vast space of
materials and identify those that are optimal for a given application. In this Perspective, we
analyze recent reports from the literature and demonstrate how this approach can address a
very practical question: can we find a material that meets the ARPA-E target for methane
storage?

3.2

Metric for methane storage

There are many important requirements for a material to be a successful candidate for a
gas tank adsorbent. At present, it is impossible to take all these factors into account in a
screening study. For example, it can be difficult to estimate the costs to synthesize a given
material. Screening strategies have therefore focused on the metric that primarily determines
the driving range from a given tank volume,[148] the deliverable capacity. The deliverable
capacity is defined as the methane stored per volume of material in a fully loaded tank at
the storage pressure, 65 bar, minus the methane that remains at the depletion pressure.
The depletion pressure set by ARPA-E, 5.8 bar, was chosen because a sufficient pressure
differential must be present to drive flow from the adsorbent to the engine. The deliverable
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Figure 3.1: By combining different molecular building blocks, one can obtain an unprecedented large number of materials. For example, inorganic nodes (metals) are combined with
organic linkers to form a metalorganic framework (MOF). Reproduced from Ref. [147] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
capacity metric takes into account that a material must not only store a large amount of
methane at the fuel station; it must also release the methane from the pores when the valve
from the tank is open to fuel the engine.

3.3

The Nanoporous Materials Genome

Over 3,000,000 different materials have been generated in silico by various research groups
within the past few years. This set of materials includes libraries of in silico-generated
zeolites [119, 120] MOFs [121, 157], zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) [158], and PPNs
[159], as well as a library of ∼5000 MOFs that have been synthesized [160].

Materials
Fig. 3.2 summarizes the building blocks and structures of the different classes of porous
materials examined in this Perspective. Fig 3.3 illustrates the different strategies used to
combine the building blocks to build the structures.
In the materials genome approach, we aim to generate models for a large number of
structures that are representative of a class of materials. This is, of course, very different
from enumerating all possible structures, which would be an impossible aim given the infinite possible combinations of inorganic and organic building blocks. An intuitive strategy
for designing new materials is to take inspiration from known experimental materials. In
Fig 3.3 we illustrate different strategies, which apply this concept to generate databases of
predicted materials. In the first work of this kind, Wilmer et al. [121] compiled a set of
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Figure 3.2: Materials studied in this work. MOFs, PPNs, zeolites and ZIFs are described in
terms of their constituent building blocks and resulting topologies. The “Building blocks”
column illustrates both symbolic representations of the geometry of possible building blocks
(above) and chemical examples thereof (below). Similarly, the “Topologies” column provides
graph representations (nets) of possible topologies for each material class (above) and examples of chemical structures exhibiting these topologies (below). Solid vertical lines distinguish
between types of building blocks and/or variations in topology and geometry; note also that
in some cases, many more possibilities exist beyond the few illustrated. Reproduced from
Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
inorganic secondary building units (SBUs) and bridging organic linkers known from experimental MOF structures and combined these building blocks to generate over 130,000 new
MOF structures. In such a scheme, the size of the resulting database can be arbitrarily
expanded by the addition of linkers (or metal SBUs), but not all of these might be synthe-
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sizable. In a complementary strategy, Martin et al. [157] used a database of commercially
available molecules as a starting point and identified those with the appropriate linker characteristics; this strategy resulted in over 100 analogues of the well-studied MOF-5 system,
and more recently, approximately 18,000 new PPN materials [159]. A similar strategy was
employed to identify alternative imidazole-like substituents for ZIF materials [158]. GomezGualdron et al. [161] used a small library of building blocks compatible with experimentally
observed nets based on the metal SBU of the UiO-66 system[162]– which is renowned for
its stability –resulting in over 200 MOF structures. These are examples of “building block
selection” strategies for advanced porous materials; we duly note that this terminology does
not readily apply to other materials such as zeolites.
The next step in computational materials design is developing an algorithm to combine
the organic and/or metallic SBUs to form a particular structure. Here we also see different
approaches. Wilmer et al. [121] defined rules specifying how building blocks may coordinate
to one another (much like the limited ways in which Lego bricks may connect) and used
a recursive algorithm to exhaustively generate MOF structure models. Martin et al. [163]
enumerated highly symmetric crystal topologies consistent with particular SBU combinations
and constructed models by positioning the building blocks according to the underlying net.
These schemes are not limited to MOFs and can also be used to generate PPNs, ZIFs and
related materials such as covalent organic frameworks (COFs).
An alternative approach was employed for enumeration of novel zeolite structures, which
differ in their pore topologies. Deem et al. [119, 120] sampled alternative zeolite topologies
by positioning silicon atoms within a unit cell through a Monte Carlo procedure, exploring a
wide range of unit cell dimensions and crystal densities for all 230-space groups. Symmetry
operations acting on crystallographically unique atoms then generate the full unit cell structure, resulting in 2.6 million topologically distinct zeolite-like structures. The structures were
then optimized using a classical force field. Out of the 2.7 million structures, 331,172 were
identified to be thermodynamically accessible, i.e., exhibiting energies no more than 30 kJ
mol−1 -Si above α-quartz. Finally, since ZIFs are a class of MOFs possessing the same pore
topologies as zeolites, Lin et al. [158] used the zeolite database to generate a corresponding
ZIF database through chemical substitution. Most experimentally synthesized MOF structures are deposited in the Cambridge Structural Database [164]. However, many of these
structures contain solvent molecules and other impurities, which makes it very difficult to
directly compare these structures with those generated computationally. To make such a
comparison possible, Chung et al. [160] developed computational methods to automatically
remove these impurities from the ∼5000 deposited structures; the resulting dataset is known
as the computation-ready, experimental (CoRE) MOF database [160]. All of these structures
are accessible through the Nanoporous Material Website [165].

Properties
To characterize and compare the libraries of different classes of materials, we show in Fig. 3.4
the distributions of their geometric properties. These properties were calculated with the
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open-source software suite Zeo++ [166], which uses a Voronoi decomposition to translate
structural information (positions and hard-sphere radii of atoms, size and shape of the periodic unit cell) into a periodic graph representation of the material’s porosity. This graph
is then analyzed to obtain the accessible surface area and the largest included sphere. The
largest included sphere is defined as the largest hard-sphere that fits in the pore network of
the material without overlapping any framework atoms, also modeled as hard-spheres.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the large range of geometric properties spanned by these materials.
Fig. 2 (top left) shows that zeolites typically have the highest crystal densities while PPNs
have the lowest; MOFs have a very broad density distribution. Fig. 3.4 (top right) shows that
the crystal density correlates inversely with the geometric void fraction, as the most porous
materials are generally the least dense. The distribution of pore sizes (Fig. 3.4, bottom
left), measured by the largest included sphere, mimics the distribution of void fractions
as expected from intuition. Fig. 3.4 (bottom right) shows that PPNs and MOFs tend to
achieve the highest surface areas. Characterizing materials by their geometric properties
is important because we can link these simple descriptors to the deliverable capacity and
elucidate guidelines for material design and selection. Furthermore, these descriptors serve
as a multi-dimensional fingerprint that characterizes each material in a high-dimensional
space, opening up the possibility for data mining and machine learning techniques to rapidly
search this space and predict material performance from simple, easily computed structural
descriptors [167, 168, 95].

3.4

Screening the materials genome

Monte Carlo simulations
Grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations have been used in the literature to calculate the
adsorption of methane in 650,000 structures in the libraries of zeolites [112], MOFs [121,
157, 161, 169], and PPNs [159]. Some of these studies have used slightly different force
fields or pressures. To allow for a direct comparison of these studies, we recomputed the
deliverable capacity for these materials. In these calculations, we used the following force
fields: UFF[108] for PPNs, MOFs, and ZIFs; that reported by Dubbeldam et al. [127, 170] for
zeolites; and TraPPE [106] for methane. Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules were used to obtain
the solid-adsorbate Lennard-Jones parameters. We used periodic boundary conditions, and
the Lennard-Jones potentials were truncated and shifted with a cut-off radius of 12.8 Å. We
assumed the crystal structures to be rigid, which may induce some errors, as some materials
are known to expand and contract with gas adsorption[171, 172, 173, 174, 175]. These force
fields generally provide good descriptions of most materials in our study. Notable exceptions
are MOFs containing open-metal sites [118, 176, 104].
To test the reliability of our methodology, we compared the methane adsorption isotherms
of experimental structures that were available in the literature to the analogous structures
in our dataset. Using Grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations [110] (see Sec. 1.2), we
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simulated the isotherms for HKUST-1 (see Fig. 3.5); Mg-MOF-74, Ni-MOF-74, and CoMOF-74 (see Fig. 3.6); and MOF-5 and PCN-14 (see Fig. 3.7) from 0 to 80 bar at 298
K.
For PCN-14 and MOF-5, our simulations give a good agreement with the experimental
data. For the MOF-74 series, it is known that not all open metal sites are activated [148],
giving a lower maximum adsorption compared to the perfect crystal structures used in our
simulations. To correct for these blocked adsorption sites, we scaled the isotherms by the
ratio of normalized surface areas in Mg-, Co-, and Ni-MOF-74, as reported in Table 2 of
Ref. [177], where the surface areas are derived from a Langmuir fit of 77K N2 adsorption
isotherms. In the case of Zn-MOF-74, ≈ 24% of the surface area, and thus binding sites,
is not accessible; in Ni-MOF-74, ≈ 10%; in Mg-MOF-74, ≈ 13%; and in Co-MOF-74,
≈ 18% of binding sites are not accessible. We see that in frameworks with these particularly
strong binding sites, such as Ni-MOF-74 and HKUST-1, the UFF + TraPPE force field
underestimates the adsorption isotherms.
In conclusion, our force field tends to slightly underestimate the measured methane uptake in certain materials, by anywhere from 7% (MOF-5) to 20% (Ni-MOF-74) at 65 bar,
which explains why in our screening study our top performing structures have a slightly
lower deliverable capacity compared to the experimental structures.
Methane isotherms at 298 K were calculated using a high-performance, parallel algorithm
developed for GPUs (graphics processing units), allowing us to compute such a large number
of adsorption isotherms in a reasonable time.[111] The Peng-Robinson equation of state was
used to relate the pressure of methane gas to its chemical potential.

Screening
Our initial screening included 650,000 materials: 139,407 predicted zeolite structures[119,
120] with isotherms from Simon et al. [112]; 137,953 predicted metal-organic framework
(hMOF) structures [121] of which we made a random selection of 10,000 structures; 17,970
predicted porous polymer network (PPN) structures [159]; 381,178 predicted zeolitic imidazolate framework (hZIF) structures [158], of which we simulated a random selection of
20,000 structures; and a set of 5109 Computation-Ready Experimental (CoRE) metal-organic
framework structures [160].
We computed the deliverable capacity for the initial set of 20,000 hZIFs and 10,000
hMOFs. These calculations showed that the materials with the highest deliverable capacity
exhibit a largest included sphere in the range of 8.0-14.5 Å and void fractions in the range
of 0.25-0.7. See Fig 3.8. We then applied these criteria in void fractions and largest included
spheres to pre-screen the remaining hMOFs and hZIFs for top performers and added 34,363
hMOF and 37,437 hZIF structures to our final list for which we performed Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo simulations.
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Results and discussion

Large datasets of structures such as this can be used to identify promising candidate materials for different applications, assess thermodynamic limits to performance, and elucidate
relationships between geometric properties and performance, as illustrated below for natural gas storage. Fig. 3.10 shows the distribution of the deliverable capacities of different
materials. Generally, PPNs and MOFs have significantly higher deliverable capacities than
zeolites. While the best structures are those that show a significant improvement over the 62
v STP/v deliverable capacity of a free-space tank, no material examined meets the ARPA-E
deliverable capacity target. The highest predicted deliverable capacity in the set of 650,000
materials is 196 v STP/v. The material with the highest predicted deliverable capacity in
our study is a hypothetical porous polymer network (PPN), Adamantane 4387 1-net 004
[159], exhibiting a 65 - 5.8 bar deliverable capacity of 196 v STP/v. The structure is shown
in Fig. 3.9. We plotted the potential energy contours of a methane molecule in the pores at
-12 kJ/mol (orange) and 0 kJ/mol (gray) to highlight the binding regions. This material exhibits a largest included sphere of 11.75 Å; this is larger than a single methane molecule. The
strong binding regions in orange indicate that multiple methane molecules can be efficiently
packed into the pores. The computed surface area of this material is 1992 m2 /cm3 .
The PPN in Fig 3.9 can in principle be synthesized from known synthesis routes [178] using an adamantane core and 1,2-dibromoethylene linkers: Four of these linkers are appended
to each tetrahedral point of the adamantane cage. When two of these tetrahedral monomers
then react, we get the C4 H4 linkage spanning the adamantane cages. This ‘two-monomer
synthesis route’ is discussed in detail in Ref. [159].
The materials with the best experimentally measured deliverable capacities to date are
MOF-5 (185 v STP/v)[148], HKUST-1 (185 v STP/v) [117], UTSA-76 (194 v STP/v) [179],
and MOF-519 (208 v STP/v) [180]. Given possible errors in simulation force fields, experimental sample quality, and experimental adsorption measurements, it is striking that extensive experimental and computational work all converge on a maximum deliverable capacity
of approximately 200 v STP/v. The very large number of structures examined computationally suggests that the top experimentally tested adsorbents are already at the boundary of
the thermodynamic and material performance limits.
Analysis of these large datasets in the materials genome approach can also provide fundamental insights that are difficult to draw from the limited experimental data. For example,
Fig. 3.11 shows that the materials with the largest deliverable capacities occur in a narrow
range of crystal densities. Fig. 3.11 also shows the relationship between the deliverable capacity and the pore size. We included in Fig. 3.11 a selection of experimental structures
from each material class that exhibit high deliverable capacities and for which experimental
methane adsorption isotherms were available. The experimental data generally show the
same trends as the simulated data, but the limited number of data points makes it difficult
to spot the trends. Fig. 4 illustrates how larger pores increase the capacity to an extent; if
the pores become too large, the methane molecules in the middle of the pores do not feel
the van der Waals interactions with the walls, and the deliverable capacity approaches that
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of a free-space tank. The optimal pore diameter of ∼11 Å for methane storage is a useful
guideline because the size of the molecular building blocks used in the synthesis directly
controls the pore size.
Fundamental physical models are an important complement to the “big-data” approach of
plots as presented in Fig. 3.11. An empirical formula for methane storage of MOF materials
has been developed by Kong et al.[188] and He et al [189]. For example, Simon et al. [112]
developed a statistical thermodynamic model in which the deliverable capacity of a material
is viewed as the product of the number of effective adsorption sites per volume, M , and
the fractional deliverable capacity f . The fractional deliverable capacity is maximal if the
energetics of the adsorption sites are optimal; if the adsorption of methane is too strong, too
much methane remains in the tank at the discharge pressure, and, if the adsorption is too
weak, too little methane will be in the tank at the storage pressure [112, 122].
To estimate the saturation methane loading in each material, which we call the effective
density of adsorption sites, we fit the simulated methane adsorption isotherms from 1 – 160
bar fugacity to model 1 in Ref. [112], which builds upon a Langmuir model by including
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. The model is a Langmuir model at first order, with a
correction term that is weighted by the strength of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions (θ)
[112]
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The variable σ is the methane loading per volume of material; M is the saturation loading
or effective density of sites; KH is the Henry coefficient; P is the pressure; φ is the fugacity
coefficient such that φP is the fugacity of methane corresponding to pressure P . The Henry
coefficient in eqn 3.1 is independently obtained from the Widom insertion method. We thus
fit each methane adsorption isotherm to the model in eqn 3.1 using the parameters M and θ
with a nonlinear least squares data fitting routine implemented with the optimize function
in Scipy, an open-source computing package in Python. If the highest-pressure point in the
simulated isotherm (160 bar fugacity) was less than 60% of the identified M , we extended the
isotherms to a fugacity of 700 bar to obtain enough curvature in the simulated isotherms for
our fitting routine to reliably estimate M . For plots involving M , we only include structures
whose residual sum of squares (including all 14 data points on the isotherm) is below 5% of
M to help ensure the estimation of M is reliable.
In Fig. 3.12, we plot the fractional deliverable capacity f of each material against the
saturation loading, M . A hyperbola f = σdel /M is a curve of constant deliverable capacity
σdel . If the adsorbent in the fuel tank were filled at infinite pressure and depleted by pulling
a vacuum to remove all residual methane, all sites would be fully utilized and the deliverable
capacity would be equal to the saturation loading (M ). However, the adsorption sites may
not be fully occupied at 65 bar, and some methane will remain in the pores at 5.8 bar;
therefore even for an optimal material, the deliverable capacity is only some fraction f
of the saturation loading. For all material classes, we find similar behavior in Fig. 3.12.
For low M (∼350 v STP/v), there are many materials that have adsorption sites with
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the optimal methane affinity, endowing the material with a maximal fractional deliverable
capacity. However, there is a tradeoff between the density of adsorption sites and the density
of the material, such that in the case of high M , we achieve an effective density of sites
where none of the materials have sites that have optimal affinities for methane. We can
only increase the number of adsorption sites if we decrease the number of framework atoms.
Lowering the density of framework atoms causes the additional adsorption sites to have little
or no interactions with the framework. Hence, the deliverable capacity of these materials
approaches that of an empty tank.
From these data, we can identify the ideal material for methane storage: the material
with the largest density of adsorption sites under the constraint that the sites have optimal
methane interactions. The distinguishing characteristic between different classes of materials
is the number of atoms that are involved in creating an optimal adsorption site. Fig. 3.11
shows that PPNs and MOFs perform better than zeolites and ZIFs, as the former require
fewer atoms to create optimal adsorption sites.
An intriguing question is whether a material exists that meets the ARPA-E target. The
experimental results to date and computational screening of over 650,000 structures suggest
that there may be a physical limitation on the deliverable capacity, around 200 v STP/v,
which is quite far from the ARPA-E target of 315 v STP/v. Adopting a materials genome
approach allowed this conclusion to be reached rather quickly. Note that the computational
studies that provided the data in Fig.3.10 were all published in the past 2 years. Given
this tentative conclusion, we can ask whether some other set of operating temperatures
and pressures might, then, make adsorbed natural gas tanks more attractive. With the
computational infrastructure in place, we can readily recalculate the deliverable capacity for
other conditions.
We now outline our methods for calculating the deliverable capacity of our materials
under different conditions than set in the ARPA-E target. To avoid having to carry out
simulations at many different temperatures and pressures, we characterize each material by
the parameters M , KH , and θ obtained from fitting the simulated isotherms at 298 K to
the model in eqn 3.1. To extrapolate the loading at a higher temperature, we assume that
the temperature dependence of the Henry coefficient KH is given by the Van’t Hoff equation
and the temperature dependence of θ (see Ref. [112]):
∆H

KH ∼ e− RT
1
θ ∼
.
T

(3.2)
(3.3)

We calculated the enthalpy of adsorption ∆H (= negative of the heat of adsorption) during
our simulations. We subsequently use these parameters to estimate the methane adsorption
at alternative conditions.
To test that the various predictions made with these fitted parameters gives a sufficiently
accurate description of the isotherms that would be obtained by simulations we carried out
several tests. In Fig. 3.13 we show that the fitted isotherms describe the simulated deliverable
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capacity sufficiently accurate. Fig. 3.14 shows that this approach gives a sufficiently accurate
description of the methane adsorption isotherms at these different temperatures.
In the calculations that follow, we include a random sample of 3,701 materials from each
class to assign each class an equal prior. We amalgamate all material classes together and
plot the distribution of deliverable capacities at the different storage conditions. For each
alternative operating condition, we also depict how one class of materials may perform better
over another class at different conditions by stacking the probability distributions for each
class. This allows us to visualize the contributions of each material class to the probability
distributions.
We now assess the impact of changing the operating pressures on the deliverable capacity
at 298 K. Methane is stored in the adsorbed natural gas tank at PH bar at the refilling station,
and a tank is considered depleted if it exhibits a pressure of PL bar. By changing PH and
PL , we compute the deliverable capacity under two scenarios that will benefit the deliverable
capacity: (i) Increasing the storage pressure PH but keeping the ARPA-E target’s discharge
pressure of PL = 5.8 bar (ii) Decreasing the discharge pressure PL but keeping the ARPA-E
target’s storage pressure of PH = 65 bar.
Fig. 3.15 shows how the distribution of deliverable capacities is changing if we increase
the storage pressure PH = 65, 100, 150, and 200 bar. As expected, the higher the storage
capacity the larger the deliverable capacity; however, even at 200 bar we do not reach the
ARPA-E target.
Fig. 3.16 shows the effects of decreasing the recharging pressure PL = 5.8, 3, 1, and 0
bar, while keeping the charging pressure PH = 65 bar. In these calculations the deliverable
capacity with PL = 0 is equal to the loading at PH = 65 bar. As expected, decreasing
the decharging pressure increases the deliverable capacity. In particular materials for which
methane is strongly bound will have a higher deliverable capacity.
Another interesting option is to re-engineer the tank to use residual heat from the engine
to drive off the residual methane at the delivery pressure [169]. Fig. 3.17 shows that by
discharging at a higher temperature, one can significantly increase the deliverable capacity.
We also see that the shape of the distribution changes, the reason being that a different set of
materials is optimal for different storage conditions (See Fig. 3.15 and 3.16). For example, a
lower discharge pressure or higher discharge temperature favors materials that have stronger
interactions with methane, while a higher storage pressure favors materials with a larger
pore volume and weaker interactions. Still, none of these more favorable storage conditions
allow materials to reach the ARPA-E target.

3.6

Conclusions

Screening hundreds of thousands of different materials gives us new insights that cannot be
obtained otherwise. First of all, the materials genome approach allows us to explore a much
larger range of materials than researchers could ever synthesize and is therefore ideal to obtain
insights into the limits of an entire class of materials and into their structure/performance
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relationships. In the past, if we wanted to know how methane uptake correlates with, for
example, crystal density, we might measure or simulate the properties of a dozen materials
and look for a simple linear correlation. Now, with hundreds of thousands of structures,
we obtain a much more complete insight into the full complexity of this question, as shown
in Fig. 3.11. In addition, the huge amount of data generated in high-throughput screening
opens opportunities for data mining as a tool to extract additional, possibly unexpected
relationships between material characteristics and performance. For example, in Fig. 3.11,
we can visualize the relationship between the pore size and the deliverable capacity with a
simple scatter plot. As we see drastically different deliverable capacities for a given pore
size, it is clear that certain combinations of properties are required and thus including other
descriptors will add predictive value. In such a high-dimensional space, machine-learning
techniques are useful for extracting complicated relationships and making more accurate
performance predictions from structural descriptors.
Although hundreds of thousands of predicted nanoporous materials have been generated
within the past few years, the chemical search space is so large that all possible structures
cannot be enumerated. Fig. 3.4 shows that the experimental MOF structures have different crystal density and surface area distributions than structures in the predicted MOF
database. These differences raise questions about how to ensure that the chemical space is
adequately sampled. In addition, only a subspace of all possible materials can ever be synthesized. An interesting application of material genomics would be to identify the feasibility
of synthesizing a given material. From the screening studies summarized here, we conclude
that the classes of materials currently being investigated are unlikely to meet the ARPA-E
target for natural gas storage. This is not surprising as the ARPA-E target was not based
on thermodynamic or material arguments but rather based on economic competition with
CNG. High-throughput screening allowed an assessment of the feasibility of the target in a
very short period of time, allowed alternative operating scenarios to be quickly evaluated,
and provided useful structure/performance relationships. This is an illustrative example of
how a materials genome approach can drastically reduce experimental time and effort by
eliminating unproductive tasks and focusing experimental efforts on the most interesting
candidates.
An important practical question is whether an energy density of ca. 200 v STP/v under
the currently proposed storage conditions is sufficient to justify the adoption of vehicular
adsorbed natural gas fuel tanks. However, natural gas storage is not the only application of
nanoporous materials. These materials are also of interest for gas separations [11], including
CO2 capture [12], gas sweetening [137], and separation of hydrocarbons [190], as well as
membranes [191], catalysis [15], sensors [14], and drug delivery[16]. For these applications,
one can screen the databases discussed in this Perspective to reveal any performance limits,
identify specific materials with exceptional properties, and elucidate relationships between
material characteristics and performance using data mining techniques.
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Figure 3.3: The complementary strategies employed to navigate the vast chemical space of
possible nanoporous materials, exemplified by the specific datasets discussed in this work.
Each strategy comprises a “Building block selection” and “Model construction” component,
as described. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the geometric properties in the predicted materials datasets
(zeolites, PPNs, ZIFs, and MOFs) and the set of experimental MOFs, as computed from
the crystal structures: (top left) crystal density, (top right) geometric void fraction, (bottom
left) largest included sphere, (bottom right) accessible surface area. In these histograms we
include only those structures that are methane-accessible. A structure is declared methaneaccessible (using a methane probe of radius 1.625 ) if the largest free sphere is greater than
the size of our methane probe. We also do not include materials that have deliverable
capacities of less than 1 v STP/v. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.5: Adsorption isotherm of methane in HKUST-1. The experimental data are from
Mason et al. [148]. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Figure 3.6: Adsorption isotherm of methane in (a) Mg-MOF-74, (b) Ni-MOF-74, and (c)
Co-MOF-74. The experimental data are from Mason et al. [148]. The simulated isotherms
are scaled to take into account that in the experimental structures not all open metal sites
are accessible. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Figure 3.7: Adsorption isotherm of methane in (a) MOF-5 and (b) PCN-14. The experimental data are from Mason et al. [148]. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 3.8: Screening strategy with geometric descriptors. Deliverable capacity plotted
against the diameter of the largest included sphere. Color indicates geometric void fraction.
We computed methane adsorption isotherms of all structures falling between the two vertical
blue lines and having a void fractions between 0.25 and 0.70. Reproduced from Ref. [147]
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Normalized frequency

Figure 3.9: Adamantane 4387 1-net 004 exhibits a 65 - 5.8 bar methane deliverable capacity
of 196 v STP/v. Contours of the potential energy of a methane molecule in the pores
are shown at -12 kJ/mol (orange) and 0 kJ/mol (gray). Reproduced from Ref. [147] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of the deliverable capacity for different materials; the vertical line
marks the deliverable capacity of an empty tank (calculated from the density of bulk methane
at 65 bar minus that at 5.8 bar using the PengRobinson equation of state). Reproduced from
Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.11: Deliverable capacity for different materials: (top) relationship between the
deliverable capacity and the crystal density. The symbols are some examples of structures
for which we computed the deliverable capacity from the experimental isotherms. The
experimental data were taken from the following references: MOF-519 and MOF-520 [180];
HKUST-1, Mg2(dobdc), Ni2(dobdc), MOF-5, PCN-14 [148]; IRMOF-6 [181]; PCN-16, [182];
NU-125, UTSA-20 [117]; ZIF-8, ZIF-76, [183]; PPN-4 [184]; PPN-1, PPN-2, PPN-3 [185];
DD3R [186]; and Silicate [187]. In all figures, the materials are color-coded according to their
class. (bottom) Relationship between the deliverable capacity and the largest included sphere
diameter; the horizontal line indicates the deliverable capacity of an empty tank. In these
scatter plots, we include only a random sample of 3701 structures from each class to avoid
cluttering the plots and to assign equal importance to each class of materials. Reproduced
from Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.12: Fractional deliverable capacity f plotted against the saturation loading M for
each material. Hyperbolas indicate lines of constant deliverable capacity. The bottom and
top hyperbolas give the deliverable capacity of a free space tank and the APRA-E target,
respectively; the region exceeding the ARPA-E target is highlighted in yellow. Reproduced
from Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.13: Validating the approximation of isotherms with the model in eqn. 3.1. (a) For
each material, we plotted the deliverable capacities at 298 K between 65 and 5.8 bar obtained
from the model fit against that obtained from the simulated isotherm. The points follow the
diagonal with a modest variance. (b) We compare the distribution of 200 bar loadings using
the simulated loading and the fitted model. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.14: Simulated methane adsorption isotherms in a sample structure (name depicted
as plot title) with simulations (points) against the extrapolations from the model in eqn 3.1
that was fit to the 298 K isotherm (solid lines) for varying temperatures. Reproduced from
Ref. [147] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.15: Changing the storage pressure: deliverable capacity of methane for materials
operating between pressure PH and 5.8 bar. [Top] Deliverable capacity distributions under
differing PH . [Bottom] For each scenario, the distribution is partitioned into material classes.
The vertical line is the ARPA-E target. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.16: Changing the discharge pressure: deliverable capacity of methane for materials
operating between pressure 65 and PL bar. [Top] Deliverable capacity distributions under
differing PL . [Bottom] For each scenario, the distribution is partitioned into material classes.
The vertical line is the ARPA-E target. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 3.17: Amending the storage conditions and tank design changes the deliverable capacity. The distribution of deliverable capacities between 65 and 5.8 bar for ambient temperature operation (green), when the adsorbent is heated to Tf = 400 K when nearing discharge
(yellow), and when all residual gas is driven off (red). In the last scenario, the deliverable
capacity is equal to the high-pressure loading. Vertical lines denote the deliverable capacity
of an empty tank and the ARPA-E target. Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Chapter 4
Assessing thermodynamic limits to
methane deliverable capacity in
nanoporous materials with simple
models
The methane deliverable capacity of adsorbent materials is a critical performance metric that
will determine the viability of using adsorbed natural gas (ANG) technology in vehicular
applications. ARPA-E recently set a target deliverable capacity of 315 cc(STP)/cc that a
viable adsorbent material should achieve to yield a driving range competitive with incumbent
fuels. However, in Chapter 3, computational screening of hundreds of thousands of materials
suggests that the target is unattainable. In this chapter, we aim to determine whether
the observed limits in deliverable capacity ( 200 cc(STP)/cc) are fundamental limits arising
from thermodynamic or material design constraints. Our efforts focus on simulating methane
adsorption isotherms in a number of systems differing in spatial distributions and energetics
of adsorption sites. Our findings suggest that the ARPA-E target is unattainable not due to
thermodynamic constraints but due to material design constraints.
This chapter is based on the following publication [192]:
D. Gomez-Gualdron, C. Simon, W. Lassman, D. Chen, R. L. Martin, M.
Haranczyk, O. K. Farha, B. Smit, R. Q. Snurr. Impact of the strength and
spatial distribution of adsorption sites on methane deliverable capacity in
nanoporous materials. Chemical Engineering Science. (2016)

4.1

Introduction

For a material to have a high methane (volumetric) deliverable capacity, it needs to have a
large number of adsorption sites per volume of material, M [112]. For methane physisorp-
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tion, these “sites” are not necessarily small, well defined regions due to the relatively weak
adsorbate/adsorbent interactions. Traditionally, adsorption sites are thought of as located
on the material (pore) surface, making the density of adsorption sites proportional to the
volumetric surface area. Alternatively, it is possible to think of a working definition of an
adsorption site as any location that can be occupied by a methane molecule. Thus, if a
material has sufficiently large pores, methane molecules can occupy positions far from the
pore surface, and thus some “sites” are not related to the volumetric surface area of the
material but rather to the void fraction. Under this definition, the density of adsorption
sites is equivalent to the methane saturation loading (M ) of the material.
At the storage and discharge pressures (PH and PL ), different fractions (fH and fL ) of
these sites will be occupied. The deliverable capacity of a material is then (fH − fL )M . The
difference (fH −fL ) is called the fractional deliverable capacity (FDC), and it depends on the
energy of adsorption. Note that sites close to a pore wall provide higher adsorption energies
than sites far from any pore wall. Creating walls, and thus sites of higher adsorption energies,
requires sorbent atoms, which take up space and limit the saturation loading M . There is,
thus, a “material penalty” to create strong adsorption sites. Evidently, the challenge in
material design for gas storage applications is to maximize M , i.e. to reduce the material
penalty, while simultaneously endowing the adsorption sites with optimal energetics so that
FDC is maximized. With this in mind, let us now consider different adsorption scenarios to
assess different combinations of M and adsorption energetics.

4.2

Scenario 1: Lattice model

One scenario that can be conceived is a nanoporous material that provides tailored adsorption
“pockets” for methane to sit, where each adsorption pocket is capable of hosting one and
only one methane molecule. The exact geometrical arrangement and identity of the atoms
involved in the creation of these tailored sites determines both the energetics of the methane
pockets and the material penalty to create them. The latter, in turn, determines the number
of methane pockets per volume of material and thus the saturation loading M .
In a computational simplification of the above scenario, let us consider methane adsorption in a model representing regularly spatially distributed adsorption pockets, where each
pocket is denoted by the position of its center and the number of pockets per volume is
equivalent to M . In the simplified model, we define the distance between the centers of
the pockets as the pocket-pocket distance d, and an increase in d effectively represents an
increase in the material penalty. Since we seek to maximize M , we distribute the pockets in
space using an FCC (fcu) arrangement, which yields the highest achievable M for a given
d. Note, for instance, that the FCC arrangement for d ∼4.17 Å (the equilibrium distance
of the methane TraPPE model) reproduces the density of solid methane (∼690 cc(STP)/cc)
[193]. Fig. 4.1a shows a two-dimensional slice for such an arrangement. Fig. 4.1b plots M
versus d.
To investigate the effect of energetics, let us endow the pockets with different energies U0
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Figure 4.1: Methane adsorption in scenario 1. (a) Two-dimensional slice of the FCC (fcu)
arrangement of methane pockets (the green dots represent the centers of the pockets), with
d being the distance between the centers of adjacent pockets. A two dimensional slice of the
contour of a methane pocket is also shown in black. (b) Density of sites or saturation loading,
M , versus d. (c) Maximum deliverable capacity (DC) versus pocket-pocket distance d with
(top curve) and without (bottom curve) methane-methane interactions. Points are colored
according to the optimal heat of adsorption. Reprinted from Impact of the strength and
spatial distribution of adsorption sites on methane deliverable capacity in nanoporous materials, D. Gomez-Gualdron, C. Simon, W. Lassman, D. Chen, R. L. Martin, M. Haranczyk,
O. K. Farha, B. Smit, R. Q. Snurr, Chemical Engineering Science, (2016), with permission
from Elsevier.
and simulate the respective methane deliverable capacity for different d values. See Sec 4.4
for methods. Note that for each d value, we systematically explored different energetics of
the pockets until we found the one to maximize the deliverable capacity. Fig. 4.1c shows the
maximum deliverable capacity for each d. If methane-methane interactions are neglected, the
model is equivalent to and consistent with the Langmuir adsorption model, where the maximum FDC (for storage at 65 bar and delivery at 5.8 bar) is 0.52, obtained with different heats
of adsorption depending on d. For the Langmuir model, the maximum deliverable capacity
for a given M is thus simply 0.52M (indeed the bottom curve in Fig. 4.1c is simply the curve
in Fig. 4.1b times 0.52), and the deliverable capacity reaches ∼345 cc(STP)/cc for d ∼ 4.17
Å (i.e. for M equal to the density of solid methane). On the other hand, if methane-methane
interactions between methane molecules in different pockets are considered– a mean interaction energy between two methane molecules in different pockets is considered depending
on the distance between the center of the relevant pockets– and the pockets are sufficiently
close, the maximum FDC is higher than 0.52, and the maximum deliverable capacity is
higher than 0.52M as the top curve in Fig. 4.1c shows for low d values. The reason is
that methane-methane attractive interactions boost methane loading at the storage pressure
while leaving the methane loading at the discharge pressure relatively unaffected.
The top curve in Fig. 4.1c shows that as d becomes smaller (i.e. the pocket centers come
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closer) the heat of adsorption needed to maximize the deliverable capacity (i.e. the optimal
heat of adsorption) decreases, because the methane-methane attractive interactions compensate for the lower attraction provided by the pockets. From Fig. 4.1c we see that the ARPA-E
target is reached for d< 5.3 Å (i.e. M > 369 cc(STP)/cc (Fig. 4.1b) if methane-methane
interactions are considered. Note that if methane-methane interactions are neglected, the
ARPA-E target is reached only for d < 4.4 Å (i.e. M > 609 cc(STP)/cc, Fig. 4.1b)– recall
that 690 cc(STP)/cc is the density of solid methane.
With d ∼ 5.3 Å, the ARPA-E target is reached with an optimal heat of adsorption
of 11.5 kJ/mol (Fig. 4.1c), which yields an FDC of 0.85. Remarkably, as d decreases, FDC
approaches one, and thus the deliverable capacity approaches M . So when the pocket-pocket
distance d approaches d ∼ 4.17 Å– and M approaches the density of solid methan–the
maximum deliverable capacity approaches ∼690 cc(STP)/cc! The simulations for scenario
1 show a beneficial effect of methane-methane interactions on methane deliverable capacity
due to the (unrealistic) confinement of methane molecules to well-defined pockets. It is
apparent, however, that such low d or high M is impossible to obtain when actual atoms
are involved in the creation of the pockets. Notably, relatively minor increases in d sharply
decrease the maximum deliverable capacity. For instance, the maximum deliverable capacity
is already at 50% of the ARPA-E target for d values as low as 5.9 Å.

4.3

Scenario 2: Lennard-Jones fluid in a uniform
energy field

Contrary to the well-defined adsorption sites that confine methane molecules in scenario
1, the pores of a typical adsorbent material with non-commensurate adsorption provide
freedom for methane molecules to spatially organize themselves during adsorption. For instance, in highly porous materials (which also yield the highest M values), adsorbed methane
molecules loosely sit in the interaction field created by the pore atoms. Thus, for scenario
2 let us consider methane adsorption onto an artificially created homogeneous interaction
field as a simplified limiting case corresponding to no material penalty. Analogous to scenario 1, let us endow the field with tunable adsorption energetics. Here we always consider
methanemethane interactions to avoid unrealistic overlap of methane molecules. The overlap
is prevented by the repulsive part of the methanemethane interaction potential. See further
details on the simulation algorithm used for scenario 2 in Sec. 4.4. Fig 4.2a shows a snapshot
from such a simulation.
Fig. 4.2b shows the adsorption isotherms for different background fields corresponding
to different heats of adsorption. For comparison, the black dashed isotherm shows the
variation of the density of bulk methane gas with pressure, which effectively corresponds to
the case with an interaction field featuring a 0 kJ/mol energy of adsorption. Fig. 4.2c shows
the deliverable capacities for different heats of adsorption calculated from the isotherms in
Fig. 4.2b. In this scenario, deliverable capacities equal to or higher than the ARPA-E target
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(315 cc(STP)/cc) were obtained with heats of adsorption in the ∼6.7-10.1 kJ/mol interval.
The highest deliverable capacity was 357 cc(STP)/cc for a heat of adsorption of 8.6 kJ/mol.
Remarkably, the optimal heats of adsorption that lead to deliverable capacities surpassing the ARPA-E target are not extraordinarily high and are similar to those observed in
highly porous materials synthesized and tested to date [148, 117]. Note, however, that the
reported heats of adsorption do not reflect the heterogeneity of adsorption sites in synthesized materials. For instance, locations close to the pore walls have high heats of adsorption,
but at other locations such as at the centers of pores, the associated heats of adsorption are
much lower. Indeed, the question and associated challenge that derives from this scenario is
whether it is possible to synthesize a highly porous material (i.e. low material penalty and
thus high M) that can provide a homogeneous interaction field with such an optimal heat of
adsorption.

4.4

Methods

Here, we outline the methods to simulate the adsorption of methane in the model materials
in scenarios 1 and 2. In both scenarios, we model methane as a Lennard-Jones sphere with
parameters taken from the TraPPE force field [106]. That is, the energy of two methane
molecules a distance r apart is modeled with a Lennard-Jones potential, Ugg (r). We truncate
our Lennard-Jones potential at radius of 12.8 Å, which allows to mimick a crystal of infinite
extent by applying periodic boundary conditions.
(  12

σ 6
σ
− r
if r ≤ 12.8 Å
4 r
(4.1)
Ugg (r) =
0 otherwise.
For our grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations, we convert the pressure of the bulk
gas of methane into chemical potential using the Peng-Robinson equation of state.

Scenario 1
For the model material in Scenario 1, we partition space into a set of voxels. The boundary
of each voxel is a rhombic dodecahedral honeycomb; this honeycomb is the Voronoi diagram
of an FCC lattice of points. Consequently, we define the Voronoi centers of the voxels as
this FCC lattice. Each voxel can hold at most one methane molecule. The energy of an
adsorbed methane molecule in a voxel is U0 . We simulate the grand-canonical ensemble using
a Monte Carlo algorithm under two cases. In the first case, adsorbed methane molecules do
not interact with each other at all except through volume exclusion (one methane molecule
per site). In the second case, we include interactions between the methane molecules by
assigning energies of interaction. We will show that the former case is equivalent to the
classic Langmuir adsorption model. The latter case resembles a mean-field approximation
of a similar model, which results in the Temkin adsorption isotherm model, a perturbation
on the Langmuir model [112].
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Figure 4.2: Methane Lennard-Jones fluid in a uniform energy field. Grand-canonical Monte
Carlo simulations in a cube of dimension 25 Å. (a) A snapshot of methane positions (represented as spheres) in system at 65 bar with a background energy of U0 =-12 kJ/mol after
equilibration. The methane molecules in this model are free to arrange themselves in continuous space. The green color represents the uniform background energy. (b) Methane
adsorption isotherms in a background interaction field. The heat of adsorption associated
with the field for each isotherm is denoted by the color of the isotherm according to the
vertical color bar. The black dash-line isotherm corresponds to the bulk density of methane
at different pressures. (c) Deliverable capacities extracted from panel (b) for different heats
of adsorption associated with the background field. Points above the horizontal dashed line
exceed the ARPA-E target. The color of the points corresponds with the heat of adsorption
in (b). Reprinted from Impact of the strength and spatial distribution of adsorption sites
on methane deliverable capacity in nanoporous materials, D. Gomez-Gualdron, C. Simon,
W. Lassman, D. Chen, R. L. Martin, M. Haranczyk, O. K. Farha, B. Smit, R. Q. Snurr,
Chemical Engineering Science, (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
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The model material in Scenario 1 is characterized by the background energy field U0
and distance d between FCC lattice points, which are the Voronoi centers of the rhobmic
dodecahedral voxels.
Generating the lattice
We here outline how to construct an FCC lattice with distance d between points. We start
with a primitive unit cell of the FCC lattice, a cube of dimension 1.414 Å with four points.
In this lattice, the points are a distance 1.0 Å apart. To construct a lattice with distance d
between points, we simply scale the box length by d. To use the nearest image convention to
apply periodic boundary conditions for computing methane-methane interactions, we must
replicate this lattice until the cube is at least of length twice of the Lennard-Jones cutoff
radius of 12.8 Å.
For convenience, let M = M (d) be the resulting number of voxels, even though d and U0
are enough to completely characterize our rhombic dodecahedral honeycomb material.
Case: no methane-methane interactions
We now show that the grand-canonical ensemble in our model material results in a Langmuir
isotherm when methane-methane interactions are neglected.
Let V0 be the volume of each voxel. The single-particle Canonical partition function of
an adsorbed methane molecule in a voxel is:
Z
−3
q=Λ
e−βU0 dx = Λ−3 V0 e−βU0 .
(4.2)
V0

As we integrate over the entire volume of the voxel, this model assumes that methane
molecule is free to explore the entire space inside the voxel, where it experiences an energy
U0 .
The Canonical partition of N adsorbed molecules is then:
 
M N M −N
Q(N, M, T ) =
q 1
,
(4.3)
N
given that each adsorbed
 molecule is independent, an empty site has a partition function of
M
unity, and there are N ways to arrange N indistinguishable particles in the M voxels.
The grand-canonical partition function for our model material in equilibrium with a bath
of methane with chemical potential µ is:

M
M 
X
X
M
βµN
Ξ(µ, M, T ) =
Q(N, M, T )e
=
[qeβµ ]N .
(4.4)
N
n=0
n=0
Using the binomial theorem:
Ξ(µ, M, T ) = (1 + qeβµ )M .

(4.5)
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We obtain the adsorption isotherm in our model material by computing the average particle
number in the system of voxels, hN i:
hN i =

qeβµ
∂ log Ξ
=M
.
∂(βµ)
1 + qeβµ

(4.6)

Using the definition of fugacity f , (units: pressure), this becomes the familiar Langmuir
isotherm:
Kf
,
(4.7)
hN i = M
1 + Kf
with the Langmuir constant related to our model material by K := βV0 e−βU0 .
Case: methane-methane interactions included
Here, the energy of an adsorbed methane molecule in voxel i is:
X
Ui = U0 +
I(j)Ugg (rij ),

(4.8)

j!=i

where rij is the distance between the Voronoi centers of voxels i and j and Ugg (r) is the
truncated Lennard-Jones potential in eqn 4.1. The function I(j) is an indicator function
that is unity if voxel j is occupied and zero otherwise. Thus, in this model, the energy of
interaction between two methane molecules in two different voxels is assigned by taking their
positions as fixed at the Voronoi centers of the voxels. This is an approximation since eqn 4.2
presumes that each molecule freely explores the space inside a given voxel.
We simulate the grand-canonical ensemble in our model material with the energy prescription in eqn 4.8 since we could not find an analytical solution. Our two Monte Carlo
trials for this model are (1) attempt to add a particle (2) attempt to remove a particle. For
(1), we choose a random lattice site. If the lattice site is occupied, we do nothing; if the
lattice site is empty, we accept this Monte Carlo trial particle insertion with probability padd .
For (2), we choose a particle at random and accept the proposal to delete it with probability
premove . Of course, if there are zero molecules in the system, we do nothing. Next, we derive
the acceptance probabilities padd and premove using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
We can characterize a microstate of our system by a vector x of dimension M ; entry i of
x, xi , is unity if voxel i is occupied and zero
P if it is empty. The probability of observing a
particular microstate x with N particles ( i xi = N ) in the grand-canonical ensemble (see
eqn. 4.4) is:
P
p(x) = (V0 e−βU (x) βf ) i xi ,
(4.9)
where U (x) is the energy of the system with microstate x, which can be calculated by the
energy prescription in eqn 4.8.
The probability of attempting to insert a particle in a given voxel is α(N → N + 1) =
1 1
since one of M voxels is chosen at random and we choose an insertion attempt with
2M
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probability 1/2. The probability of attempting to delete a given particle is α(N → N − 1) =
1 1
since we choose one of the N particles at random.
2N
Consider a Monte Carlo trial move to add a particle,
current microstate x
P changing the P
to a new microstate x0 . Our constraint here is thus i xi = N and i x0i = N + 1. For
detailed balance, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm enforces:


α(N + 1 → N ) p(x0 )
padd = min 1,
.
(4.10)
α(N → N + 1) p(x)
From the above discussion,

and, using eqn 4.9,

α(N + 1 → N )
=
α(N → N + 1)

1 1
2 N +1
1 1
2M

=

M
,
N +1

p(x0 )
0
= V0 βf e−β(U (x)−U (x )) .
p(x)

Thus, our acceptance probability for a particle addition is:

0 
V βf e−β(U (x)−U (x ))
padd = min 1,
,
N +1

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

where V = V0 M is the volume of the system.
Using the same procedure for the particle deletion trial, going from microstate x to x0 :

0 
N eβ(U (x)−U (x ))
premove = min 1,
.
(4.14)
V βf
For these Monte Carlo trials, we need to calculate U (x)−U (x0 ), where x and x0 differ only
by one entry. Thus, we only need to calculate the energy of a particle in the particle voxel
that we have randomly chosen for the insertion / random particle that we have randomly
chosen for the deletion.
We perform 750M Monte Carlo trials for each simulation and use 150M trials for burn
cycles/equilibration (scaling it with the number of voxels, M ).

Scenario 2
Here, we simulate the grand-canonical ensemble in a volume V with a uniform, background
energy U0 . We simulate in a cubic volume of dimension twice the Lennard-Jones cutoff
radius, 12.8 Å, so that the nearest image convention can be applied for periodic boundary
conditions.
The energy of particle i in the system is:
X
Ui = U0 +
Ugg (rij ),
(4.15)
j!=i
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where Ugg is the Lennard-Jones potential in eqn 4.1.
We perform grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations, where the following three Monte
Carlo trials are attempted each with probability 13 : (1) particle insertion, (2) particle deletion,
(3) particle translation. For (1), a particle is inserted at a uniformly random position in the
simulation volume. For (2), a particle is chosen at random for removal (if there are no
particles, we do nothing). For (3), we perturb each coordinate of the particle by a uniformly
distributed number in [−.05, .05] Å.
The acceptance rules for this standard Grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulation are in
Ref. [110].
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Chapter 5
Machine learning-accelerated
screening of the Nanoporous
Materials Genome for Xe/Kr
separations
Accelerating progress in the discovery and deployment of advanced nanoporous materials
relies on chemical insight and structure property relationships for rational design. Because
of the complexity of this problem, trial-and-error is heavily involved in the laboratory today.
A cost-effective route to aid experimental materials discovery is to construct structure models of nanoporous materials in silico and use molecular simulations to rapidly test them and
elucidate data-driven guidelines for rational design. For example, highly-tunable nanoporous
materials have shown promise as adsorbents for separating an industrially relevant gaseous
mixture of xenon and krypton. In this work, we characterize, screen, and analyze the
Nanoporous Materials Genome, a database of ca. 670,000 porous material structures, for
candidate adsorbents for xenon/krypton separations. For over half a million structures, the
computational resources required for a brute-force screening using grand-canonical Monte
Carlo simulations of Xe/Kr adsorption are prohibitive. To overcome the computational cost,
we used a hybrid approach combining machine learning algorithms (random forests) with
molecular simulations. We compared the results from our large-scale screening with simple
pore models to rationalize the strong link between pore size and selectivity. With this insight,
we then analyzed the anatomy of the binding sites of the most selective materials. These
binding sites can be constructed from tubes, pockets, rings, or cages and are often composed
of non-discrete chemical fragments. The complexity of these binding sites emphasizes the
importance of high-throughput computational screenings to discover new materials. Interestingly, our screening study predicts that the two most selective materials in the database
are an aluminophosphate zeolite analogue and a calcium based coordination network, both
of which have already been synthesized but not yet tested for Xe/Kr separations.
This chapter is regarding the following publication [95]:
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C. Simon, R. Mercado, S. K. Schnell, B. Smit, and M. Haranczyk. What
Are the Best Materials To Separate a Xenon/Krypton Mixture? Chemistry of
Materials. (2015) 27 (12), 4459-447.

5.1

Introduction

Within the Nanoporous Materials Genome [194], we explore the chemical space of possible
nanoporous materials by constructing materials in silico; this is achieved by combining
different molecular building blocks in various topologies, much like snapping together Lego
blocks or K’NEX. In the Nanoporous Materials Genome Center [194], over 670,000 structures
have been constructed to date: libraries of predicted MOFs [121], all-silica zeolites [119, 120],
PPNs [159], ZIFs [158], and COFs [195] as well as data sets of zeolites [196] and MOFs [160]
that have been experimentally synthesized. Henceforth, we will refer to this set of materials
as the Nanoporous Materials Genome. We can rapidly and cost-effectively test each of these
materials for a given application using mathematical models and molecular simulations.
In this chapter, we screen the libraries of materials in the Nanoporous Materials Genome
for high-performing materials for room temperature xenon/krypton separations relevant to
replacing a cryogenic distillation used to produce pure xenon and kyrpton for their myriad
of applications (see Sec. 1.1).
A brute-force high-throughput screening for Xe/Kr separations has been done on the
hypothetical MOF dataset [197, 76] and a set of experimental MOFs [198]. We extend these
studies to include PPNs, ZIFs, zeolites, and COFs. With such a rapid increase in the number
of materials, the required computational resources will become a bottleneck for these bruteforce screening techniques. Therefore, it is important to develop algorithms that allow us to
screen these databases more efficiently. In this work, we utilize machine learning algorithms
to predict performance from structural descriptors. Simple structural descriptors, such as
the surface area and void fraction, can be quickly computed. Some structural descriptors,
such as crystal density and pore size, are independent of the application and conditions
studied and thus can be computed once, stored as a material property, and utilized in
several different contexts. These structural descriptors are often correlated to and thus
predictive of material performance, underlying the concept behind quantitative structureproperty relationship (QSPR) [167] modeling. As such, the array of structural descriptors
of a material serves as a representation/fingerprint of the material in a high-dimensional
space, a feature vector. Machine learning techniques, such as random forests [199], support
vector machines [200], and neural networks [201], can then be trained to predict material
performance from the feature vector (for a review, see Ref. [167]). With this pre-screening
technique, we focus the molecular simulations on only a fraction of the total number of
structures, the most promising ones, and avert simulating adsorption in materials that are
most likely poor performers.
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In the realm of nanoporous materials, Fernandez and coworkers [202] showed that machine
learning techniques can predict methane uptake in MOFs from geometric descriptors. In
another work, Fernandez and coworkers [203] illustrated the classification of MOFs as highor low- performing for CO2 uptake using support vector machines. These works illustrated
machine learning as a potential method to be utilized in high-throughput screenings of
materials.
We utilize a random forest [199], an ensemble [204] of decision trees, to predict the
Xe/Kr separation performance from structural descriptors. For a given material, we predict
the selectivity by running the corresponding vector of descriptors through a set of decision
trees. Figure 5.1 illustrates a decision tree regressor. A decision tree is grown using a training
set of materials with known selectivities. However, if we train a single decision tree on the
entire training set, the prediction is not very accurate, as a single decision tree is highly
prone to overfitting [205]. Overfitting leads to an accurate representation of the training set
but a high variance prediction for materials that are not in the training set, thus yielding
poor generalization error [205]. Much better accuracy on unseen data can be obtained by
training many trees – a forest of trees – on randomly selected subsets of the training set,
decorrelating the trees from each other. The prediction of the selectivity in a random forest
is then the average vote among each tree in the forest. The reason that an ensemble of
decorrelated trees gives a greater accuracy than a single tree, a Wisdom of the crowds [206]
effect, is as follows. Each tree is allowed to overfit its own training data. Thus each tree in
the forest accurately describes its own training data, and so we retain a low bias prediction,
i.e., the average does not systematically shift away from the true average. While each tree
has a high variance prediction on unseen data on its own, by taking the average of each
tree in the forest, we reduce the variance, leading to a low-bias, low-variance prediction.
Consequently, random forests have been shown to be remarkably accurate [207] in a wide
variety of problems. For example, in computer vision, by training a random forest on a set of
pictures of humans in different positions, Microsoft successfully implemented random forests
to accurately label body parts from video in real-time for the Kinect in the XBox video game
console [208]. Similarly, by feeding a random forest training examples of porous material
structures and their Xe/Kr separation performance as predicted by molecular simulation,
we show that random forests can successfully expedite the discovery of high-performance
porous materials.
The success of machine learning in screening materials is predicated on having highlypredictive structural descriptors. In this work, we introduce a new descriptor, the Voronoi
energy Ev , that takes into account both geometrical structural information and the energetics
of the guest-host interaction. The Voronoi energy is the average energy of a xenon atom at
the accessible Voronoi nodes that represent the pore topology; we find this descriptor to be
highly predictive of Xe/Kr separation performance.
With the large volume of data from our hybrid machine learning- molecular simulation
screening approach, we uncover guidelines for synthesizing a highly selective material. In
particular, we rationalize the strong relationship between performance and pore size by
considering two simple caricatures of spherical and cylindrical adsorption pockets. With this
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Figure 5.1: Decision tree regressor illustration for the function y(x), where x is in twodimensions. (a) A decision tree regressor partitions the feature space into rectangles and
models y(x) as a constant in each one. The plane shows the two-dimensional feature space,
and the color indicates the value y(x) assigned to a feature vector x that belongs to that
region. (b) The decision tree shown takes a feature vector x at the root node (top) and
represents y(x) depicted in (a). At each node, a binary decision is made by comparing a
component of x and a threshold. The data point is sent to the left (right) if condition in
the box is true (false). The terminal/leaf nodes assign a value of y. The colors of the leaf
nodes correspond to the regions represented in (a). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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insight, we then analyze in detail the top candidates from the Nanoporous Materials Genome
for Xe/Kr separations. We identify the characteristic chemistry that makes a binding site
selective for these type of separations. This molecular insight provides some guidelines for a
possible rational design of these materials.

5.2

Methods

The workflow of our method to screen ca. 670,000 structures in the Nanoporous Materials
Genome is illustrated in Figure 5.2 and consists of the following six steps. 1. Characterization: we compute the feature vector of each material, whose components are seven quicklycomputed structural descriptors. 2. Selection of the training set: we use a diversity selection
algorithm [209] to ensure that our training set of materials adequately covers our sevendimensional feature space. 3. Label the training set: we perform binary grand-canonical
Monte Carlo simulations to compute the Xe/Kr uptake in the training set. 4. Training of
the forest: we use these training examples to grow a forest of decision tree regressors to
predict Xe/Kr separation performance from the structural descriptors. 5. Pre-screening:
we run the structural descriptors of the remaining materials through the trained forest of
decision tree regressors. 6. Materials discovery: if the forest predicts the material to be
promising for Xe/Kr separations, we run grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations to refine
the prediction.

Molecular simulations
The potential energy of interaction of an adsorbate (Xe or Kr) with the atoms of the material
and other adsorbates is modeled with pairwise Lennard-Jones potentials. The Lennard-Jones
parameters for Kr-Kr and Xe-Xe interactions are taken from Ref [94]. The parameters for
MOF, ZIF, COF, and PPN atoms are taken from the Universal Force Field [108]. For zeolites,
the Lennard-Jones parameters for oxygen are back-calculated using Lorenz-Berthelot mixing
rules from a force field for krypton developed specially for zeolites by Talu and Myers [210];
in this force field, Kr-Si interactions are not explicitly considered and are instead embedded
in the Kr-O parameters. The cross-interaction Lennard-Jones parameters of Xe/Kr with
atoms of the framework are then calculated from the Lorenz-Berthelot mixing rules.
We truncate the Lennard-Jones potentials at 12.5 Å and approximate interactions beyond
the cutoff distance to be zero. We implement periodic boundary conditions to mimic an
infinite crystal and assume the structures to be rigid, which induces some errors since some
structures are flexible upon gas adsorption [174, 211].
We simulate the equilibrium Xe and Kr uptake in a material with the grand-canonical
Monte Carlo algorithm [110] for a two-component system. We consider a 20/80 molar Xe/Kr
mixture at 298 K and 1 atm of total pressure. The Monte Carlo moves are particle exchange
(insertion/deletion), particle translation, and particle identity change with probabilities 0.6,
0.2, and 0.2, respectively. We utilize a parallel algorithm written for graphics processing
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Figure 5.2: Screening procedure. We first select a mathematically diverse training set from
the structures in the Nanoporous Materials Genome and simulate the adsorption of Xe/Kr
in this training set. Then, we train a random forest of decision tree regressors to predict
performance from structural descriptors. We run the structural descriptors of the remaining
materials through the trained random forest to identify the most promising materials. We
simulate Xe/Kr adsorption in the most promising set to refine the prediction. Note that
some high performing materials are discovered during training. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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units (GPUs) [111] to pre-compute potential energy interpolation grids (ca. 0.1 Å grid point
spacing) to speed-up our simulations.
As evidence that our force field can reasonably predict the experimental Xe/Kr uptake
in materials, simulated adsorption isotherms of Xe and Kr match well with the experimental
Xe/Kr uptake in metal-organic frameworks IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-2x, for x =Cl, Br, F,
I [83], and Silicalite [212]. With a generic force field such as the UFF, it is particularly
difficult to predict uptake in MOFs with open metal sites [104]. Still, for the purposes of a
high-throughput screening, where we seek to identify the top candidates, the UFF provides a
similar ranking of materials compared to highly accurate but more computationally expensive
ab initio force fields [213].
We now provide evidence that the force field used in this work can reasonably predict
the Xe/Kr uptake in nanoporous materials. We took experimental Xe and Kr uptake data
in IRMOF-1 and the IRMOF-2x series, for x ∈ {Cl, Br, F, I} from Ref [83] and Kr uptake
data in Silicalite from Ref. [212]. Crystal structures for IRMOF-1 and -2 and Silicalite were
obtained from Refs [214, 215]; solvent/template atoms were removed; halogens in IRMOF2x were all assigned the same positions for simplicity. We display the comparison between
experimental and simulated noble gas uptake in Figure 5.3. For IRMOF-1 and Silicalite, we
obtain excellent agreement1 – also for Xe adsorption in the IRMOF-2x series. The agreement
for Kr adsorption in the IRMOF-2x series is not perfect, but the sorting of uptake depending
on the halogens is preserved.
Ref. [104] measured xenon and krypton uptake in ten MOFs with open metal sites,
HKUST-1, PCN-14, x-MOF-74, and NOT-10x, and compared the uptake to that predicted
from molecular simulations using the Universal Force Field [108]. The agreement is reasonable in some cases, but not others. The Universal Force Field may have difficulty describing
the interaction of gas molecules with open-metal sites found in many MOFs [216, 176], likely
because the force field was not parameterized using data representative of such a chemical
environment. Still, for the purposes of a high-throughput screening, where we seek to identify the top candidates, the UFF provides a similar ranking of materials compared to highly
accurate but more computationally expensive ab initio force fields [213].
Some pores in nanoporous materials are large enough to fit an adsorbate molecule, but
are inaccessible in a periodic system due to prohibitively high energy barriers to diffuse into
the pore. In our molecular simulations, we identify such pockets automatically in a highthroughput manner and refrain from sampling adsorbate configurations in these regions using
an inaccessible pocket-blocking algorithm in Ref. [129].
We first compute the potential energy of a Xe and Kr adsorbate in the structure on a
three-dimensional grid of points superimposed on the unit cell. With this grid, we identify
regions that are inaccessible to an adsorbate as follows.
We define a pocket of space as inaccessible if the energetic barrier for a Xe/Kr to percolate
into this region is greater than 15kB T (kB is the Boltzmann constant; T = 298 K is the
1

The agreement for Silicalite is somewhat trivial, given that the force field for zeolites [210] was developed
on the basis of fitting to this experimental data
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Figure 5.3: Force field validation. Shown is a comparison between experimental equilibrium
uptake data and our simulated uptake. (a) Kr and Xe adsorption in IRMOF-1 at 292 K
(b) Xe adsorption in IRMOF-2x at 292 K (c) Kr adsorption IRMOF-2x at 292 K (d) Kr
adsorption in Silicalite at 305 and 242 K. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright
2015 American Chemical Society.
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Table 5.1: Structural descriptors used to construct a feature vector for each material.
Descriptor

Symbol

Void fraction [unitless]
Crystal density [kg/m3 ]
Largest free sphere diameter [Å]

v
ρ
Df

Largest included sphere diameter [Å]
Accessible surface area [m2 /cm3 ]

Di
a

Surface density [kg/m2 ]

ρs

Voronoi energy [kJ/mol]

Ev

Description
fraction of material that is free volume
mass of crystalline material per volume
largest sphere to percolate through material
largest sphere to fit inside the material
probe-accessible surface area along pore
walls
mass of atoms per acccessible surface area
= ρ/a
average energy of Xe at the accessible
Voronoi nodes

temperature). The time scale to diffuse across an energetic barrier of this size is large [129].
To identify such pockets, we begin by defining each point on the potential energy grid as
inaccessible if the potential energy of an adsorbate there is greater than 15kB T and accessible
otherwise. We then use a flood fill algorithm to identify and label segments in the unit cell
of the crystal. From here, we build a periodic graph representation [217] of the connections
between segments in the periodic system. Walking through this graph starting at each
segment, we check that an adsorbate can travel from one unit cell to another, in which case
the segment is a channel. If not, the segment is an inaccessible pocket, and consequently
we overwrite the energies in this region of the pore space with large values to deem these
inaccessible regions as effectively so during our simulations. [129]

Structural descriptors
Table 5.1 summarizes the structural descriptors used to form the feature vector of the material. The first six descriptors are established geometric structural descriptors. The last
descriptor is, to our knowledge, a new descriptor that we invented that incorporates both
geometrical structure information and guest-host interaction energy.
While one can imagine many other structural descriptors, those in Table 5.1 were easily
computed and, as we will later see, are satisfyingly predictive of Xe/Kr separation performance for our screening.
Established geometric structural descriptors
To compute geometric structure descriptors, we use open-source software Zeo++ [166], which
models the accessible void space space inside a porous material with a periodic Voronoi
network. The framework atoms as well as Xe/Kr are modeled as hard spheres with radii
adopted from the Cambridge Structural Database [218, 219] and the zeros of the Lennard-
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Figure 5.4: Voronoi network model of void space (2D caricature). The unit cell of a toy
material is shown. Red circles represent atoms of the material; accessible and inaccessible
Voronoi nodes are blue squares and green triangles, respectively. The black lines are the
edges in the periodic Voronoi graph that models the void space. The descriptor Ev in eq 5.1
is the average potential energy of a xenon atom adsorbed at the accessible Voronoi nodes.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
Jones potentials in Figure 1.4, respectively. The periodic Voronoi network is calculated by
Voro++ [220]. Figure 5.4 shows a two-dimensional sketch of the Voronoi network in a toy
material. From this periodic graph representation of the pore space, we can identify regions
that are accessible to Xe and Kr and calculate the diameter of the largest included and free
spheres (Di and Df ) [221], accessible surface area (a), and void fraction (v ) [166]. The
crystal density (ρ) is easily computed from the crystal structure. Another descriptor we use
is the surface density ρs , i.e. the mass of material per surface area, ρs = ρ/a [kg/m2 ].
The Voronoi energy descriptor
Gas uptake at low pressures can be dominated by the strongest adsorption sites due to
the exponential contribution of the energy in the Henry coefficient [110]. The established
geometric structural descriptors above have difficulty capturing such “sweet spots” [143]. In
an attempt to capture such strong binding pockets that are important for Xe/Kr adsorption,
we included a descriptor Ev [kJ/mol] that is the average energy of a xenon atom among the
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nodes of the xenon-accessible Voronoi network:
N
1 X
Ev :=
E(vi ),
N i=0

(5.1)

where E(v) is the potential energy of a xenon atom at a point v in the pore space of the
material as calculated by our force field. The set of points {vi } for i = 1, 2, ..., N are the
accessible Voronoi nodes in the Voronoi network used to model the xenon-accessible pore
space; the Voronoi network conveniently and automatically identifies points that are located
at the ‘center’ of the accessible pore landscapes (see Figure 5.4). Thus, the descriptor Ev
can be viewed as a biased sampling of the potential energy of an adsorbate in the pores. In
a material with pores that are near the optimal size for xenon, the energetic minimum will
be at the center of the pores, where Xe can maximally interact with all surrounding atoms
(see Figure 5.18e later). As the Voronoi energy Ev is a measure of energy at the ‘center’
of the pore, our intuition is that Ev will capture these strong binding regions in materials
with nearly optimal pore diameters. Local structural features, such as a pocket, can also
be identified automatically with the Voronoi network, for example, the pocket in Figure 5.4.
In contrast, the energetic minimum in materials with large pores will be near the surface
instead of the center; however, materials with large pores are poor for Xe/Kr separations
(see Figure 5.10 later), and Di should take responsibility to rule out materials with large
pores in the random forest algorithm. Later, we will find that our new descriptor Ev is highly
predictive of separation performance.

Selecting a diverse set of materials
To ensure that the training data set adequately represents the chemical space [32] of crystal
structures in our dataset and for the decision forest that we train to be accurate, the training
data set must include a diverse set of materials. To pose a mathematical definition of
diversity, we represent each material in a high dimensional space with a feature vector x and
utilize the Euclidean distance as a notion of similarity. For diversity selection, we define the
feature space a priori as x = [ρ, a, Di , v ] and normalize each component of the vector to
range from zero to unity. To select the diverse set, we use an algorithm in Ref. [209], which
we outline here. We selected a diverse subset of ca. 15,000 materials to serve as training data
(3,640 experimental MOFs, 2,750 hMOFs, 1,000 hPPNs, 2,319 hZeolites, 194 IZA zeolites,
3,757 hZIFs, and 834 hCOFs [‘h’ indicates hypothetical or predicted materials that have not
been synthesized]).
For diversity selection, we used an algorithm proposed in Ref. [209], which we outline
here. The feature vector for material i is xi . We use the Euclidean distance d(xi , xj ) :=
||xi − xj ||2 in feature space as a notion of similarity of two materials i and j. This problem is
generally known as the maximum diversity problem (MDP) [222, 223] and is NP-hard, but
the heuristic search procedure in Ref [209] is suitable for our purposes of selecting a training
set of structures.
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The algorithm for selecting the diverse set in Ref. [209] is sequential. Let X denote the
current, diverse set and Z denote the set of all materials (xi ). The algorithm is2 :
• Randomly choose an initial point xi ∈ Z and set X = {xi }.
• While |X|< n:
– Choose a point x∗ ∈ Z − X such that:


x∗ = argmax min d(xj , xk ) : xj ∈ Z − X, xk ∈ X
xj

j,k

(5.2)

– Set X ← X ∪ {x∗ }
We start by randomly assigning a single material to the diverse set. We sequentially add
materials to this set by, for all materals outside of the diverse set, computing the distance
to the closest material in the diverse set. We then choose to add the material to the diverse
set that has the largest distance to the respective closest material in the diverse set.
A similar algorithm is used to select a diverse set of nanoporous materials in Ref.[225]. We
perform the diversity selection within each material class separately to control the number
of materials from each family of materials that we use in our training set.

Forest of decision tree regressors
With a random forest of decision tree regressors, we can quickly predict the Xe/Kr separation
performance from the seven-dimensional feature vector xi of a material. We will characterize
the performance of a material by the selectivity in eq 5.4, but we will denote the performance
score here as yi for a general discussion. Using the training data set (xi , yi ) for i = 1, 2, ..., N ,
we show here how to train a forest of decision tree regressors that serves as our regression
y(x).
A decision tree [226] is a connected, acyclic graph– a set of nodes and edges– organized
in a hierarchical fashion. A node is either a split node, where it has edges leading to two
other nodes, or a leaf/terminal node, where it does not have edges emanating from it and is
assigned a decision, c ∈ R. We utilize binary trees, where each split node has two outgoing
edges. All nodes have only one incoming edge. [227] We only consider decisions at split
nodes of the form x[j] < τ so that each terminal node speaks for a hyperrectangle in the
feature space.
A given decision tree assigns a value y(xi ) to each feature vector xi by the path that it
takes through the tree and thus the terminal node that it reaches. This is determined by a
recursive process starting at the root node: each split node makes a decision to send xi to one
of its two child nodes until the data point xi reaches a terminal node. If xi reaches terminal
node k, which is assigned a decision value ck , the decision is y(xi ) = ck . To illustrate, we
2

Notation from Ref. [224]
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show the decision tree in Figure 5.1 that takes a feature vector x ∈ R2 and corresponding
function y(x) in Figure 5.1.
To train/grow a single decision tree regressor starting at the root node, we must determine
the splitting criterion made at each split node, criteria for when to stop growing the tree and
declare aPnode as a leaf, and what value ck to assign to each leaf k. Utilizing the mean square
2
error N1 N
i=1 (y(xi ) − yi ) for the loss function during training is computationally infeasible
[201], as the problem of constructing the tree that minimizes the mean-square error is NPcomplete [228]. Instead, decision trees are grown using a greedy algorithm to choose the
component of the feature vector, j, and threshold, τ , for each split node. Let regions of
feature space Rl = {x|x[j] < τ } and Rr = {x|x[j] ≥ τ } be those represented by the left l
and right r child nodes in the currently proposed split. We choose j and τ by minimizing
the sum of square errors at this split node:


X
X
min min
(yi − cl )2 + min
(yi − cr )2  .
(5.3)
j,τ

cl

i:xi ∈Rl (j,τ )

cr

i:xi ∈Rr (j,τ )

The inner minimization problem is solved by assigning the child node a decision c that is
the average yi among the data points that fall there [201]. The outer-minimization problem
is solved by scanning all possible splits– combinations of components j and thresholds τ
between adjacent data points. We can interpret the minimization in eq 5.3 as choosing the
split that partitions the data into two subsets that are the most homogeneous within each
subset. If a node is declared as a leaf node, the decision that minimizes the mean square
error there is the average yi among the data points that fall there. As a stopping criteria,
i.e. when to declare a node as a leaf and stop splitting, one can restrict the depth of the
tree, impose a minimum number of data points that a leaf or split node can own during
training, impose a maximum number of leaf nodes, and/or stop splitting if the split does not
sufficiently improve the mean square error. In a random forest, one grows each tree to the
largest extent possible.
A strong advantage of decision tree regressors is interpretability; we can quantify the
importance of a particular feature in improving the quality of prediction by keeping track
of the reduction of the mean square error at each node and to which feature this reduction
in error is attributed [226]. We will later plot the relative importance of each feature in
our random forest. Other advantages of decision trees are: (1) normalization or scaling
of the data is not required, as decision trees are invariant to monotone transformations of
the features, (2) irrelevant features will not severely detriment performance, as the decision
nodes can simply ignore these unimportant features and not consider them for splits [201],
and (3) decision trees are relatively robust to outliers [205]. Still, a [single] decision tree is
often not as accurate as other models, in part due to the greedy construction procedure, and
is highly prone to overfitting [205].
A decision forest [199] is an ensemble [204] of randomly trained decision trees. In this
ensemble method, by taking the average vote among a committee of diverse/de-correlated
decision trees [204], we obtain much greater accuracy and generalization than by using a
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single decision tree [227], a Wisdom of the Crowds [206] effect. We inject diversity into the
trees of the forest by inducing randomness during training using the following techniques:
(1) bagging (bootstrap aggregating), where each tree is trained on a random subset of the
training data [229], (2) random split selection [230], where at each split node, the split is
selected at random from the K best splits, and (3) the random subspace method [231], where
a random selection of the features are considered for each tree. The prediction of the forest
is the average prediction among each tree in the forest.
In general, the utility of a model for making predictions is determined by its expected error
over future data not seen during training time – the generalization error [205]. Typically, one
sets aside a validation data set or performs cross validation [201, 205]. As we use bagging in
our random forest, despite training on the full data set, we essentially set aside a validation
set during training in the process of leaving out a subset of the data for each tree in the forest
during the bagging procedure. After training each tree, we take the data left out from the
training during bagging, run it through the tree, and store the prediction. In this way, we
get the out of bag error, which is the error of the forest’s prediction on data unseen during
training [201] and a quality metric of how well our forest will perform on future data.

5.3

Results

We consider a crystalline nanoporous material in equilibrium with a 20/80 molar Xe/Kr
mixture at 298 K and 1 bar. A good material for Xe/Kr separations should have a high
selectivity SXe/Kr for Xe over Kr:
SXe/Kr :=

(xXe /xKr )
,
(yXe /yKr )

(5.4)

where x{Xe,Kr} is the mole fraction in the adsorbed phase and y{Xe,Kr} is the mole fraction
in the bulk gas phase (yXe = 0.2, yKr = 0.8 in our study). A good material could also be
reverse selective if its pores are too small for and thus exclude Xe but are large enough to
accommodate Kr. In addition to a high Xe selectivity, a good material should also have a
high Xe uptake to reduce the amount of material that is needed and the size of the adsorption
column to obtain a given amount of Xe.

Training data
Using the diversity selection algorithm and x = [ρ, a, Di , v ] as a feature vector, we selected
a mathematically diverse training set of ca. 15,000 materials. The feature space explored by
these materials and a scatter plot matrix of these features are depicted in Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6.
We then performed grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations to predict the uptake of
xenon and krypton in each material in the training set (20/80 molar Xe/Kr mixture at 298
K and 1 atm). The key performance plot for Xe/Kr separations in Figure 5.8 shows the
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of structural descriptors in training set. Shown is the distribution
of structural descriptors in the training set, partitioned by material class. Distribution
estimated using kernel density estimation. Plot made in Seaborn. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
simulated Xe/Kr selectivity against the Xe uptake in the training set (as in Ref. [76]); the
best materials lie in the upper-right region.
For a given purity specification and material with a given selectivity, a high volumet-
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plot matrix of structural descriptors– the void fraction of xenon (v ),
crystal density (ρ), largest included sphere (Di ), and accessible surface area (a)– in the
training set. On the diagonal, histograms show the distribution of the respective property.
On plot (i,j) of the matrix, we show variable i on the x-axis and variable j on the y-axis;
the upper triangle consists of scatter plots and the lower triangle is a contour plot of the
joint distribution estimated by kernel density estimation. All material classes are included.
Plot made in Seaborn. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.
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ric xenon uptake is important to reduce the capital cost of the adsorption column; a high
gravimetric uptake is required to reduce the mass and thus cost of material we need. In Figure 5.8, we display the volumetric xenon loading in the performance plot. The performance
plot with gravimetric xenon loading on the x-axis instead of volumetric loading is displayed
in Figure 5.7a. This performance plot closely resembles the performance plot in Figure 5.8
because volumetric and gravimetric uptake are strongly correlated, as Figure 5.7b shows.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Performance plot with gravimetric xenon loading instead of volumetric loading. (b) Volumetric versus gravimetric xenon uptake. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
For machine learning algorithms to be a successful pre-screening tool, the structural descriptors must be correlated to the Xe/Kr separation performance. Scatter plots of selectivity
against our structural descriptors indeed show correlations (Figure 5.9). As an example, Figure 5.10 shows a strong relationship between the selectivity and the largest included sphere;
the highest selectivities occur when the pore diameter is close to the distance that yields
the optimal energy in the Xe-Xe Lennard-Jones potential (21/6 σXe−Xe ), plotted as a vertical,
dashed line (more on this later). Despite the pore size playing an important role and having
some predictive value, other variables are at play; there are several structures with this optimal pore size that have poor selectivities. There is not a simple recipe of a given geometric
structural feature that guarantees a material with a high selectivity (Figure 5.9). This motivates the utility of our random forest of decision tree regressors that predict performance by
“looking” in higher dimensional feature space and simultaneously considering all structural
features. The exceptionally predictive structural descriptor is the Voronoi energy.
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Figure 5.8: Performance plot regarding training data selected from the diversity selection
algorithm. Xe/Kr selectivity SXe/Kr against volumetric Xe uptake. Each structure is a
point, and color indicates material class. In this plot as well as others, points are plotted
in a random order to avoid seeing only data points plotted last. In Figure 5.7, we show
the performance plot for each class of material separately. The performance plot using
gravimetric xenon uptake closely resembles this because volumetric and gravimetric xenon
uptake are correlated (see Fig 5.7). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright
2015 American Chemical Society.

Training the random forest
In the absence of a purity specification and an economic model of a Xe/Kr separation plant
(describing capital costs of equipment and material and recurring costs of regenerating the
material) to construct a sensible performance metric of a material, we use the selectivity
for the performance score y of a material for parsimony. This score implicitly takes xenon
loading into account since selectivity positively correlates with Xe uptake in Figure 5.8.
For the decision forest to predict the selectivity of a material, we use as a feature vector
x = [ρ, v , a, Di , Df , Ev , ρs ] (see Table 5.1 for descriptions).
We then grew a random forest of 1000 decision tree regressors using the diverse training
set. Figure 5.11 shows that 1000 is an adequate number of trees for our regression. We excluded materials with inaccessible pockets as determined by our pocket blocking algorithm
(see Methods) to avoid confusing the trees, as a subset of the geometric structural descriptors cannot possibly predict this phenomena that nonetheless could significantly affect the
simulated selectivity. In total, we trained the random forest using 9,376 training examples.
We used four features in the random subspace method [231], as this yielded the smallest out
of bag error.
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Figure 5.9: Two-dimensional histograms of selectivity vs. various structural descriptors.
Strong correlations are present, indicating that there is signal in the descriptors for whether
or not a material will have a high selectivity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
Figure 5.17a displays a histogram of the simulated selectivity SXe/Kr in the training set
of materials against the out of bag prediction (see Methods) by the random forest. The red,
diagonal line indicates where the random forest’s prediction exactly matches the simulated
selectivity; the root mean squared error is 1.2. We observe a high variance in the predictions
of the decision forest for materials with the highest selectivities, possibly due to the scarcity
of data in this performance range, which we will later address, or the inadequacy of our
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Figure 5.10: Selectivity against pore size. Xe/Kr selectivity SXe/Kr against diameter of
largest included sphere Di . Vertical, dashed line is 21/6 σXe−Xe , the optimal Xe-Xe distance.
Selectivities clipped at 40. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
descriptors for these materials (irreducible error).

Feature selection
An interesting question is what features are most important in predicting selectivity. We
plot the relative importance of each feature (see Methods) during training, averaged over
each tree in the forest, in Figure 5.17b; a higher feature importance implies the feature
played a larger role in decreasing the mean square error in the decision tree regressor during
training. We see that the expected energy of a xenon atom at the accessible Voronoi nodes,
Ev , is by far the most important feature. This is not surprising, given that energy is a
major thermodynamic driving force for adsorption. The second most important feature
is the void fraction. We duly note that correlations between variables can influence this
feature importance plot [199, 232]. For reference, the correlations between the features in
our training set are depicted in the correlation matrix in Figure 5.12.
We can also get an idea of the importance of a feature by removing it from the regression
and observing how the mean square error on the out of bag samples changes. We have seven
structural descriptors or features of materials. Feature selection involves considering only i
features in the regression, for i = 1, 2, ..., 7.
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Figure 5.11: The out of bag error in the prediction of the decision forest as a function of
the number of trees in the forest. Each point is an average of 200 runs. We trained random
forests of differing numbers of trees on the training data and observed the out of bag error.
This figure shows that we reach the law of diminishing returns at around 1000 trees. That
is, the out of bag error decreases only marginally as we add more trees beyond this point.
Thus, 1000 trees is an adequate number of trees for an accurate random forest.The out of
bag error in the prediction of the decision forest as a function of the number of trees in
the forest. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical
Society.
Forwards stepwise selection
In forward stepwise selection [201], we start with using a single feature (i = 1) in the random
forest regression. We loop through all seven features, run the regression, and observe which
of the single-feature models yields the smallest mean square error on the out of bag examples.
This is the most predictive feature.
We then proceed to consider a two-feature (i = 2) model, but keep the feature from the
last step. Thus, we only loop over the remaining six features and perform a regression with
each of these in conjunction with the feature chosen from the i = 1 step. We then choose the
second most important feature as the addition feature in the two-feature model that yields
the lowest error on the out of bag examples.
As we proceed to build a model with i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, we always keep the feature from
the previous step. This is what makes the forward stepwise selection a greedy algorithm;
it could be the case that, for example, feature 3 and 6 yield the best two-feature model,
whereas feature 2 yields the best one-feature model.
Figure 5.13 shows the best root mean square error as a function of the number of features
(i) that we include in the forward stepwise selection process. The red point at i = 0 is the
error when we assign all materials to have the same selectivity, the mean of the training set,
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Figure 5.12: Correlation matrix for features in the training set. Each bin depicts the correlation between a pair of features in our diverse training set. Blue represents a negative
correlation; red represents a positive correlation. Lighter colors represent weaker correlation,
as the colorbar shows. Plot made in Seaborn. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
i.e., without any predictions from machine learning. The box on the right shows the rankings
of features. The first selected feature is the Voronoi energy Ev ; the worst is ρs . We see that
each feature adds predictive value to the regression, but that the marginal contribution of
each descriptor diminishes quickly as we add more features.
Backward stepwise elimination
In backward stepwise elimination [201], we start with the full set of seven features and
sequentially remove features that have the smallest impact on decreasing the mean square
error on the out of bag examples. In the first step, we consider a six-feature model, loop
through each of the seven features, perform the regression with this feature removed, and
elect to remove the feature that had the lowest out of bag error when it was removed.
Backward stepwise elimination is also a greedy algorithm since, once a feature is removed at
a given step, we never consider it again.
Figure 5.14 shows the smallest root mean square out of bag error as a function of the
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Figure 5.13: Forward stepwise selection. Best root mean square error in the forward stepwise
selection process against the number of features that we include in the regression. The box
shows the order in which features were selected. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
number of features that were eliminated. Again, the red point is when we assign every material the average selectivity in the training set. The order in which features were eliminated is
shown in the box beside the figure. Note that this order is not the reverse of forward subset
selection, highlighting the greedy nature of these algorithms.

Figure 5.14: Backward stepwise elimination. Best root mean square error in the backward
stepwise elimination process against the number of features that we stepwise-eliminated from
the regression. The box shows the order in which features were eliminated on the basis of
it having a low impact on decreasing the out of bag error. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Exhaustive search
Forward stepwise selection and backward stepwise elimination are greedy algorithms to determine the best subset of features for i = 1, 2, ..., 7 feature models. They are often used for
computational efficiency as well as to achieve lower variance in the resulting feature subset
[201]. As we have only seven features, we can exhaustively explore all
7  
X
7
i=1

i

= 127

(5.5)

combinations of features.
The best feature combination for a regression with i features is shown in Table 5.2. We
see that the i = 1 and i = 2 models agree with forward stepwise elimination. However, for
model i = 3, 4, 5, Di is not included in the best model, highlighting the greedy nature of
forward stepwise selection. The i = 6 result of course agrees with the backward stepwise
elimination; ρs is the least important variable.
Table 5.2: Exhaustive search for best combination of features
Number of features (i)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Best feature combination
Ev
Ev ,
Ev ,
Ev ,
Ev ,
Ev ,
(all

Di
v , a
v , a, Df
v , a, Df , ρ
v , a, Df , ρ, Di
features)

These feature subset selection strategies support that the Voronoi energy Ev is the most
important feature in our study. The backward and forward stepwise selection processes show
the marginal contribution of each feature in the reduction of the out of bag error.

Screening the remaining materials
The good agreement between the out of bag prediction and simulated selectivity in Figure 5.17a indicates that the trained random forest can reasonably predict the selectivity in
the remaining (outside of the training set) ca. 655,000 materials for which we did not yet perform molecular simulations. To screen the remaining materials, we run their feature vectors
of structural descriptors through the trained random forest. If the prediction ŜXe/Kr > 11
(to the right of the green vertical line in Figure 5.17), we refine the prediction by a grandcanonical Monte Carlo simulation of the Xe/Kr adsorption. In this manner, we focus the
computational resources for molecular simulations on the materials predicted to be the most
selective by the random forest. We choose a threshold selectivity of 11 in part because the
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random forest exhibits low variance in the region ŜXe/Kr ≤ 11, and thus we have greater
confidence in its prediction.
The trained random forest predicted that 4,066 remaining structures satisfy the condition
ŜXe/Kr > 11, which we refer to as the promising set. In Figure 5.17c, we show the simulated
selectivities of the promising set against the prediction by the random forest. The root mean
squared error is 2.2. This includes materials with blocked pockets that the decision trees
were not trained to predict, which account for most of the outliers in Figure 5.17c.
We visualize the efficiency of our screening strategy by comparing the distribution of
simulated selectivites in the promising set with the distribution in a randomly selected set
of ca. 1000 materials from the Nanoporous Materials Genome in Figure 5.17d. The mode
of the simulated selectivity distribution for the promising set is significantly greater than
that for the randomly selected set, confirming the efficiency of our screening strategy using
random forests. The random forest selects the best materials from the database and circumvents wasting simulation time on poorly performing materials, as in a brute-force screening
strategy. For comparison, we also show the distribution of selectivities in the diverse training
set, which mimics that of the random set.
It is important to ensure that the random forest does not incorrectly label promising
materials as low performing. The match between simulation and out of bag prediction for
materials with low selectivities in Figure 5.17a is evidence already. To test this further, we
simulated Xe/Kr adsorption for the 500 materials in the remaining set that the random forest
predicted to have the lowest selectivities. These simulations confirmed (see Figure 5.15) that
indeed these materials have low selectivities.
To ensure that the decision forest is not under-predicting the selectivity of some materials
because of the paucity of example structures with a high selectivity in the diverse training
set (Figure 5.17a), we trained a decision forest using the union of the diverse training set
in Figure 5.17a and the promising set in Figure 5.17d, providing more training examples
of high-performing materials. We then ran the feature vectors of the remaining materials
through this re-trained random forest and find 461 additional materials that meet the criteria
ŜXe/Kr > 11. We then simulated Xe/Kr adsorption in these materials to refine the prediction.
We did not discover any additional materials beyond those found in the first round of training
with exceptionally high selectivities (see Figure 5.16). Thus, we are confident that our
training set selected by the diversity selection algorithm adequately explores feature space.
By utilizing random forests, we performed grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations in
only 20,000 of the 670,000 materials in our process of screening the Nanoporous Materials
Genome for Xe/Kr separations and utilized the quickly-computed feature of structural descriptors to rule out the rest. Before looking at the top materials from our screening, we
first gain insight into how the pore size and shape affect the selectivity.

The role of pore size and shape
Snurr and coworkers found that the highest Xe/Kr selectivities in MOFs were obtained
with pores around the size of a Xe atom [76], as we see in Figure 5.10. To grasp how the
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Figure 5.15: False negative analysis. We assess if the materials predicted to have the lowest
selectivities by the random forest indeed have low simulated selectivities. This is important
to show since we refrain from simulating adsorption in materials that the random forests
predicts to be poor, opening up the possibility that we are missing high-performing materials
in our screening. We select 500 materials predicted to have the lowest selectivities by the
random forest and simulate Xe/Kr adsorption. This two-dimensional histogram shows the
simulated against predicted selectivity for 500 of the materials predicted to have the lowest
selectivities by the random forest. The red line is a perfect prediction. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
selectivity of a material depends on its pore size, we study here two simple model materials
which capture the relationship between Xe/Kr selectivity and pore size that we observe in
Figure 5.10. Since a given diameter of the largest included sphere Di can be achieved with
differently shaped pores, for example, a spherical and cylindrical pore with the same radius,
we also investigate the effect of pore shape on the selectivity.
Consider two model adsorption pockets, one constructed from a spherical shell of radius
R and the other constructed from an infinite cylindrical shell of radius R. See Figure 5.18a.
The framework atoms are uniformly distributed on the surface of the sphere/cylinder. We
model the interactions between Xe/Kr and atoms of the shell using Lennard-Jones potentials
(energy parameter , size parameter σ). By integrating the Lennard-Jones potential over the
surface of the sphere and cylinder – “smearing” the atoms over the shell surfaces [141] – we
obtain effective interaction potentials between an adsorbate and the shells that are functions
of r, the radial coordinate of the guest molecule in the spherical[140]/cylindrical[233] shell:
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Figure 5.16: Round 2 of training. We retrained the random forest using the union of the
diverse training set and the promising set identified from the decision forest. The idea is that
including more examples of high selectivities will help the random forest correctly identify
the highest-performing materials. (a) Simulated versus out of bag prediction of selectivities
for the training set (including selected set from first round of training). (b) Simulated versus
predicted selectivities for the set of materials predicted to have selectivities > 11 in the
second round of training. Note the change in scale on the x-axis. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Here, B(x, y) and 2 F1 (a, b; c; z) are the beta and hypergeometric funtions, respectively, and
η is the surface density of atoms on the shell. These shell models are useful to intuit the
relationship between pore size and Xe/Kr separation performance because they tease out
the effects of varying pore shapes, topologies, compositions, and surface density of atoms
that are present in Figure 5.10 for a given pore size.
For parsimony, we perform all calculations in this section at infinite dilution and assume
the adsorption isotherms are in the Henry regime so that loading can be approximated as
KH P , where KH is the Henry coefficient and P is the partial pressure. To compare our
model to real material structures, we computed the Kr and Xe Henry coefficients in the
dataset of experimental MOFs [160] using Widom insertions [110]. We imposed a uniform,
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Figure 5.17: Decision forest results. (a) Two dimensional histogram of simulated selectivity
against selectivity predicted from feature vector by the random forest. This includes all materials in the training set. The x-axis shows the out of bag prediction; each tree contributing
to the prediction for a given structure has not been trained on it. The red, diagonal line is
a perfect prediction. For perspective, all materials predicted to lie to the right of the green,
vertical line are deemed as promising and assigned to the promising set. (b) The average
feature importance among the decision tree regressors in the random forest. A higher feature
importance implies that the feature is more important in reducing the mean square error.
See Table 5.1 for feature descriptions. (c) Two dimensional histogram of simulated against
predicted selectivity for the promising set of materials (outside the training set). (d) Distribution of simulated selectivities in the diverse training set, the promising set, and a random
selection of the materials. To ensure a proper comparison, we fixed the percentage of the
random set that consists of each material class to be equal to that of the diverse training
set. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.18: Spherical and cylindrical shell models. (a) In the model, framework atoms are
uniformly distributed across the shell and ‘smeared’ over the surface, leaving an effective
potential which is a function of the radial coordinate r. (b) The selectivity in the model
materials as a function of the pore diameter. (c, d) The performance plot of the spherical
(c) and cylindrical (d) shell models. Each point is a sphere/cylinder of a different radius R;
colormap indicates Di . In both (b) and (c), the black, opaque points in the background are
the experimental MOFs. (e) The Lennard-Jones potentials in eqn 5.6 for Xe (blue) and Kr
(red) for two differently sized spherical shells. Dashed lines are for the larger sphere (R = 8
Å); solid lines are for the smaller sphere (R = 4.38 Å). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
constant surface density of framework atoms, η, and investigated the effect of composition
in our model material by using different types of atoms (σ and  in eq 5.6). We found that
−2
Universal Force Field [108] Lennard-Jones parameters for silicon and η = 0.1 Å recapitulate
the trends of the Henry coefficients of the experimental MOFs.
Using the potentials in eq 5.6, we calculate the Henry coefficient of xenon and krypton
in the model materials as a function of pore size R via Widom insertions [110]. We plot
the selectivity at infinite dilution for various shell sizes in Figure 5.18b. In our model,
we define the largest included sphere diameter Di := 2(R − rSi ) to correspond to that
calculated by Zeo++, where rSi = 2.1 Å is the van der Waals radius of silicon[218]. The
models recapitulate the trend in the experimental MOFs (black points), and we observe
a well-defined pore diameter that maximizes the selectivity (sphere: 5.7 Å, cylinder: 4.7
Å). The shell models also recapitulate the performance plot of the experimental MOFs in
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Figure 5.18c. As these crude model materials recapitulate the trends in the experimental
MOFs, it is evident that the pore size plays a central role in Xe/Kr separations.
Let us rationalize the poor performance of materials with large R. Figure 5.18e shows
the Xe and Kr potentials in a large sphere (R = 8Å) and in a smaller sphere that yields
maximal potential well depth for Xe (R = 4.38Å). For the larger sphere, the minimum
potential energy occurs on a surface near the walls; adsorbates at the center (r = 0) are
too far from the walls to feel strong interactions. As R decreases, eventually the minimum
energy becomes a point at the center r = 0, as we see with the smaller sphere. Thus, one
reason large pores are ineffective is that the attractive interactions at the center are weak
and resemble an empty space. The size of the shell also determines the degree of potential
overlap by multiple framework atoms contributing van der Waals interactions to recruit the
adsorbate. In the large pore, an adsorbate near the surface sees a relatively flat surface,
whereas in the smaller pore, an adsorbate is proximal to the shell in all radial directions.
As a result of these combined interactions, the potentials in Figure 5.18e are deeper in the
smaller pore. More importantly, the difference in energy of interaction between a Xe and
Kr is greater in the smaller pore, yielding a higher selectivity. Of course, if the pores get too
small, repulsive forces become dominant and the selectivity and adsorption decrease rapidly
with decreasing R. These observations hold for the cylinder as well.
Note that the radius R of shell that yields the minimal energy for Xe (sphere: 4.38 Å) is
larger than that for krypton (sphere: 4.2 Å). Thus, two factors contribute to the selectivity
for xenon over krypton in the model materials: (1) xenon has a deeper Lennard-Jones
attractive potential well (larger ) than krypton and (2) the pore diameter that maximizes
interactions with xenon is larger than that for krypton, a size effect (see Figure 1.4). We can
assess the extent to which the size difference is responsible for the selectivity of the model
material for xenon by constructing an artificially enlarged krypton molecule by assigning
the Lennard-Jones σ to be equal to that of xenon and but keeping the  equal to that of
krypton. By simulating the selectivity of our model material for xenon over this artificially
enlarged krypton, the peak selectivity was observed to decrease approximately three-fold
(See Figure 5.19). Thus, the difference in the sizes of Xe and Kr accounts for 2/3 of the
selectivity of our model material, while the difference in Lennard-Jones potential depths
accounts for the other third.
Finally, we remark on the differences between the spherical and cylindrical shell. A
spherical shell has a deeper potential well than a cylindrical shell with the same R and surface
density of atoms (Figure 5.21). The reason is that a xenon atom in a sphere is encompassed
by framework atoms in all directions, whereas inside a cylinder, lateral interactions, from
the direction along the cylindrical axis, are lacking. As a result, with the same η, we achieve
a higher selectivity with the spherical shell in Figure 5.18b. Also note that the R that yields
the maximal selectivity is larger in a sphere than in a cylinder. This is largely because a Xe
or Kr atom in the cylindrical shell experiences its minimum energy in the (r, R) parameter
space at a smaller R than in the spherical model (Figure 5.20).
The sphere has the minimum energy at R = 21/6 σ, the distance that yields the minimum
in the adsorbate interaction with the atoms of the shell. The cylinder has a smaller optimal
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Figure 5.19: Spherical shell model. To analyze the extent to which the difference in potential
well depth plays a role in the model material’s selectivity, we simulated the selectivity of
our model material for xenon over krypton using an artificially enlarged krypton guest.
In the enlarged krypton, the Lennard-Jones σ was set to be equal to that of xenon while
the  was unchanged. We found that when the two atoms are roughly the same size, the
selectivity decreases three-fold. This indicates that the difference in size accounts for 2/3
of the selectivity of our model material for xenon. Shown is selectivity of xenon over an
artificially enlarged krypton molecule against pore size. We assign the artificially enlarged
krypton the same Lennard-Jones σ as xenon but keep the Lennard-Jones  of krypton.
The opaque curve shows Figure 5.18b (unaltered Xe/Kr). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
radius, as the suboptimal interactions with the closest atoms are compensated by increasing
more interactions in the lateral/axial direction.
While our discussions have centered around energy, we duly note that entropy plays a
role in determining the Henry coefficient as well [110].
The scatter about the model curves exhibited by the experimental MOFs in Figure 5.18b
is due to real materials having more complex shapes than perfect cylinders and spheres as
well as varying compositions and surface densities. We did not observe a clear difference in
the pore size-selectivity relationship between MOFs with 1D channels and 2D/3D channels
(Figure 5.22) because of these significant and complex perturbations in real materials. While
these simple models give us great intuition, the deviation of real materials from spheres and
cylinders leads us to perform a detailed analysis of the pores of the top performing materials
next.
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Figure 5.20: The minimum potential energy of xenon (solid lines) and krypton (dashed lines)
in the spherical and cylindrical shells as a function of R. The R that yields the minimum
minr E(r) is smaller for the cylinder than for the sphere. The R that minimizes minr E(r)
is smaller for Kr than for Xe. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.21: The potentials in eqn 5.6 for xenon in two differently sized cylindrical and
spherical shells (a) R = 4.38 Å (b) R = 8.0 Å. Solid line indicates location of shell wall.
Note that the sphere yields a larger interaction energy than a cylinder with the same surface
density of atoms, η. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.

Top performing materials and binding site analysis
We show the performance plot including the promising set in Figure 5.23. Also shown is
porous organic cage solid CC3 [5] with groundbreaking measured Xe/Kr separation performance [77], simulated with a force field developed especially for it in Ref. [77]. Our
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(c)

Figure 5.22: For these plots, we partition the experimental MOF dataset into structures that
exhibit 1D channels (yellow) and structures that exhibit 2D and 3D channels (green). The 1D
channels should be cylinder-like structures. (a,b) The cylinder and sphere model simulations
on top of the experimental MOF data points. (c) A high degree overlap is exhibited between
the MOFs with 1D channels and the MOFs with 2D/3D channels. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
models predict many more selective materials for Xe/Kr separations than CC3, which has a
selectivity of 13.8 at our conditions.
An interactive dashboard with the performance plot data is openly available at:
http://nanoporousmaterials.org/xekrseparations/.
Top candidates
We display the structures of the top performing materials in Figure 5.24. The two structures with the highest selectivity in the Nanoporous Materials Genome are JAVTAC, an
aluminophosphate zeolite analogue that has been synthesized by Cooper et al [235], and
KAXQIL, a calcium based coordination network synthesized by Banerjee et al [234]. Both
structures are found in the experimental MOF database [160]. Figures 5.24a and 5.24b
show that KAXQIL and JAVTAC consist of 1-dimensional channels. The structure with
the highest volumetric Xe loading (8223 mol/m3 ) is predicted porous polymer network
hPPN Si 4080 1-net 001 [159], which has three-dimensional channels (see Figure 5.24c). This
structure is a diamond analogue, in which connections between C atoms are extended with
-C≡C- groups, therefore the name extended diamond (extDIA). This extDIA structure was
previously highlighted for its methane storage capability [236]. The structure with the highest product of selectivity and xenon loading is an aluminophosphate molecular sieve [237] that
has been synthesized [238], GOMREG (SXe/Kr = 76, Xe loading =4500 mol/m3 , also found
in the experimental MOF database [160]), shown in Figure 5.24d to consist of 1-dimensional
channels.
Some materials are reverse selective because their pores are too small for and thus exclude
xenon but are large enough to accommodate a krypton atom. The most reverse selective
material we found is a predicted all-silica zeolite [119, 120] h8166173, shown in Figure 5.24e,
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Figure 5.23: Performance plot, including both training and selected set. Opaque, black
points are the simulated data for all materials in this study. Colored points show select
synthesized structures. IRMOF-1 and Silicalite were simulated using the same force field
as in this work. CC3 data point simulated with a force field developed especially for it in
Ref. [77] (thank you Linjiang Chen for performing this simulation). Our models predict
many better materials for Xe/Kr separations than CC3. Interactive version available at
http://nanoporousmaterials.org/xekrseparations/. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
with a selectivity SXe/Kr =0.10. The diameter of the largest included sphere in h8166173 is
Di = 3.73 Å, between the van der Waals diameter of a krypton and xenon atom (2rKr = 3.66;
2rXe = 3.97 Å).
Characteristics of top materials
To further confirm that there is not a simple formula of structural descriptors to yield
a material with a high selectivity, we investigate the difference in structural descriptors
between highly and poorly selective materials. Figure 5.25 compares the distributions of each
structural descriptor among highly selective (SXe/Kr ≥ 14) and poorly selective (SXe/Kr <
14) materials separately.
Highly selective materials have low void fractions, very low (favorable) xenon energies at
the accessible Voronoi nodes (Ev ), and pore sizes around that of a xenon atom (reiterating
Figure 5.10). Interestingly, highly selective materials tend to have lower surface areas.
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(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.24: Top performing structures. (a, b) Calcium coordination network KAXQIL
[234] (a, yellow:S, gray:C, red:O, green:Ca) and aluminophosphate zeolite analogue JAVTAC
[235] (b, orange:P, gray:Al, red:O) have the highest simulated selectivities (SXe/Kr =82).
(c) Predicted porous polymer network hPPN Si 4080 1-net 001 has the highest Xe loading.
(tan:Si, gray:C) (d) Aluminophosphate molecular sieve GOMREG has the highest product
of selectivity and Xe loading. (orange:P, gray:Al, red:O) (e) A reverse selective predicted
zeolite h8166173. (tan:Si, red:O). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.25: Distributions of structural descriptors explored by highly selective (SXe/Kr ≥ 14,
green) and poorly selective (SXe/Kr < 14, red) materials separately. The distributions are
visualized using kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel, with the bandwidth chosen
by Scott’s rule [239]. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.
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Aside from Di and Df , the distributions of geometric structural properties among the
most selective materials are very broad; if there were a simple recipe of a structural descriptor to yield an optimal material, the distributions would be narrow. Furthermore, the
distributions of geometric properties for the poorly and highly selective materials overlap to
a large extent. This again motivates using machine learning to look in this high-dimensional
feature space to consider all features at once. The exception is the Voronoi energy descriptor, which, while predictive for screening, is not a straightforward quantity to tune in the
synthesis of new materials.
Sikora et al. [76] found that the most selective hMOFs for xenon have cylinder-like pores
in contrast to large cavities connected by narrow channels; we found that this generalizes
to other classes of materials (Figure 5.26a). We further looked at the dimensionality of the
channels. We used open source software Zeo++ to calculate the dimension of the channels in
the structures in the training and selected sets. Each class of materials consists of structures
with a different percentage of 1D, 2D, and 3D channels. To properly compare performance
and channel dimensionality, we isolated all materials of class c and channel dimensionality i
for i = 1, 2, 3. We then looked at the probability pc,i that a structure in class c with channel
dimensionality i belongs to the top 10% most selective materials in class c. Fig 5.26b shows
pc,i , i.e. P (top 10% selective |i, c). We found that the probability that a material is within
the top 10% most selective materials given that it consists of one-dimensional channels is
higher than for two- and three-dimensional channels for all classes of materials except for
COFs (See Fig 5.26b). However, 1D channels are not required to form a highly selective
binding site.
Our spherical and cylindrical shell models suggested that spherical cages would have
higher selectivities than tube-like channels (Figure 5.18b). Inherent in this comparison is
that the surface density of atoms η is equivalent in the two shell shapes; however, a spherical
shell with a high surface density in all radial directions is not pragmatic, as an opening must
exist for the adsorbate to enter the pocket. Also, there is an upper limit to the surface
density η that can be obtained in real materials. Due to material design constraints, it may
be that this surface density is easier to obtain with 1D tube-like channels.
Binding site analysis
To gain chemical intuition, we detected and analyzed the strongest Xe binding sites in the
most selective materials by finding the minimum potential energy position of a xenon atom.
Here, we analyze the molecular structure of the most selective binding sites.
First, we create a working definition of which atoms in the structure form the binding
site. We expand a sphere centered at the binding site until 90% of the computed potential
energy is accounted for (recall we employ a Lennard-Jones cutoff radius of 12.5 Å to define
the binding energy); all atoms falling in this sphere are defined to create the binding site. For
a selection of materials with the highest selectivities, we display a Xe atom (teal) centered
at the binding site with the contributing structure atoms in Figure 5.27. The neighboring
bar plot shows the cumulative contribution of each atom type to the binding energy as we
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Figure 5.26: Relationship between pore topology and selectivity. (a) Selectivity for Xe is
plotted against the ratio of the largest included to free sphere. Case Di /Df >> 1: large
cavities connected by narrow channels. Case Di /Df ≈ 1: tube-like pores. Consistent with
the trend in Ref [76], which motivated this analysis. (b) Probability that a material with a
given channel dimensionality will belong to the 10% most selective materials in that class.
Diagonal hash, stars, and circles inside the bars represent channel dimension 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. For all classes except for COFs, 1D channels are the most likely to belong to
the top 10% most selective materials. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright
2015 American Chemical Society.
expand the sphere. The vertical dashed line is the sphere radius such that 90% of the binding
energy is accounted for, and it corresponds to the binding site visualization in the left panel.
Figure 5.27 shows that binding sites can be constructed from a striking diversity of
geometries. For example, the binding site in one of the most selective materials, JAVTAC,
is constructed inside a 1D channel (a) by forming a cylinder-like tube to host Xe atoms. The
two structures in (b) form binding sites in a 1D channel using discrete chemical fragments,
namely aromatic rings. Both structures suggest that aromatic rings provide a favorable
arrangement of carbon atoms to achieve high Xe binding energies; note that C atoms account
for most of the binding energy. While in (a) and (b), the structures form a tube of optimal
diameter to accommodate Xe, the 1D channel in the MOF in (c) exhibits a pocket inside
the channel with a favorable Xe binding energy. The hPPN in (d) also forms 1D channels,
but it creates the binding site in a slightly different manner. With its adamantane core
and benzonitrile monomer, it forms a ring that provides strong interactions with Xe. The
hPPN in (e) exhibits 3D channels. In this hPPN, the binding site is surrounded by a cage
of structure atoms in all directions.
In summary, binding sites are complex entities, displaying a diversity of often non-discrete
chemical fragments and arrangements in space. Based on this analysis of the top materials,
we believe it will be difficult to rationally design crystalline materials with such sites embed-
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ded in their structures. This underscores the importance of using computational screenings
to discover the top materials for Xe/Kr separations.

5.4

Conclusions

We computationally screened a set of 670,000 predicted crystal structures of zeolites, MOFs,
ZIFs, PPNs, and COFs as well as already-synthesized zeolites and MOFs for promising materials for Xe/Kr separations at room temperature. The brute-force method of screening
a database of materials by performing molecular simulations of Xe/Kr adsorption in each
material is prohibitively expensive. To overcome this computational barrier to screening, we
used a hybrid molecular simulation- machine learning approach. We characterized each of
the structures by more easily-computed geometric properties, namely the largest included
and free spheres, void fraction, surface area, and crystal density. We invented a new structural descriptor, the Voronoi energy, that is the average energy of a xenon atom at the
Voronoi nodes of the accessible pore space. The Voronoi energy was found to be the most
predictive structural descriptor. Using these structural descriptors as a feature vector to
serve as a fingerprint of the material in a high dimensional space, we trained a random forest
of decision tree regressors to predict selectivity for xenon over krypton by showing the forest
a mathematically diverse set of 15,000 training examples. For the remaining 655,000 materials, we predicted the selectivity by running their feature vectors through the trained random
forest. We then used molecular simulations to refine the prediction if the random forest
predicted the material to be promising. In this manner, we screened the Nanoporous Materials Genome by performing molecular simulations in only 20,000 of the 670,000 structures.
Our screening strategy exploits the predictive power of random forests and is a promising
high-throughput screening paradigm for expediting the discovery of new materials in the
face of rapidly expanding materials datasets. Our screening paradigm can rapidly accelerate
high-throughput screenings of the Nanoporous Materials Genome for other applications of
porous materials, such as gas storage, gas sensing, drug delivery, and catalysis.
Many materials in our database are predicted to have better Xe/Kr separation performance than CC3 [5], a leading material for Xe/Kr separations [77]. Our models predict that the two most selective materials in the Nanoporous Materials Genome are JAVTAC, an aluminophosphate zeolite analogue [235], and KAXQIL, a calcium coordination
network [234]. Both materials have been synthesized but not yet tested for Xe/Kr separations. We hope that our open database of simulated Xe uptake and Xe/Kr selectivities (http://nanoporousmaterials.org/xekrseparations/) will inspire the synthesis and
characterization of a new material for Xe/Kr separations.
Our analysis of the spherical and cylindrical shell models rationalized the strong link
between the selectivity and the pore size. Still, by comparing the structural descriptors of
good-performing to poor-performing materials, we found that there is not a simple recipe of
geometric descriptors that will guarantee a material to be good for Xe/Kr separations. This
motivates using machine learning algorithms to learn the relationship between selectivity
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Figure 5.27: Anatomy of binding sites in a few of the most selective materials. (Left column)
Xe atom (teal) at the minimum energy position with surrounding atoms contributing to
the binding site. (Right column) The binding energy recovered as we include atoms at
an increasing distance from the Xe. Colors show the contribution of each atom type to
the binding energy; legend shows percentage of binding energy attributed to each atom
type. Binding sites can be created by a tube-like arrangement of atoms along 1D channels
(a,b). In (b), discrete chemical fragments – aromatic rings – form the binding site. Binding
sites can also be pocket-like (c), ring-like (d), or shell -like (e). Structures: CoRE MOF
JAVTAC [235], hMOF 15308 i 0 j 17 k 17 m 2 cat 2, CoRE MOF KAXQIL [234], CoRE
MOF HEBKEG, hPPN adamantane 2045 2-net 001, hPPN Si 4080 1-net 001. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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and features in a high dimensional space.
By analyzing the top materials, we revealed chemical insights about their highly selective
binding sites. They can be constructed from a diverse array of often non-discrete chemical
fragments, arranged into tubes, cages, pockets, or rings. The complexity of these binding sites
makes rational design difficult and underscores the importance of high-throughput screening
for the discovery of novel and/or optimal materials for a given application.
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Chapter 6
pyIAST: Computer program for ideal
adsorbed solution theory (IAST)
Ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST) is a widely-used thermodynamic framework to readily
predict mixed-gas adsorption isotherms from a set of pure-component adsorption isotherms.
We present an open-source, user-friendly Python package, pyIAST, to perform IAST calculations for an arbitrary number of components. pyIAST supports several common analytical
models to characterize the pure-component isotherms from experimental or simulated data.
Alternatively, pyIAST can use numerical quadrature to compute the spreading pressure for
IAST calculations by interpolating the pure-component isotherm data. pyIAST can also
perform reverse IAST calculations, where one seeks the required gas phase composition to
yield a desired adsorbed phase composition.
Source code: https://github.com/CorySimon/pyIAST
Documentation: http://pyiast.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
This chapter is based on the following publication [240]:
C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk. pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory
(IAST) Python package. Computer Physics Communications. (2016) 200:
364-380

6.1

Introduction

For the majority of adsorption-based applications of porous materials, adsorption occurs in
the presence of a mixture of gases [241]. Even for (pure) gas storage applications, the effect
of impurities must typically be considered (i.e. a mixture) [242, 243, 244].
Pure-component adsorption isotherms are routinely measured with high accuracy using
commercial instruments [245]. On the other hand, accurate measurements of adsorption
isotherms in the presence of a mixture of gases are complicated and time-consuming [241,
246] and require custom-built instruments [245]. To exacerbate this problem, modeling
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pressure and temperature swing adsorption processes requires mixed-gas adsorption data at
many different gas compositions [247]; the required number of experiments to characterize
composition space quickly becomes intractable as the number of components increases.
Ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST), developed by Myers and Prausnitz [248] in 1965,
is a widely used [249] thermodynamic framework for readily predicting multi-component
adsorption isotherms from only the pure-component adsorption isotherms at the same temperature. IAST rests upon the assumption that the adsorbed species form an ideal mixture,
which is a reasonable approximation in many systems [248, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256,
257, 258]. In these applicable cases, IAST is a powerful tool that can reduce the need for
laborious mixed-gas adsorption measurements. Further, for cases where one is interested in
several different mixture conditions, taking an array of laborious multi-component adsorption isotherm measurements may be impractical. Even for molecular simulations, simulating
pure-component adsorption isotherms and applying IAST can be faster than performing
multi-component grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations [110] depending on the number
of conditions of interest.
In this work, we release a Python package, pyIAST, under an MIT license to perform IAST calculations to predict mixed-gas adsorption from pure-component adsorption
isotherms. The IAST framework does not enforce any specific adsorption model for the
pure-component species. In practice, we have experimental or simulated data to characterize the pure-component adsorption isotherms. pyIAST can fit standard analytical isotherm
models (Langmuir, Quadratic, BET [259], approximated Temkin isotherm [260], Henry’s
law) to this data to characterize the pure-component isotherms. Additionally, pyIAST can
interpolate the isotherm data for IAST calculations, circumventing the burden of finding an
appropriate analytical model and scrutinizing the quality of its fit to the data [198, 261].
pyIAST can handle an arbitrary number of components in the mixture. In addition, pyIAST
performs reverse IAST calculations, where one calculates the required gas phase composition
to yield a desired adsorbed phase composition. This feature is useful in catalysis, where one
seeks to control the adsorbed phase composition to yield the appropriate stoichiometry in
the adsorbed phase [262].
We first review the governing equations of IAST by deriving them from thermodynamics.
We then discuss the two approaches to characterize the pure-component adsorption isotherms
from data for input to pyIAST. To showcase our pyIAST package, we apply IAST to a gaseous
mixture of methane and ethane in equilibrium with an adsorbed phase in a nanoporous
material. This case study also serves as a verification of our code by comparing the IAST
result to binary grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations of methane/ethane adsorption.
We further verify pyIAST by comparing to the competitive Langmuir isotherm, which is an
analytical solution to IAST when the pure-component isotherms follow Langmuir models
with the same saturation loading. Finally, we showcase pyIAST in predicting a tertiary
mixture adsorption isotherm from pure CO2 , N2 , and H2 O isotherms and compare to a rare
experimentally measured mixed-gas adsorption isotherm by Mason et al. [245].
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Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST)

Below, we briefly review IAST. This also allows us to define our notation and introduce the
governing equations that are solved by pyIAST.
Consider a gaseous mixture of N chemical species at a pressure PT in equilibrium with
an adsorbed phase on a surface. Let yi and xi be the mole fractions in the gas phase and
adsorbed phase, respectively, for species i = 1, 2, ..., N . We assume that we have experimental
or simulated data characterizing the pure-component adsorption isotherms, n◦i (P ), the moles
of gas adsorbed on the surface when in equilibrium with a gas phase of pure species i as a
function of its pressure P . In ideal adsorbed solution theory, the goal is to use n◦i (P ) for
i = 1, 2, ..., N to predict the moles of gas of each species adsorbed on the surface when in
equilibrium with the multicomponent gaseous mixture, ni = ni (PT , {yj }). IAST assumes
throughout that the temperature T is fixed and that the pure-component isotherms are
measured at the same temperature as the mixed-gas of interest. In Sec 6.3, we will address
how to translate pure-component isotherm data into a representative function n◦i (P ) for
IAST calculations.
For an isothermal physical adsorption process, we assume (1) the change in each thermodynamic property of the adsorbent when gas molecules adsorb is negligible compared to
the change for the adsorbate, (2) each adsorbed species has access to the same area of the
adsorbent surface, and (3) a Gibbs dividing surface defines an adsorbed phase. [248]
The first law of thermodynamics in differential form for the Gibbs free energy G =
G(T, π, {ni }) of the adsorbed phase is:
dG = −SdT + Adπ +

N
X

µi dni ,

(6.1)

i=1

where A is the area of the surface and π is the spreading pressure. The spreading pressure is
the analogy of pressure in two dimensions; πdA is therefore the work done on the surroundings
in the conceptual process of increasing the area of the adsorbent surface [248]. To further
extend this analogy, in a two-dimensional ideal gas, the equation of state is πA = N kB T .
The ideal solution assumption is that the enthalpy and area change upon mixing of the
two adsorbate species is zero. In this case, the Gibbs free energy of a multi-component
adsorbed phase at spreading pressure π is:
G(T, π, {nj }) =

N
X
i=1

Gi (T, π, ni ) − T ∆Smix ,

(6.2)

where Gi (T, π, ni ) is the Gibbs free energy of component i in its pure state at the same
temperature and spreading pressure as the mixture; thus the Gibbs free energy
P change upon
mixing is determined by the entropy change upon mixing ∆Smix = −R i ni log xi [109],
where R is the universal gas constant. As the chemical potential of adsorbed species i, µi ,
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∂G
∂ni



T,π,nj6=i
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, it follows from eqn 6.2 that

µi (T, π, {xj }) = µ◦i (T, π) + RT log xi .

(6.3)

Here, µ◦i (T, π) is the chemical potential of adsorbed pure species i at the same temperature
and spreading pressure as the mixture.
At thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potentials in the adsorbed and gaseous
phase are equal; the gas phase thus can be thought to impose the chemical potential. The
chemical potential of species i in an ideal gas (denoted by superscript g) is:
µgi (T, P, yi ) = µg,0
i (T ) + RT log pi ,

(6.4)

where pi = yi PT is the partial pressure of species i in the gas phase and µg,0
i (T ) is the
g
reference chemical potential. Equating µi (T, P, yi ) from eqn 6.4 and µi (T, π, {xi }) for the
adsorbed phase from eqn 6.3, we obtain:
p i = xi e

g,0
µ◦
i (T,π)−µi (T )
RT

.

(6.5)

Consider the limit xi → 1, a limit of pure species i. In this limit, pi becomes the pressure
in the gas phase required to yield a spreading pressure π of pure species i in the adsorbed
phase. Defining this particular pressure as xi → 1 to be p◦i = p◦i (π, T ), we see that the
exponential term is equivalent to p◦i . With this, we arrive at the analogy of Raoult’s law for
an adsorbed phase in equilibrium with a gaseous phase:
pi = xi p◦i (π, T ) for i = 1, 2, ..., N.

(6.6)

By definition of p◦i , it follows that the pure-component spreading pressures πi at pressure p◦i
are all equal to the spreading pressure of the mixture π:
π = π1 (p01 ) = π2 (p02 ) = · · · = πN (p0N ).

(6.7)

Given expressions for the spreading pressure of a pure-component adsorbed phase, πi (p◦i ),
eqns 6.6 and 6.7 form N +N −1 equations for 2N unknowns, {p◦i } and {xi }. The knowns here
are {yi } and PT , the mole fractions in and the total pressure of the gas phase, respectively.
P
These equations can then be solved for {p◦i } and {xi } with the additional constraint i xi =
1.
We here show that we can indirectly calculate the spreading pressure πi (p◦i ) from the
pure-component adsorption isotherm n◦i (P ). By Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions,
the Gibbs free energy for a pure-component system of species i is G = µ◦i n◦i . Taking the
differential of G = µ◦i n◦i and subtracting eqn 6.1 for a pure-component system, we obtain
the Gibbs-Duhem equation for a pure-component adsorbed phase at constant temperature:
− Adπi + n◦i dµ◦i = 0 at constant T .

(6.8)
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Since the gas phase imposes the chemical potential, µ◦i = µgi (T, p◦i , 1) by eqn 6.4, and dµ◦i =
RT d log p◦i . Thus, we can rewrite the Gibbs-Duhem relation as:
Adπi = RT

ni (p◦i ) ◦
dpi .
p◦i

(6.9)

Integrating eqn 6.9, we obtain an expression for the spreading pressure of adsorbed purecomponent i in equilibrium with a pure-component i gas phase at pressure p◦i :
Z ◦
RT pi n◦i (P )
◦
πi (pi ) =
dP.
(6.10)
A 0
P
We used πi (0) = 0 in the integration limit. Eqn 6.10 describes how we use the purecomponent adsorption isotherms n◦i (P ) to obtain the composition {xi } of the adsorbed phase
through eqns 6.6 and 6.7.
We also desire the absolute gas adsorption ni (P, {yi }). Here, we derive an expression
for the total moles of gas adsorbed on the surface, nT . It follows that ni = xi nT . The
Gibbs-Duhem relation for the adsorbed mixture is:
− Adπ +
Dividing by nT ,

N
X

ni dµi = 0 at constant T .

(6.11)



(6.12)

i=1

X
A
=
xi
nT
i



∂µi
∂π

.

T,xj

The derivative can be simplified using eqn 6.3 [263]:

 ◦

∂µi
∂µi
A
=
= ◦,
∂π T,xj
∂π T
ni

(6.13)

and the equality on the right follows from the Gibbs-Duhem equation of the pure-component
system in eqn 6.8. Eqns 6.12 and 6.13 combined yield an expression to solve for the total
moles of gas adsorbed nT from the pure-component adsorption isotherms n◦i (P ), {p◦i }, and
{xi } obtained above:
N
X
xi
1
=
.
(6.14)
◦ ◦
nT
ni (pi )
i=1

The relationship in eqn 6.14 is a two-dimensional analogy to Amagat’s law of additive
volumes for a three-dimensional system [263]. The expression A/nT is the area per adsorbed
molecule in the mixture; A/n◦i (p◦i ) is the area per adsorbed molecule in the pure-component
system at the same temperature and spreading pressure as the mixture. Eqn 6.14 thus
expresses that the area per adsorbate in the mixture is the weighted average of the area
allocated to each adsorbate in the pure-component systems at the same spreading pressure;
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this is consistent with the ideal solution assumption that there is no area change upon mixing
[248].
This concludes the derivation of ideal adsorbed solution theory. Given the functions for
the pure-component adsorption isotherms {n◦i (P )} and a specified bulk gas at pressure PT
and composition {yi }, we solve for {xi } and {p◦i } using the nonlinear system of equations
in eqns 6.6 and 6.7. The pure-component adsorption isotherms allow us to calculate the
spreading pressures via eqn 6.10. Finally, we can compute the total number of moles adsorbed
using eqn 6.14. The computational strategy we use to solve the nonlinear system of equations
closely follows that in Ref. [264] outlined for a binary mixture. Fig 6.1 shows this workflow
of an IAST calculation in pyIAST.
Note that we can account for nonideality (i) in the gas phase by replacing the pressure
P in the above equations with the fugacity and (ii) in the adsorbed phase by replacing the
adsorbed phase mole fractions xi by xi γi , where γi is the activity coefficient of species i in
the adsorbed mixture. [248]

6.3

Characterizing the pure-component adsorption
isotherm n◦i (P )

For IAST calculations, we need the pure-component adsorption isotherms n◦i (P ) to compute
the integral in eqn 6.10 to obtain the spreading pressure; in practice, we have a set of
experimental or simulated data points to characterize n◦i (P ). pyIAST can translate this purecomponent isotherm data into a function n◦i (P ) in two disparate ways: (1) fit an analytical
model to the data and (2) linearly interpolate the data. For the first option, we solve the
integral in eqn 6.10 analytically for the given model and evaluate it using the fitted model
parameters. For the second option, we compute the integral in eqn 6.10 using numerical
quadrature. In Sec 6.3, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two
approaches.

Analytical models
The first option is to fit the simulated or experimental pure-component adsorption isotherm
data to an analytical model n◦i (P ) using a least-squares loss function. From this analytical model and identified parameters, we can write an analytical formula for the spreading
pressure in eqn 6.10. pyIAST can fit several common [264] analytical models to the data:
Langmuir, quadratic, BET, and approximated Temkin adsorption isotherms and Henry’s law.
See Fig 6.2 for caricatures of these adsorption isotherm models. The list pyiast. MODELS
lists all models implemented in pyIAST, which we review here. Note that pyIAST supports
only thermodynamically consistent isotherm models [265, 266] that obey Henry’s law at low
dn◦
coverage, i.e. models such that limP →0 dPi is finite. For example, pyIAST does not support
the empirical [267] Freundlich isotherm [268]. In each section title, we note the keyword for
the respective model in pyIAST.
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Goal: predict a mixed gas
adsorption isotherm
Example: methane/ethane in IRMOF-1

Collect pure-component
isotherm data

Methane

Ethane

Fit pure-component isotherm data to model

Solve for adsorbed
phase composition

Solve for total
gas adsorbed

Figure 6.1: Work flow of pyIAST. For this example, the goal is to predict an adsorption
isotherm in a nanoporous material, IRMOF-1, immersed in a gaseous mixture of methane
and ethane. First, one measures or simulates the pure methane and pure ethane adsorption
isotherms. Then, pyIAST will translate the data into a function n◦i (P ) for i =CH4 , C2 H6
by fitting to an analytical model or interpolating the isotherm. For a given gas phase
composition and pressure, pyIAST first solves eqns 6.6 and 6.7 for {xi } and {p◦i }, and
then solves for the total gas adsorption by eqn 6.14. Reprinted from Computer Physics
Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution
Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
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KA P
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0

0
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Gas uptake
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0
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+ θ( 1+KP
) ( 1+KP − 1)
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n◦i (P ) = KH P
0
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Pressure
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Figure 6.2: Caricatures of adsorption isotherm models implemented in pyIAST. (a) Langmuir, (b) Dual-site Langmuir (c) Quadratic, (d) BET (e) Asymptotic approximation to the
Temkin isotherm (θ < 0 here for adsorbate-adsorbate attractions) (f) Henry’s law. In each
saturating isotherm, M is marked on the y-axis. For (b), we plotted the Langmuir isotherm
for sites of type 1 and 2 separately. For (e), we plotted the Langmuir isotherm for comparison, which corresponds to θ = 0, as the solid, black curve. Reprinted from Computer
Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed
Solution Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from
Elsevier.
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Langmuir model, model="Langmuir"
The Langmuir adsorption isotherm assumes a single layer of molecules can adsorb onto
M distinct, identical, independent adsorption sites; adsorbed molecules do not interact except through volume exclusion. The Langmuir model has an addition parameter K (units:
pressure−1 ) that describes the affinity of the adsorbate with the adsorbent (see Fig 6.2a):
n◦i (P ) = M

KP
.
1 + KP

(6.15)

As half of the adsorption sites are occupied at P = 1/K, the Langmuir constant K is
inversely related to the pressure at which the isotherm saturates. At low pressures, the
Langmuir model is approximated by Henry’s law n◦i (P ) ∼ M KP .
The spreading pressure for a Langmuir adsorption isotherm via eqn 6.10 is
A
πi (P ) = M log(1 + KP ).
RT

(6.16)

Statistical mechanical derivations of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm can be found in
Refs. [260, 269].

Dual-site Langmuir model, model="DSLangmuir"
The dual-site Langmuir model is a first attempt to model an adsorbent surface with energetic
heterogeneity. In this scenario, the adsorbent surface has two different types of adsorption
sites. As in the Langmuir model, we neglect adsorbate-adsorbate interactions and take each
adsorption site to be independent, implying that the dual-site Langmuir adsorption isotherm
is the sum of the Langmuir isotherm models for the two types of sites:
N (P ) = M1

K2 P
K1 P
+ M2
,
1 + K1 P
1 + K2 P

(6.17)

where Mi is the number of adsorption adsorption sites of type i, which have Langmuir
constant Ki , for i ∈ {1, 2}.
The spreading pressure for a dual-site Langmuir adsorption isotherm via eqn 6.10 is
A
πi (P ) = M1 log(1 + K1 P ) + M2 log(1 + K2 P ).
RT

(6.18)

Quadratic model, model="Quadratic"
The quadratic adsorption isotherm exhibits an inflection point; the loading is convex at low
pressures but changes concavity as it saturates, yielding an S-shape. See Fig 6.2c. The Sshape can be explained by adsorbate-adsorbate attractive forces [270]; the initial convexity is
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due to a cooperative effect [271] of adsorbate-adsorbate attractions aiding in the recruitment
of additional adsorbate molecules. The quadratic isotherm model is:
n◦i (P ) = M

(KA + 2KB P )P
,
1 + KA P + KB P 2

(6.19)

where 2M is the saturation loading and KA (units: pressure−1 ) and KB (units: pressure−2 )
are constants. The spreading pressure for a quadratic isotherm via eqn 6.10 is:
A
πi (P ) = M log(1 + KA P + KB P 2 ).
RT

(6.20)

A statistical mechanical derivation of the quadratic adsorption isotherm can be found
in [269]. Here, pairs of adsorbate molecules experience attractive forces. The parameter
KA can be interpreted as the Langmuir constant; the strength of the adsorbate-adsorbate
attractive forces is embedded in KB .
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model, model="BET"
In the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) adsorption isotherm model [259], we have M independent, identical adsorption sites on the surface – as in the Langmuir model – but now
adsorbate molecules are allowed to stack to form an indefinite number of layers. The multilayer BET adsorption isotherm model is:
n◦i (P ) = M

KA P
,
(1 − KB P )(1 − KB P + KA P )

(6.21)

where KA is the Langmuir constant for the first layer of adsorbate molecules in direct contact
with the surface, and KB is the constant for the second and higher layers of adsorbate
molecules.
The spreading pressure for a BET isotherm via eqn 6.10 is:


A
1 − KB P + KA P
πi (P ) = M log
.
(6.22)
RT
1 − KB P
A statistical mechanical derivation of the BET adsorption isotherm can be found in
Ref. [269].

Asymptotic Approximation to the Temkin model,
model="TemkinApprox"
The Temkin adsorption isotherm [272], like the Langmuir model, considers a surface with
M identical adsorption sites, but takes into account adsorbate-adsorbate interactions by
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assuming that the heat of adsorption is a linear function of the coverage. We independently derived the Temkin isotherm in Ref. [260] using a mean-field argument and used an
asymptotic approximation to obtain an explicit equation for the loading:

2 
!
KP
KP
KP
+θ
−1
.
(6.23)
n◦i (P ) = M
1 + KP
1 + KP
1 + KP
Here, M and K have the same physical meaning as in the Langmuir model. The additional
parameter θ describes the strength of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions (θ < 0 for attractions). Fig 6.2e shows how eqn 6.23 is a perturbation on the Langmuir model for θ < 0; the
effect of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are most significant at intermediate coverages.
The spreading pressure of the isotherm model in eqn 6.23 via eqn 6.10 is:


2KP + 1
A
πi (P ) = M log(1 + KP ) + θ
.
(6.24)
RT
2(KP + 1)2

Henry’s law, model="Henry"
Henry’s law is:
n◦i (P ) = KH P,

(6.25)

where KH is the Henry coefficient (units: loading/pressure). Henry’s law describes adsorption only in the low coverage regime because n◦i (P ) unrealistically increases indefinitely with
P ; thus caution must be used when extrapolating experimental data with Henry’s law. The
A
πi (P ) = KH P .
spreading pressure for Henry’s law is RT
Remark
For some combinations of analytical models for pure-component adsorption isotherms, IAST
can be used to obtain an analytical expression for the mixed-gas adsorption isotherm. For
example, if all single-component adsorption isotherms obey the Langmuir model in eqn 6.15
with Langmuir constant Ki and exhibit the same saturation loading M – often a strong
assumption – IAST recovers the competitive Langmuir isotherm [273]:
ni (P, {yj }) = M

Kp
Pi i
,
1 + j K j pj

(6.26)

where pi = yi PT is the partial pressure of species i in a gas mixture with total pressure PT .
An analytical model for the multi-component adsorption isotherm is more computationally
efficient because it circumvents the need to solve the nonlinear system of equations in eqns 6.6
and 6.7. Other derivations for mixture adsorption isotherms can be found in the literature
for when the pure-component adsorption isotherm models follow: Langmuir and Freundlich
isotherms [273], quadratic isotherms [274], BET and Langmuir isotherms [275], and quadratic
and BET and quadratic and Langmuir for the special case when saturation loadings are equal
[264].
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Numerical quadrature
An alternative to assuming the pure-component adsorption isotherm follows a given functional form is to linearly interpolate the pure-component adsorption isotherm data to approximate n◦i (P ) and use numerical quadrature [276] to evaluate the integral in eqn 6.10 to
obtain the spreading pressure for IAST calculations.
Consider that we have L data points of the pressure P and uptake n◦i that characterize
the adsorption isotherm, {(Pj , n◦i (Pj ))}, j = 1, 2, ..., L, where P1 < P2 < · · · < PL−1 < PL .
A
πi (p◦i ) from the integral
Fig 6.3 illustrates the numerical quadrature method to compute RT
in eqn 6.10, where p◦i ≤ PL ; the circular points in Fig 6.3 represent {(Pj , n◦i (Pj )/Pj )}. For
interested readers, we outline the details of the numerical quadrature below.
We tackle the integral by splitting the integration into three parts:
A
πi (p◦i ) =
RT

Z

0

P1

X
n◦i (P )
dP +
P
j=1
k−1

Z

Pj+1

Pj

n◦i (P )
dP +
P

Z

p◦i

Pk

n◦i (P )
dP,
P

(6.27)

where index k is defined such that Pk ≤ p◦i < Pk+1 .
RP
The integral 0 1 requires extrapolation of the isotherm for P < P1 . We assume that
Henry’s law n◦i (P ) = KH P is obeyed in the region P ∈ [0, P1 ], with the Henry coefficient
KH estimated from the first data point, KH = n◦i (P1 )/P1 . This gives us the limiting behavior:
n◦i (P )
lim
= KH ,
P →0
P
which is added to Fig 6.3 as the star. Thus,
Z P1 ◦
Z P1
ni (P )
KH dP = n◦i (P1 ),
dP ≈
P
0
0

(6.28)

(6.29)

equal to the area Rof the left-most green-shaded rectangle in Fig 6.3.
P
The integrals Pjj+1 are computed by approximating n◦i (P ) by linearly interpolating the
data points (Pj , n◦i (Pj )) and (Pj+1 , n◦i (Pj+1 )). That is, n◦i (P ) ≈ mj P + bj for P ∈ [Pj , Pj+1 ],
where mj is the slope and bj is the intercept of the line passing through the points (Pj , n◦i (Pj ))
and (Pj+1 , n◦i (Pj+1 )). Then,
Z

Pj+1

Pj

n◦i (P )
≈ mj (Pj+1 − Pj ) + bj log(Pj+1 /Pj ),
P

(6.30)

represented by the areas of the next Rthree green-shaded segments in Fig 6.3.
p◦
The last portion of the integral, Pki , is computed analogously to eqn 6.30, except now
mk and bk are the slope and intercept of the line passing through the points (Pk , n◦i (Pk )) and
(p◦i , nˆ◦i (p◦i )), where nˆ◦i (p◦i ) is the linearly interpolated value of n◦i at p◦i . This portion of the
integral is the right-most green-shaded segment in Fig 6.3.
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Depending on the composition and pressure of the gas we are investigating with IAST,
we may need knowledge of πi (p◦i ) for p◦i > PL , and thus n◦i (p◦i ) for p◦i > PL . In this case,
the linear interpolation method is inapplicable due to a lack of data for P > PL , unless
we assume some behavior for n◦i (P ) for P > PL . We will see that an option in pyIAST is
to approximate n◦i (P ) as a constant for p◦i > PL , which is reasonable if the isotherm data
exhibits a plateau at the last few pressure points. Conveniently, the spreading pressure is
most sensitive to the low-coverage regime of the pure-component adsorption isotherm [248].

n◦i /P

A
◦
RT πi (pi )
KH

0

0

P1

Pk p◦i Pk+1

=

R p◦i n◦i (P )
0

P

dP

PL

P

Figure 6.3: Numerical quadrature to compute the spreading pressure πi (p◦i ). Using the data
{(Pj , n◦i (Pj ))}, j = 1, 2, ..., L that characterize the pure-component adsorption isotherm,
the circular points in this visualization are the points {(Pj , n◦i (Pj )/Pj )}. We model the
uptake before the first pressure point with Henry’s law and estimate the Henry coefficient
KH from the first data point, KH ≈ n◦i (P1 )/P1 . This gives us the limiting behavior of
the integrand limP →0 n◦i (P )/P = KH , plotted as the star. The red, vertical line denotes
p◦i , which by definition of k falls between Pk and Pk+1 . The blue curve between P1 and
p◦i is the function n◦i (P )/P approximated by linearly interpolating the data {(Pj , n◦i (Pj ))}.
A
Using numerical quadrature to compute eqn 6.10, RT
πi (p◦i ) is approximately the area shaded
in green. Reprinted from Computer Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit,
M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380,
Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.

Fit an analytical model or use numerical quadrature?
Here, we address the question of whether to fit an analytical model to the data or interpolate the data to represent the pure-component adsorption isotherm n◦i (P ). The central
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issues that can lead to inaccuracy for IAST calculations are (1) imprecisely representing the
pure-component adsorption isotherm data and (2) computing the pure-component spreading
pressure beyond the range of the data available (extrapolating) [261]. We first discuss issue
(1).
Consider fitting an analytical model to the pure-component adsorption isotherm data. Of
course, if the user chooses a functional form that does not fit the data, the IAST predictions
can be inaccurate. For example, Van Heest et al. [198] show that IAST predictions for a
xenon/krypton adsorption in metal-organic framework HKUST-1 lead to incorrect predictions when fitting a dual-site Langmuir model to the pure-component isotherm data, but
IAST agrees very well with binary grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations when using numerical quadrature. Ref. [198] calls for meticulousness when fitting analytical models to the
pure-component isotherm data for IAST calculations: the user must test different functional
forms to identify one of an appropriate shape and scrutinize the quality of its fit to the
data. Numerical quadrature takes this burden off of the user since, by construction, linear
interpolation will fit the data perfectly. Further, some isotherms exhibit complex shapes,
making it difficult to find an appropriate analytical model.
An appropriately shaped analytical model can better-represent the isotherm than linear
interpolation if the data is not highly resolved in pressure space. The numerical quadrature
illustrated in Fig 6.3 assumes that n◦i (P ) is linear between data points; thus, if the grid of
pressure points is coarse, this approximation can introduce errors due to inconsideration of
the curvature of n◦i (P ) between data points. On the other hand, an appropriate analytical
model will capture the curvature between data points. In principle, one could capture the
curvature between points in numerical quadrature by using e.g. cubic spline interpolation
[276] for n◦i (P ), but the high variance in fitting cubic splines often leads to non-physical
isotherm shapes, and consequently we restrict pyIAST to linear interpolation for n◦i (P ).
In the case that the data is noisy, analytical models may be favorable since they can
exhibit low variance in the presence of noisy measurements, whereas linear interpolation will
incorporate the noise into the IAST calculations (the bias-variance trade-off [201]).
Depending on the pressure and composition of the mixture investigated with IAST, one
may need to compute πi (P ) for a pressure P outside the range of the available data (issue 2).
This can be an issue for both methods of characterizing n◦i (P ): fitting an analytical model
and linear interpolation.
By definition of interpolation, pyIAST by default throws an exception when πi (P ) is
needed for P greater than the largest pressure for which data is available. If the purecomponent adsorption isotherm is measured/simulated to a high pressure and exhibits a
plateau, it may be reasonable to assume that the loading is a constant value beyond the
highest pressure in the data, as implemented as an option in pyIAST to both use interpolation
and extrapolate the pure-component adsorption isotherm data when needed.
Fitting to an appropriate analytical model is a more natural way to extrapolate the
isotherm beyond the data, as e.g. the Langmuir, Quadratic, and BET adsorption isotherms
are derived from physical assumptions. However, if the data does not exhibit much curvature,
the fitted parameters in the analytical models exhibit high variance; that is, the optimal
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parameters become highly sensitive to noise in the data. Intuitively, it is difficult to estimate
the saturation loading of an isotherm in the low-coverage regime where the data does not
exhibit much curvature.
Thus, emphatically, even when using analytical models, it may be necessary to collect
pure-component isotherm data at higher pressures in order to proceed with IAST if data
is needed beyond the largest pressure observed in the available data. To induce caution
in users extrapolating their data, pyIAST prints a warning when the IAST result required
extrapolation of the pure-component adsorption isotherm data.
Finally, we remark that the convenience of using numerical quadrature to compute the
spreading pressure πi (P ) comes with a greater computational cost than assuming an analytical model. For the analytical models, we derived explicit expressions for πi (P ) (e.g.
eqn 6.16), whereas for numerical quadrature we carry out the numerical quadrature procedure illustrated in Fig 6.3. Thus, fitting to an analytical model may significantly reduce
computation time in applications where IAST calculations are needed repeatedly, such as in
packed-bed a(b)dsorber modeling [277]. In the vast majority of cases we see in the literature,
the extra computational cost for numerical quadrature is insignificant.
We note the flexibility of pyIAST to mix different types of adsorption isotherm models for
its IAST calculations (e.g., use Langmuir for one component and interpolation for another).

6.4

IAST Package Case Study

As an illustration of how to use pyIAST, we consider a gaseous mixture of methane and
ethane at 298 K and 65 bar in equilibrium with an adsorbed phase inside a nanoporous
material. This mixture is relevant in the application of porous materials to store natural
gas onboard vehicles [242]. Natural gas consists of mostly methane (> 95%), but it also
contains higher hydrocarbons, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide [242, 243]; the second largest
constituent of natural gas is typically ethane. We consider the adsorption of methane/ethane
in metal-organic framework IRMOF-1 [278], a nanoporous material with one of the highest
measured [148] methane deliverable capacities to date [147]; see Fig 6.1 for a visualization
of the IRMOF-1 crystal structure. IAST is applicable as we abstract the walls of the pores
in IRMOF-1 as a ravelled-up surface to which gas molecules adsorb.
Using the grand-canonical Monte Carlo algorithm, we simulated pure-component ethane
and methane adsorption isotherms at 298 K to use for an IAST calculation. See Fig 6.4.
Our goal is to predict the methane and ethane adsorption in IRMOF-1 at different gas phase
mole fractions of ethane yC2 H6 in the methane/ethane mixture at 65 bar and 298 K. As both
verification of our code and validation of IAST for this mixture in IRMOF-1, we compare
the IAST calculations to binary-component grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations of
methane/ethane adsorption at different yC2 H6 . The data and pyIAST code to reproduce this
case study are available in the /test folder of the Github repository.
For our grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations, we use the TraPPE united atom model
for methane and ethane [279]. To model the energetics of the interaction of the adsorbate
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pseudoatoms with the atoms of the framework and with other adsorbate pseudoatoms, we
use Lennard-Jones potentials; total energy is assumed to be pairwise additive. We take
parameters for the framework atoms from the Universal Force Field [108] and parameters
for ethane and methane pseudoatoms from the Ref. [279], applying Lorentz-Berthelot mixing
rules to obtain cross-interaction parameters. We take van der Waals interactions beyond a
cutoff distance of 12.5 Å to be negligible and thus zero, allowing us to implement periodic
boundary conditions to mimic a crystal structure of infinite extent. We replicated the unit
cell of IRMOF-1 twice in the a, b, and c crystallographic directions to utilize the nearest
image convention in applying periodic boundary conditions. The IRMOF-1 crystal structure
that we used for our molecular simulations is in the /test directory. The IRMOF-1 structure
is taken to be rigid.
With the above energetic model, we use the grand-canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) algorithm [110] to simulate methane/ ethane adsorption. We treat both methane and ethane
as an ideal gas by considering pressure and fugacity to be equal. That is, in all plots, the
pressure is actually the fugacity. We first superimposed a three-dimensional grid of points
on the unit cell of the crystal and computed the potential energy of each adsorbate psuedoatom (CH3 and CH4 ) at each grid point. For our GCMC simulations, when we calculate
the adsorbate-adsorbent interaction, we linearly interpolate this grid to speed-up our simulations. We used a grid resolution of 0.06 Å.
For the pure-component adsorption isotherms, our Monte Carlo moves were particle
transitions (30%), particle exchange (60%), and particle regrow moves (10%). We define a
Monte Carlo cycle as N Monte Carlo moves, where N is the number of adsorbate molecules
in our system or 20, whichever is greater. We used 200,000 Monte Carlo cycles, half of
which were for equilibration/burn cycles. We found that the average number of particles
in a unit cell of IRMOF-1 during the simulation does not change significantly when less
cycles are used, indicating convergence. For the binary component GCMC simulations, we
utilized 50,000 cycles with 20,000 equilibration/burn cycles. The Monte Carlo moves here
are particle translation (30%), particle exchange (50%), particle regrow (10%) and identity
change (10%).

Constructing pure-component adsorption isotherm models
We load the pure-component adsorption isotherm data displayed in Fig 6.4, stored as two
.csv files, into a Pandas DataFrame. A DataFrame is a data structure for conveniently
storing and accessing tabular data.
import pandas as pd
df_ch4 = pd.read_csv("IRMOF-1_methane_isotherm_298K.csv")
df_ch3ch3 = pd.read_csv("IRMOF-1_ethane_isotherm_298K.csv")
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Figure 6.4: Simulated pure-component methane (CH4 ) and ethane (C2 H6 ) adsorption
isotherms in IRMOF-1 at 298 K. Reprinted from Computer Physics Communications, 200,
C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python
package, 364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
Next, we use pyIAST to construct an adsorption isotherm object for each pure-component
adsorption isotherm. We start with an attempt to fit a Langmuir adsorption isotherm model
to characterize n◦C2 H6 (P ). The ModelIsotherm class in pyIAST is used for all analytical
models; we notify pyIAST which model to fit to the data by passing e.g. model="Langmuir"
for a model in the list pyiast. MODELS. We construct a ModelIsotherm object by passing
it the Pandas DataFrame containing the pure-component ethane isotherm, df ch3ch3, and
the names of the columns (keys) corresponding to the loading and pressure.
import pyiast
ch3ch3_isotherm = pyiast.ModelIsotherm(df_ch3ch3,
loading_key="Loading(mmol/g)",
pressure_key="Pressure(bar)",
model="Langmuir")
# Print identified parameters
ch3ch3_isotherm.print_params()
# > Langmuir identified model parameters:
# >
K = 0.229837
# >
M = 21.932328
# >
RMSE = 0.862745372792
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# get dictionary of parameters
ch3ch3_isotherm.params
# > {’K’: 0.22983701506470389, ’M’: 21.932328016544513}
# predicted loading at 10 bar using fitted model (mmol/g)
ch3ch3_isotherm.loading(10.0)
# > 15.28288389268168
In the construction of the ModelIsotherm object, a least-squares nonlinear fitting routine
finds the parameters of best fit. The above code and resulting output illustrates how to print
the identified parameters and root mean square error (RMSE), access a dictionary containing
the parameters of best fit, and predict loading using the fitted model from an instance of
the ModelIsotherm class. We can visualize the fit of the Langmuir model to the adsorption
isotherm data with the plot isotherm() function:
pyiast.plot_isotherm(ch3ch3_isotherm, xlogscale=True)
Fig 6.5 shows that the Langmuir model provides a poor fit to the pure-component ethane
adsorption isotherm data and thus will lead to inaccurate IAST calculations. As a better
approximation of n◦C2 H6 (P ), we turn to the method of linearly interpolating the ethane
adsorption isotherm data in Fig 6.4 since we have data on a sufficiently resolved grid of
pressures.
The InterpolatorIsotherm object linearly interpolates the pure-component adsorption
isotherm data and uses numerical quadrature to compute the spreading pressure (see Sec 6.3).
Similar to the ModelIsotherm class, we construct an instance of the InterpolatorIsotherm
class by passing df ch3ch3 and the names of the pressure and loading columns. By default,
the InterpolatorIsotherm will throw an exception when we attempt to extrapolate the
pure-component adsorption isotherm data beyond the highest pressure available in Fig 6.4.
As we have ethane adsorption data at high enough pressures to see saturation in the isotherm,
a reasonable assumption is that the saturation loading is equal to the highest uptake in
the data. We enforce this assumption by passing a fill value in the construction of the
InterpolatorIsotherm object, setting it equal to the maximum loading of ethane observed
in Fig 6.4.
ch3ch3_isotherm = pyiast.InterpolatorIsotherm(df_ch3ch3,
loading_key="Loading(mmol/g)",
pressure_key="Pressure(bar)",
fill_value=df_ch3ch3["Loading(mmol/g)"].max())
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Figure 6.5: Characterizing n◦C2 H6 (P ) from pure-component adsorption isotherm data (red
points). Shown is the Langmuir model fit by ModelIsotherm (solid line) and the interpolation
model fit by InterpolatorIsotherm (dashed line). Fits can be visualized by the function
plot isotherm(). Reprinted from Computer Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B.
Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python package,
364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
The fit of this ch3ch3 isotherm is shown in Fig 6.5.
Analogously, we also construct an InterpolatorIsotherm object for methane, ch4 isotherm.
These adsorption isotherm objects will be passed as inputs to the iast() function to perform
IAST calculations.

Performing IAST calculations
Given the characterization of the pure-component adsorption isotherms n◦C2 H6 (P ) and n◦CH4 (P )
using InterpolatorIsotherm objects, we can now predict binary methane/ethane adsorption isotherms in IRMOF-1 using IAST.
As an example, consider predicting the moles of adsorbed methane and ethane, nCH4 and
nC2 H6 , in IRMOF-1 in equilibrium with a 95/5 mol % methane/ethane mixture at 298 K and
65 bar. Our function to perform IAST calculations, iast(), takes a list or array of partial
pressures of the gases and a list of the corresponding instances of ModelIsotherm’s and/or
InterpolatorIsotherms’s. The verboseflag prints details of the internal computations,
such as p◦i and the spreading pressure of the mixture.
# partial pressures of ethane and methane in gas phase (bar)
partial_pressures = [0.05 * 65.0, 0.95 * 65.0]
component_loadings = pyiast.iast(partial_pressures,
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[ch3ch3_isotherm, ch4_isotherm],
verboseflag=False)
4.4612935 , 13.86364776])

The iast() function returns an array component loadings of component uptakes in
the adsorbed phase, nC2 H6 and nCH4 , computed from IAST. Here, nT = nCH4 + nC2 H6 and
xCH4 ,C2 H6 = nCH4 ,C2 H6 /nT . pyIAST did not print a warning that it needed to extrapolate
the pure-component isotherm data for this IAST calculation, indicating that passing the
fill value in the InterpolatorIsotherm for ethane was not necessary. That is, we collected pure-component ethane adsorption isotherm data at a sufficiently high pressure for
this IAST calculation.
Using the above procedure in a loop, we computed the mixed-gas adsorption isotherms
nCH4 (yC2 H6 , P = 65 bar) and nC2 H6 (yC2 H6 , P = 65 bar) at varying gas phase compositions yC2 H6 . Fig 6.6 shows that the component uptakes predicted by pyIAST match the
binary-component grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations of methane/ethane adsorption
in IRMOF-1. This agreement serves as both partial verification of pyIAST and validation
of IAST for a methane/ethane mixture in IRMOF-1 at these conditions.

Beyond binary mixtures
While our case study focused on a binary methane/ethane mixture, pyIAST can handle > 2
components. Here, we compare IAST predictions to an experimentally measured tertiarycomponent gas adsorption isotherm. Mason and coworkers [245] measured pure-component
water, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen adsorption isotherms in activated carbon AX-21 at 40
◦
C. Then, they measured the adsorption of nitrogen and carbon dioxide in the presence of
a mixture of 166 mbar CO2 , 679 mbar N2 , and 20 mbar H2 O at 40 ◦ C – a composition
relevant to capturing CO2 from the flue gas of coal-fired power plants. Here, we illustrate
how pyIAST is used to predict the result.
Fig 6.7a and 6.7b (points) show the experimentally measured pure-component H2 O, CO2 ,
and N2 adsorption isotherms in AX-21 at 40 ◦ C. Using pyIAST, we fit Henry and Langmuir
models to the N2 and CO2 isotherms, respectively, and use linear interpolation for the H2 O
isotherm since it exhibits a relatively complex shape. The lines in Figs 6.7a and 6.7b show
the pyIAST fits to the data from the code below.
import pandas as pd
import pyiast
df_N2 = pd.read_csv("N2.csv")
N2_isotherm = pyiast.ModelIsotherm(df_N2,
loading_key="Loading(mmol/g)",
pressure_key="P(bar)",
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Figure 6.6: Verification and validation of IAST for IRMOF-1 in equilibrium with a
methane/ethane mixture at 298 K and 65 bar total pressure. Shown are mixed-gas adsorption isotherms nCH4 (yC2 H6 , P = 65 bar) (green) and nC2 H6 (yC2 H6 , P = 65 bar) (red) as a
function of the mole fraction of ethane in the gas phase, yC2 H6 , computed with IAST (lines)
and binary-component grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations of methane/ethane adsorption (points). Reprinted from Computer Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit,
M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380,
Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
model="Henry")
df_CO2 = pd.read_csv("CO2.csv")
CO2_isotherm = pyiast.ModelIsotherm(df_CO2,
loading_key="Loading(mmol/g)",
pessure_key="P(bar)",
model="Langmuir")
df_H2O = pd.read_csv("H2O.csv")
H2O_isotherm = pyiast.InterpolatorIsotherm(df_H2O,
loading_key="Loading(mmol/g)",
pressure_key="P(bar)",
fill_value=df_H2O["Loading(mmol/g)"].max())
We calculate the component loadings in AX-21 in the presence of the mixture with
pyIAST by passing a list of partial pressures and pure-component isotherms to the iast()
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function. This returns an array component loadings of component loadings at these gas
conditions, predicted by IAST.
# list of CO2, N2, and H20 partial pressures (bar)
partial_pressures = [0.166, 0.679, 0.02]
component_loadings = pyiast.iast(p,
[CO2_isotherm, N2_isotherm, H2O_isotherm])
# > array([ 0.51451255, 0.30433924, 0.61999649])
The solid bars in Fig. 6.7c show the experimentally measured CO2 and N2 uptakes in the
presence of the mixture with their error bars (water uptake not reported). The decorated
bars show the corresponding predictions according to pyIAST. Mason et al. [245] used IAST
for a binary 166 mbar/679 mbar CO2 /N2 mixture, ignoring the presence of water, and found
that the predicted CO2 uptake matches the experimental measurement very well; pyIAST’s
binary mixture calculations are consistent with theirs. Interestingly, IAST predicts that
the addition of water– considering a 166 mbar/679 mbar/20 mbar CO2 /N2 /H2 O mixture–
enhances CO2 and N2 uptake from the binary case when water was ignored. As a result,
the CO2 uptake in the tertiary mixture according to IAST is greater than experiment. The
reason is that IAST imposes that the free energy of mixing is given by the entropy of mixing;
this implies that the energetics of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are the same between
all species in the mixture. The water isotherm in Fig 6.7a is concave up, suggesting strong
water-water interactions that yield cooperative adsorption. The ideal solution assumption
in IAST imposes that adsorbed water molecules will similarly recruit more CO2 and N2 ,
explaining why IAST predicts that water enhances the uptake of CO2 and N2 beyond the
binary case considered in Mason et al. [245].

Reverse IAST calculations
In reverse IAST, we specify the desired mole fractions in the adsorbed phase, {xi }, and the
total bulk gas pressure PT and then calculate the bulk gas composition {yi } that yields these
adsorbed mole fractions. This is useful for when one seeks to control the composition of the
adsorbed phase, such as in catalysis [262]. As an example, we seek the bulk gas composition
– at the same temperature as the pure-component isotherms, 298 K – that will yield a 50/50
mol % methane/ethane mixture in the adsorbed phase at a total bulk gas pressure of 65.0 bar.
The following code will return two arrays gas mole fractions and component loadings,
the required mole fractions in the gas phase and the resulting component uptakes in the
adsorbed phase, respectively.
total_pressure = 65.0 # total bulk gas pressure (bar)
adsorbed_mole_fractions = [0.5, 0.5] # desired adsorbed mole fractions
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Figure 6.7: Applying IAST to a 3-component mixture of 166 mbar CO2 , 679 mbar N2 , and
20 mbar H2 O at 40 ◦ C in equilibrium with an adsorbed phase in activated carbon AX-21
from Mason et al. [245]. (a, b) Pure-component H2 O (panel a), CO2 (panel b, green), and
N2 (panel b, blue) isotherms in AX-21 at 40 ◦ C from Ref. [245]. Points are experiment; lines
are pyIAST fitted model predictions. Vertical lines show partial pressure of each component
in the mixture. (c) Bar chart shows uptakes of CO2 (green), N2 (blue), and H2 O (red) in
AX-21 in the presence of the mixture predicted by IAST from the pure-component isotherms
(decorated) and measured by experiment (solid bars) [245]. Error bars are shown for the
two experimental measurements; water uptake was not measured. Reprinted from Computer
Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed
Solution Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from
Elsevier.
gas_mole_fractions, component_loadings = pyiast.reverse_iast(
adsorbed_mole_fractions,
total_pressure,
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Figure 6.8: Verification and validation of reverse IAST for IRMOF-1 in equilibrium with a
methane/ethane mixture at 298 K and 65 bar. In reverse IAST, we specify the desired mole
fraction of ethane in the adsorbed phase, xC2 H6 , and calculate the gas phase mole fraction,
yC2 H6 , required to yield this desired adsorbed phase composition. The required yC2 H6 to yield
desired xC2 H6 , computed with IAST (lines) and found in binary-component grand-canonical
Monte Carlo simulations of methane/ethane adsorption (points) are shown. Reprinted from
Computer Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon, B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal
Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python package, 364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
[ch3ch3_isotherm, ch4_isotherm])
As both verification of our code and validation of reverse IAST for this methane/ethane
mixture in IRMOF-1, we compare the reverse IAST calculations to binary grand-canonical
Monte Carlo simulations of methane/ethane adsorption that yielded different adsorbed phase
compositions, xC2 H6 (the same simulations in Fig 6.6). Fig 6.8 shows excellent agreement
between reverse IAST calculations and our binary grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations.

A remark on units
The units of pressure and gas adsorption in each pure-component adsorption isotherm
DataFrame should be consistent. The pressures passed to pyIAST functions must be in
the same units as the pure-component adsorption isotherm DataFrame corresponding to the
pressure key column. The mixed-gas adsorption outputs of pyIAST have the same units
as the adsorption in the pure-component adsorption isotherm DataFrame corresponding to
the loading key column. Emphatically, gas adsorption must be in a molar unit (e.g. mol/g
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or mmol/m3 ), and not mass (e.g. not mg/m3 ), for the thermodynamic equations of IAST to
hold.

Tests for further verification of pyIAST
While the agreement between pyIAST and binary grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations
in Fig 6.6 serves as validation of IAST for this ethane/methane mixture in IRMOF-1 and a
partial verification for pyIAST, we outline two more comprehensive test suites here.
Isotherm fitting
To ensure that pyIAST correctly fits analytical models to pure-component isotherm data
in the ModelIsotherm class, we generated synthetic data following each isotherm model
available in pyIAST (a list can be found in pyiast. MODELS) for a given set of parameters.
We then asserted that pyIAST correctly identified these parameters from the synthetic data.
This test is available in the IPython Notebook test/Isotherm tests.ipynb.
Comparing to the competitive Langmuir isotherm
In the case that the pure-component adsorption isotherms follow a Langmuir model with
the same saturation loading, IAST yields an analytical solution for the mixed-gas adsorption
isotherm, the competitive Langmuir model in eqn 6.26. We verify that pyIAST solves the
equations of IAST correctly by (1) generating synthetic pure-component isotherm data for
fictitious gases A, B, and C that follow a Langmuir isotherm with the same saturation
loading M but different Langmuir constants, Ki (see Fig 6.9a), (2) fitting Langmuir models
to this synthetic data using pyIAST’s ModelIsotherm, (3) using pyIAST to predict the
mixed-gas adsorption isotherm of A, B, and C at 1 bar total pressure, thoroughly exploring
ternary composition space, and (4) asserting that the loadings of A, B, and C predicted by
pyIAST match the competitive Langmuir model in eqn 6.26. Fig 6.9 shows the ternary plots
of the component loadings of A, B, and C according to the competitive Langmuir model
(second from bottom row) and according to pyIAST (bottom row). Across all of ternary
composition space, pyIAST matches the competitive Langmuir model. This test is available
in the IPython Notebook test/Test IAST for Langmuir case.ipynb.

6.5

Limitations of IAST

Widely used [249], ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST) has shown remarkable success in
readily predicting mixed-gas adsorption isotherms from pure-component isotherms with a
reasonable accuracy in a variety of systems [249]. Here, we duly remark that mixed-gas
isotherms exhibit deviations from IAST when its assumptions are invalid [250, 281, 282, 283,
251, 284, 258]. IAST rests upon the assumptions that:
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Figure 6.9: Testing pyIAST for a tertiary mixture of fictitious gases A, B, and C at a
total pressure of 1 bar. (a) We generated synthetic pure-component A, B, and C isotherm
data that follow Langmuir models with saturation loading M = 1 and Langmuir constants
KA = 2, KB = 10, and KC = 20. (b-g) A point inside the triangle of this ternary plot
represents a unique composition of the A/B/C mixture at 1 bar. The triangle is partitioned
into hexagons. The color of each hexagon represents the uptake of species i at the center
of the hexagon according to the competitive Langmuir isotherm in eqn 6.26 (second from
bottom rom) and pyIAST (bottom row). For each row, the three different triangles and
colormaps represent the uptakes of species A, B, and C. The colors correspond to (a). Plots
created by Ref. [280]. Reprinted from Computer Physics Communications, 200, C. Simon,
B. Smit, M. Haranczyk, pyIAST: Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) Python package,
364-380, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
.
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(i) the adsorbates form an ideal mixture. Deviations from ideal mixing can occur due
to appreciable energetic heterogeneity in the adsorbent surface [285, 286, 287] and size and
asphericity differences between adsorbates [288, 250]. One can account for non-ideality of
adsorbates with an activity coefficient if mixture data is available [248] (real adsorbed solution theory [281, 289]). Energetic heterogeneity can be accounted for using heterogeneous
IAST (HIAST [286]), which assumes IAST holds locally at each adsorption site; the overall
adsorption isotherm can be integrated over all sites using a distribution of energies [290].
Segregated IAST (SIAST) is another framework where the pore space of a material is partitioned into regions where IAST is applied separately [291].
(ii) adsorbates have access to the same area of surface. The latter assumption cannot hold,
for example, in a molecular sieve, where the area accessible to each adsorbent is dependent
upon the size of the adsorbate [248].
(iii) changes in the thermodynamic properties of the adsorbent are negligible relative to
the same properties for the adsorbate. This assumption is negated in materials that exhibit
structural transitions upon gas adsorption [245, 174]. Osmotic Framework Adsorbed Solution
Theory (OFAST) [292] has been developed for predicting mixed-gas adsorption isotherms
from pure-component adsorption isotherms in frameworks exhibiting structural transitions
upon adsorption.
These corrections to IAST must often be implemented on a case-by-case basis and are
difficult to include in a transferable code such as pyIAST.

6.6

Conclusions

While measuring pure-component adsorption isotherms is relatively routine, measuring mixedgas adsorption isotherms is complicated and time-consuming and requires custom instruments [247, 245]. Further, often one is interested in many different gas compositions and
pressures; taking mixed-gas adsorption measurements at such an array of conditions is often
impractical. Ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST) [248] is a widely used [249] thermodynamic framework to predict mixed-gas adsorption isotherms from a set of pure-component
adsorption isotherms at the same temperature.
We first reviewed the equations of IAST derived from thermodynamics and discussed the
two disparate methods of characterizing the pure-component adsorption isotherms: fitting
an analytical model and linearly interpolating the data. We then provided a tutorial of
how to use our Python package pyIAST to perform IAST calculations using a case study
of methane/ethane adsorption in a nanoporous material. pyIAST can handle an arbitrary
number of components and is also capable of reverse IAST calculations, where we calculate
the gas phase composition to yield a desired adsorbed phase composition.
The source code for pyIAST, registered as an official Python package with the Python
Package Index (PyPI) under an MIT license, is openly available on Github https://github.
com/CorySimon/pyIAST. More extensive online documentation is hosted on Read the Docs,
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http://pyiast.readthedocs.org/en/latest/. Using the pip Python package manager,
pyIAST can be easily installed in a single command in the terminal, pip install pyiast.
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Chapter 7
Computation-assisted discovery of
highly Xe-selective metal-organic
framework
Nuclear energy is among the most viable alternatives to our current fossil fuel-based energy
economy. The mass deployment of nuclear energy as a low-emissions source requires the
reprocessing of used nuclear fuel to recover fissile materials and mitigate radioactive waste.
A major concern with reprocessing used nuclear fuel is the release of volatile radionuclides
such as xenon and krypton that evolve into reprocessing facility off-gas in parts per million
concentrations. The existing technology to remove these radioactive noble gases is a costly
cryogenic distillation; alternatively, porous materials such as metalorganic frameworks have
demonstrated the ability to selectively adsorb xenon and krypton at ambient conditions. Here
we carry out a high-throughput computational screening of large databases of metalorganic
frameworks and identify SBMOF-1 as the most selective for xenon. We affirm this prediction
and report that SBMOF-1 exhibits by far the highest reported xenon adsorption capacity
and a remarkable Xe/Kr selectivity under conditions pertinent to nuclear fuel reprocessing.
This chapter is based on the following publication [100]:
D. Banerjee, C. Simon, A. Plonka, R. Motkuri, J. Liu, X. Chen, B. Smit,
J. Parise, M. Haranczyk, P. Thallapally. Metal-organic framework with
optimally selective xenon adsorption and separation. Nature Communications.
(2016) 7, ncomms11831

7.1

Introduction

An important advantage of MOFs is their chemical tunability; by combining different linkers
and metal centres that self-assemble to form ordered, pre-determined crystal structures,
one can synthesize millions of possible materials [22]. MOFs can thus be tailor-made to
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Measured Xe/Kr selectivity

be optimal for applications related to gas storage and separation, chemical sensing [14],
drug delivery [16], and catalysis [15]. Our goal here is to identify an optimal MOF for
selectively capturing Xe from the off-gas of UNF reprocessing facilities (see Sec. 1.1). In
practice, however, constraints in resources allow us to synthesize and test only a small
subset of chemical space. Molecular models and simulations of adsorption can rapidly and
cost-effectively rank MOFs by their Xe/Kr selectivity with reasonable accuracy. See Fig 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between simulated and experimental Xe/Kr selectivities at dilute
conditions. Experimental selectivities calculated from Henry coefficients extracted from purecomponent adsorption isotherms. Simulated selectivities calculated from same methods used
in the high-throughput screening in this chapter. A correlation of R2 = 0.79 is observed,
indicating that there is statistical signal in the ranking of materials that is produced from
a high-throughput screening of materials for Xe/Kr separations using the methods in this
chapter. Data corresponds to that in Fig 7.5. Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative
Commons License Attribution 4.0 International License.
High-throughput computational screenings thus play a valuable role of elucidating design
rules, determining performance limits, and predicting performance rankings of materials to
focus experimental efforts on the most promising MOFs for Xe/Kr separations [197, 198, 76,
95].
In this work, we use molecular simulations to screen over 125,000 MOF structures [160,
121] for selectively adsorbing Xe over Kr at dilute conditions pertinent to UNF reprocessing.
Our computational screening predicts that one of the most Xe-selective MOFs is a calciumbased nanoporous MOF, SBMOF-1 [also known as CaSDB, SDB=4,4-sulfonyldibenzoate],
that has not yet been tested for Xe/Kr separations [234]. We affirm this prediction by
synthesizing SBMOF-1 and measuring its pure-component Xe and Kr adsorption isotherms.
SBMOF-1 exhibits the highest Xe Henry coefficient and thermodynamic Xe/Kr selectivity at
dilute conditions among MOFs tested to date. In addition to its high thermal and chemical
stability, column breakthrough experiments reveal that SBMOF-1 is a practical, near-term
material for capturing Xe from reprocessing facilities.
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High-throughput screening

For capturing Xe from nuclear reprocessing, the Xe/Kr selectivity is the most important
thermodynamic property determining the performance of a MOF. We used molecular simulations to predict the Xe/Kr selectivity of 125,000 MOF structures at dilute conditions
relevant to UNF reprocessing. We model the energetics of the van der Waals interactions
of a Xe and Kr atom with the atoms of the MOF structures as pair-wise additive and with
Lennard-Jones potentials. We take Xe-Xe and Kr-Kr Lennard-Jones parameters from Boato
and Casanova [94]. We took Lennard-Jones parameters for the atoms in the MOF structure
from the Universal Force Field (UFF) [108]. Lennard-Jones parameters for the host-guest
interactions then follow from Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules. The MOF structures are held
rigid throughout the simulations. We take interactions beyond a cutoff radius of 12.5 Å
to be zero and implement periodic boundary conditions to mimic an infinite crystal. This
molecular model is equivalent to that used in the high-throughput screening in Ref. [95]. As
Xe and Kr are present at dilute concentrations in the off-gas of used nuclear fuel reprocessing
facilities, the adsorption isotherm of Xe and Kr can be modeled with Henry’s law as:
Ni (pi ) = KH,i pi i = Xe, Kr,

(7.1)

where Ni is the amount of species i adsorbed [moles/mass of material], pi is the partial
pressure of species i in the gas phase [bar], and KH,i is the Henry coefficient of species i
in the material [moles/(mass of material - bar)]. The selectivity of Xe over Kr at dilute
conditions is then the ratio of the Xe and Kr Henry coefficients.
The Henry coefficient is related to the spatial average of the Boltzmann factor inside the
unit cell:
he−U/(RT ) i
,
(7.2)
KH =
RT
where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature (298 K), and U is the energy
of the adsorbate in the structure. See Sec. 1.2 for a derivation. We use a Monte Carlo
3
integration algorithm (Widom particle insertions [110], 750 samples per Å of material) to
compute the above average in each material and predict the Henry coefficient, using the
model for the energy U described above. As each Widom particle insertion is independent
of the others, this algorithm is highly amenable to parallelization [111]; we utilized a CUDA
code for GPUs to speed-up the calculation of the Henry coefficient, which enabled us to
simulate Xe/Kr adsorption in large databases of materials in a reasonable time.
We computed the Henry coefficient of Xe and Kr in the following databases of MOF structures: (i) Computation-ready, experimental (CoRE) MOFs [160], a database of over 4,700
computation-ready porous MOFs that have been experimentally synthesized and reported
in the Cambridge Structural Database.24 (ii) hMOFs, a database of 120,000 hypothetical/predicted MOFs generated computationally by snapping together molecular building
blocks [121], much like Lego blocks or KNEX.
We visualized the distribution of selectivity among the MOFs using kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel (bandwidth chosen by Scotts rule [239]) in the Stats models
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Python module. For the CoRE MOFs, we omitted structures that were identified to have
pores that are inaccessible to Xe using a pocket-blocking algorithm. 2,867 CoRE MOFs
remained.
The distribution of simulated selectivities in the MOFs is shown in Fig. 7.2a. We partitioned this distribution into a database of existing MOFs (∼5,000 structures) [160] and a
database of predicted/hypothetical structures (∼120,000) [121]. These distributions span a
large range of selectivities, illustrating the unique tunability of MOF materials. Our simulations predict that the most selective material in the database of existing MOFs is SBMOF-1
(Fig. 7.3a), a three-dimensional, permanently porous MOF (Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD) code: KAXQIL) [234]. Furthermore, the Xe/Kr selectivity of SBMOF-1 is ranked
in the top 0.01 percentile in the database of 120,000 hypothetical MOFs (Fig. 7.2b). The
red line in Fig. 7.2b illustrates the outlying Xe/Kr selectivity of SBMOF-1 predicted by our
screening. While SBMOF-1 has been synthesized and considered for CO2 /N2 separation
[234], it has not been tested for Xe/Kr separations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2: Computational screening of MOFs for Xe/Kr separations at dilute conditions
relevant to UNF reprocessing off-gas. We computed the Henry coefficients of Xe and Kr
in ∼125,000 MOF structures; the selectivity at dilute conditions is the ratio of Henry coefficients. (a) Distribution of simulated selectivities for experimentally synthesized (green)
and hypothetical (yellow) MOF structures; vertical, dashed line is SBMOF-1 (KAXQIL in
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)). (b) Histogram showing relationship between
selectivity and pore size, with the largest included sphere diameter as a metric; colour shows
average energy of Xe adsorption in that bin. SBMOF-1 (KAXQIL in CSD), with simulated
selectivity 70.6 and largest included sphere diameter of 5.1 Å, is indicated. Vertical, dashed
line is the distance that yields the minimum energy in a Xe-Xe LennardJones potential. Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International
License.
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(b)

Figure 7.3: Crystal structure of SBMOF-1. (c) SBMOF-1 is composed of corner sharing,
octahedrally coordinated calcium chains along the crystallographic b direction, which are
connected by organic linkers, forming a one-dimensional nanoporous channel. (d) Side view.
Shown are the calculated potential energy contours of a Xe atom adsorbed in the pore (blue
surface, 32 kJ mol−1 ; white surface, 15 kJ mol−1 ).

7.3

Synthesis and equilibrium adsorption
measurements

Encouraged by the data from our high-throughput screening, our experimental collaborators
at Pacific Northwest National Lab synthesized SBMOF-1 and measured its pure-component
Xe and Kr adsorption isotherms at room temperature [234, 100].
SBMOF-1 was originally synthesized using a previously published literature procedure
[234]. In a typical synthesis, a mixture of 0.6mmol of CaCl2 (0.074g) and 0.6mmol of 4,4’SDB (0.198g) were added in 10ml of ethanol and stirred for ∼2h to achieve homogeneity
(molar ratio of metal chloride:ligand:solvent=1:1:380). The resultant solution was heated at
180 ◦ C for 3 days. Colorless, needle-shaped crystals were recovered as product and washed
with ethanol (yield: 45% based on CaCl2 , 0.1g). For scale up, 1.44g of CaCl2 (13mmol)
and 3.98g of 4,4’-SDB (13mmol) were added to 120ml of ethanol and stirred for ∼2h to
achieve homogeneity (molar ratio: 1:1:156). The well-mixed solution was then transferred to
three 100ml Teflon-lined stainless steel Parr autoclaves and heated for 3 days at 180◦ C. The
product was obtained as white powder and washed by ethanol (3 times, 50ml), followed by
drying under vacuum (yield: 2.2g, 50% based on CaCl2 ). The as-synthesized material was
then exchanged with methanol (3 times, 50ml) for a total period of 3 days. The product
purity was confirmed by powder XRD.
The methanol-exchanged SBMOF-1 was activated at 100◦ C for 12h under dynamic
vacuum. Single-component gas-adsorption isotherms were collected in a Quantachrome
Autosorb-1 and dynamic sorption analyzer (ARBC, Hiden Analytical Ltd., Warrington,
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UK). The later instrument was also used to collect breakthrough measurement data.
The Xe adsorption isotherm in SBMOF-1 saturates at a low pressure, indicative of a
high affinity for Xe (Fig. 7.4). The Kr adsorption isotherm exhibits a smaller slope and
does not saturate even at 1 bar, indicative of a much weaker affinity for Kr. This hints that
SBMOF-1 is highly discriminatory for Xe over Kr. Indeed, identifying the Xe and Kr Henry
coefficients from the pure-component adsorption isotherms, we predict SBMOF-1 to exhibit
a thermodynamic Xe/Kr selectivity of 16 at dilute conditions at 298 K.

Figure 7.4: Experimental Xe and Kr adsorption isotherms in SBMOF-1 at 298 K. Horizontal
line indicates one atom per pore segment. Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative
Commons License Attribution 4.0 International License.
It is interesting to compare the equilibrium Xe and Kr uptake of SBMOF-1 with the
reported top-performing MOFs. We collected from the literature experimentally measured
Xe and Kr adsorption isotherms in CC3 [77], Co-formate [90, 85], noria [101], SBMOF-2
[102], HKUST-1 [103], MOF-505 [92], PCN-14 [104], Ni-MOF-74 [86], Zinc tetrazolate [105],
IRMOF-1 [83], and FMOF-Cu [87]. Focusing on the low-pressure regime of the adsorption
isotherm that exhibits linear behaviour– the Henry regime where Henrys law in equation 7.1
is valid– we fit a line with zero intercept to this data to identify KH,Xe and KH,Kr in the
material. The Henry coefficient of Xe in SBMOF-1 is a factor of two higher than in CC3
[77], the material in our survey with the second highest Xe Henry coefficient; we thus expect
SBMOF-1 to have an outstanding Xe uptake under UNF reprocessing off-gas conditions.
Figure 7.5 shows that SBMOF-1 exhibits by far the largest Xe Henry coefficient and the
highest Xe/Kr selectivity at dilute conditions among all reported Xe and Kr adsorption
isotherms in our literature survey.
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Figure 7.5: Survey of thermodynamic Xe/Kr separation performance in top-performing
materials. Henry coefficients are extracted from pure-component Xe and Kr adsorption
isotherms reported in the literature. Data at 298 K, exceptions denoted by a dagger (†) for
297 K and a double dagger (††) for 292 K. Data concerns CC3 [77], Co-formate [90, 85],
noria [101], SBMOF-2 [102], HKUST-1 [103], MOF-505 [92], PCN-14 [104], Ni-MOF-74 [86],
Zinc tetrazolate [105], IRMOF-1 [83], and FMOF-Cu [87].

7.4

Adsorption kinetics and column breakthrough
experiments

From a practical point of view, it is important that the kinetics of Xe adsorption/desorption
are sufficiently fast and the material can undergo multiple ad-/de-sorption cycles without
losing capacity. We measured the kinetics of Xe adsorption into an SBMOF-1 sample by
connecting a chamber of Xe at 1bar and 298K to an evacuated chamber with the SBMOF-1
sample, then opening a valve to allow flow. Figure 7.6a shows that the rate of Xe uptake
is sufficiently fast, reaching 80% of saturation uptake within 10min. Next, we performed
10 ad-/de-sorption cycles to test if SBMOF-1 retains its high Xe adsorption capacity after
many cycles. Figure 7.6b shows that SBMOF-1 retains its performance after multiple cycles.
In addition, SBMOF-1 shows high thermal stability up to 500K (see Fig. 7.7).
To demonstrate the practical applicability of SBMOF-1 for capturing Xe from UNF
reprocessing off-gas, we conducted single-column breakthrough experiments with a representative gas mixture (400ppm Xe, 40ppm Kr, 78.1% N2 , 20.9% O2 , 0.03% CO2 and 0.9%
Ar) [89]. We fed this gas mixture through a column packed with SBMOF-1 and initially
purged with He. Figure 7.9a shows that all gases except Xe broke through the column within
minutes, whereas Xe was retained in the column for more than an hour). This demonstrates
that SBMOF-1 can selectively remove Xe from air at UNF reprocessing conditions. Under
these conditions, SBMOF-1 adsorbed 13.2mmol Xe per kg, higher than the reported breakthrough Xe capacities of benchmark materials, Ni-MOF-74 (4.8mmol Xe per kg) [89] and
CC3 (11mmol Xe per kg) [77]; see Fig 7.8. Breakthrough measurements were conducted
on 20-35 mesh (500-850µm) pellets of SBMOF-1 (1.48g) using a gas mixture composition
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Figure 7.6: Experimental characterization of Xe and Kr adsorption in SBMOF-1. (c) Xe
adsorption kinetics experiments. The blue curve shows the pressure drop in a chamber
feeding Xe to an initially evacuated chamber with the SBMOF-1 sample; the red curve
shows the corresponding weight increase due to Xe adsorption. (d) Xe adsorption/ desorption
cycling data; a sinusoidal curve is superimposed on the data. (a,c,d) Data for SBMOF-1
at 298 K. Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0
International License.

Figure 7.7: Thermogravimetric pattern of as-synthesized SBMOF-1. Reproduced from
Ref. [100] under the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International License.
simulating UNF conditions (400 ppm Xe, 40 ppm Kr, 78.1% N2 , 20.9% O2 , 0.03% CO2 and
0.9% Ar).
The experimental breakthrough capacity is close to that predicted from the Henry coef-
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of breakthrough curves for Xe (400 ppm Xe in air) adsorbed on
NiMOF-74, CC3 and SBMOF-1 at 298 K. The value (C/C0 ) is outlet Xe concentration
divided by the inlet Xe concentration (CaSDB = SBMOF-1). Reproduced from Ref. [100]
under the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International License.
ficient of the pure-component Xe isotherm (15.4mmolper kg), suggesting minimal diffusion
limitations in the SBMOF-1 pellets. Next, we conducted column breakthrough experiments
on SBMOF-1 in the presence of 42% relative humidity (Fig. 7.9b). Remarkably, SBMOF1 retains a high Xe uptake (∼11.5mmolkg−1 ) even in the presence of water vapor. These
results suggest the outstanding stability of SBMOF-1 makes it a practical material for the
removal of Xe from UNF reprocessing off-gas. Such stability is a desirable property, as very
few metal-organic hybrid materials exhibit such properties [293]. We postulate the absence
of open metal sites to be responsible for the stability of SBMOF-1 in the presence of water
vapour [294].

7.5

Revealing the Xe adsorption sites in SBMOF-1

To identify the location of adsorbed Xe and Kr, we performed single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments on activated SBMOF-1. Single-crystal analysis of Xe-loaded SBMOF-1
reveals that Xe adsorbs at a single site, near the midpoint of the channel, interacting with
the channel wall composed of aromatic rings by mainly van der Waals interactions. Due to
symmetry considerations (space group P21 /c), each Xe atom is positioned at two possible
sites (Fig. 7.10a). The distance between each Xe atom along the b axis is 5.56Å, closely
matching the b axis length of the unit cell. There are 1.72 atoms of Xe per unit cell based on
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(b)

Figure 7.9: Single column breakthrough experiments using SBMOF-1 at room temperature
and 1 atm. Column is initially purged with He. (a) Inlet is a dry gas mixture with 400p.p.m.
Xe and 40p.p.m. Kr balanced with air. (b) Inlet is the same gas mixture as in (a) with 42%
relative humidity. Note that the Xe breakthrough time is only marginally decreased in
the presence of water. Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative Commons License
Attribution 4.0 International License.
crystallographic analysis (1.25mmol g−1 ), close to the loading obtained from gas-adsorption
data (1.38mmol g−1 ). The saturation loading of Xe in Fig. 7.4 approaches two atoms per unit
cell (see horizontal line), indicating commensurate Xe adsorption, which occurs when the
adsorbed amount, location and orientation of an adsorbate are commensurate with the crystallographic symmetry of the adsorbent [295]. Such commensurate adsorption in SBMOF-1
was previously observed for small hydrocarbon molecules (C2-C3)[296, 297]. The observed
position of Xe in the pore is consistent with molecular simulations of Xe adsorption (Figs 7.3b
and 7.10b).
We can rationalize the high Xe adsorption capacity and selectivity exhibited by SBMOF-1
by its optimal Xe adsorption site. First, the pore size of SBMOF-1 is tailored for Xe [197, 95].
As a metric for pore size, we calculate the diameter of the largest included hard-sphere that
can fit inside the pore of SBMOF-1. The pores of the MOF structures were characterized
using the open-source Zeo++ [166, 298] code, which calculates the diameter of the largest
hard-sphere that can fit within a pore anywhere within a given structure and the surface
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Xe and Kr adsorption sites in SBMOF-1. (a) Xe and Kr positions determined
by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. (b) Spatial probability densities from recording adsorbate
positions during pure-component grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations at 1bar and 298K
(Xe, red; Kr, blue). Reproduced from Ref. [100] under the Creative Commons License
Attribution 4.0 International License.
area accessible to a given probe. We used the high accuracy setting and atomic radii adopted
from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. We calculate the largest included sphere
diameter in SBMOF-1 to be 4.2Å, slightly larger than a Xe atom, ∼4.1Å. Simulations of
Xe/Kr adsorption in the database of experimental MOFs show that all of the most selective
MOFs have pore sizes slightly larger than a Xe atom (Fig. 7.2b). Such a pore diameter is
a prerequisite for a highly Xe-selective material, as the pore size controls the proximity and
degree of overlap from multiple framework atoms contributing van der Waals interactions
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from multiple directions to achieve a highly favorable host-Xe interaction. A pore of optimal
size for Xe is suboptimal for Kr because of the size difference, so this forms a pore that is
highly discriminatory for Xe over Kr [95]. As shown in Fig. 7.3a, the pore size of SBMOF-1
falls in the optimal pore size window for Xe/Kr separations [76], distinguishing it from other
MOFs. Porous organic cage CC3, another outstanding Xe-selective material, also exhibits a
pore size tailored for Xe (largest included sphere of 4.8Å), but SBMOF-1 constructs a denser
wall of chemical moieties than CC3 to achieve a higher Xe binding energy, enhancing its
preference for Xe. This is the second reason why SBMOF-1 is outstanding in Xe adsorption;
the color in Fig. 7.2b, representing the energy of adsorption of a Xe atom, shows that the
dense wall of SBMOF-1 surrounds a Xe atom to achieve a high energy of Xe adsorption and
thus a high Xe selectivity, following the trend in other MOFs.

7.6

Discussion

We demonstrated that a nanoporous MOF, SBMOF-1, identified as an outstanding Xe/Kr
selective material from molecular simulations, shows exceptional Xe uptake at low pressure,
selectivity for Xe, thermal and water stability, and adsorption kinetics. These attributes
make SBMOF-1 potentially useful as a practical, near-term material for removal of Xe and
Kr from nuclear reprocessing facilities with a far less energy requirement than cryogenic
distillation. The selective adsorption of Xe from relevant gas mixtures even with ∼42%
relative humidity demonstrate practicality and offer improvements over current technologies.
Our recent economic analysis showed the cost benefits of using Ni-MOF-74 for an adsorptionbased separation process at room temperature in comparison with cryogenic distillation [99,
13]. The discovery of the high Xe uptake and selectivity of SBMOF-1 at UNF reprocessing
conditions– also in the presence of humidity– will enable an even more cost-effective process.
The exceptional selectivity of SBMOF-1 is attributed to its pore size tailored to Xe and its
dense wall of atoms that constructs a binding site with a high affinity for Xe, as evident by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction and molecular models. As molecular simulations predicted
SBMOF-1 to be among the most selective of ∼5,000 experimentally reported MOFs and
∼120,000 hypothetical MOF structures a priori, this work is a rare case of a computationally
inspired materials discovery.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Nanoporous materials have enormous internal surface areas [6] that endow them with adsorption properties useful for gas storage and separations. The modular and versatile chemistry
of modern classes of nanoporous materials, such as metal-organic frameworks, allows for millions of possible materials to be synthesized. This is exciting, as we can tune the chemistry
of nanoporous materials to target the adsorption of specific molecules for gas storage and
separations. But, the chemical space of nanoporous materials is vast, and the rational tuning
of MOF chemistry to target a specific molecule is difficult. In this thesis, the theme is that
we can use molecular models and simulations to sort through the vast chemical space of
nanoporous materials to pinpoint top structures, uncover structure-property relationships,
and identify performance expectations. Such efforts help move away from Edisonian approaches to materials discovery and thus accelerate the discovery of materials targeted for a
given application. In this thesis, we considered three applications of nanoporous materials
applications: (i) vehicular methane densification and storage in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, (ii)
Xe/Kr separations in Chapter 5, and (iii) Xe capture from air in Chapter 7. However, our
approach of exploring chemical space in silico and using molecular models and simulations
to rank materials is generalizable to other applications of nanoporous materials in chemical
sensing, drug delivery, and catalysis– and generally applicable to other tunable materials as
well, for example, batteries [150].
In Chapter 2, we constructed a series of models to gain insights into how to maximize the
deliverable capacity of a gas in a material during a pressure-swing adsorption process. For
vehicular methane storage, we desire a material with a high affinity for methane to maximize
uptake at the fuel station, but the affinity for methane cannot be too high, as then the gas
will not desorb to feed the engine. Throughout the literature, the heat of adsorption was
commonly used as a metric for evaluating the deliverable capacity of a material. We showed
that this can be misguided because the optimal heat of adsorption depends on the pore
size, which is related to the entropy of adsorption. Another key conclusion from our models
is that adsorbate-adsorbate attractions can enhance the deliverable capacity by recruiting
more gas at the charging pressure.
In Chapter 3, we conducted a high-throughput computational screening of several classes
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of nanoporous materials– amounting to over half a million structures– to identify materials
that meet the deliverable capacity target set by ARPA-E. We concluded that the ARPAE target is likely too ambitious for rigid, nanoporous materials. Note that we did not
consider flexibility. Interestingly, MOF Co(bdp) now holds the record deliverable capacity
for vehicular natural gas storage [299]. Co(bdp) is gate-opening, in that it is non-porous
and adsorbs negligible gas at low pressures, but then abruptly expands to adsorb gas at
higher pressures. The flexing of its unit cell, which induces a step in its methane adsorption
isotherm, was a key feature in its achievement of such a high methane deliverable capacity.
In Chapter 4, we constructed a two simple thermodynamic models to explore thermodynamic limits to the methane deliverable capacity in nanoporous materials. Intuitively,
we need material atoms to provide a surface for attractions with methane, but these material atoms take up space that methane could otherwise occupy. There is thus a material
penalty for creating favorable energetics of adsorption. We considered an extreme in Chapter 4, where a uniform energy field could be created with zero material penalty. Under
this scenario, we observed a maximal deliverable capacity of 357 v STP/v at the optimal
strength of the energy field. This suggests that the ARPA-E target of 315 v STP/v is not
currently met due to material chemistry and design constraints, not purely thermodynamic
constraints. However, even under this very optimistic scenario, 357 v STP/v is close enough
to 315 v STP/v to question if the ARPA-E deliverable capacity target could ever practically
be achieved in a rigid material.
In Chapter 5, we conducted a high-throughput screening of half a million materials
for Xe/Kr separations. The novel contribution here is that we moved beyond the bruteforce computational screening, where we simulate adsorption in each and every material.
Instead, we turned to more quickly computed and generalizable structural descriptors, such
as the pore size and surface area. Because performance (i.e., Xe/Kr selectivity) is correlated
strongly with such descriptors, we can use them to quickly rule out a large fraction of the
materials. By incorporating more descriptors, the prediction becomes more reliable as we
add more information, yet also the relationship between performance and these descriptors
becomes more complicated as the relationship lies in a manifold in a higher dimensional space.
The novel contribution here was the application of a machine learning algorithm, a random
forest, to learn the relationship between structural descriptors and selectivity. Employing
the random forest greatly accelerated the screening study by ruling out a large fraction of
the materials on the basis of their quickly computed structural descriptors; we conducted
the more expensive grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations to predict the selectivity in
materials that the random forest predicted would be selective.
Since we started working with gas mixtures, we noticed a demand for an open-sourced
code for ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST) calculations. IAST is a powerful thermodynamic framework, as it allows us to predict mixed gas adsorption isotherms from pure
component gas adsorption isotherms, which are much easier to measure in practice. Chapter 6 provides an intuitive derivation of IAST and a thorough, practical understanding of
how to apply it. Several researchers are now using the Python package pyIAST.
In Chapter 7, we conducted a high-throughput screening of metal-organic frameworks for
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capturing Xe from air. This separation is relevant in used nuclear fuel reprocessing, and the
main objective is to maintain a high selectivity for Xe over Kr, which is also in the air stream,
since Kr is radioactive in this setting. SBMOF-1 was identified as a Xe-selective material
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 7, we found that SBMOF-1 was predicted to be highly selective
at dilute conditions as well. Our collaborators at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
synthesized and tested SBMOF-1 and found it to exhibit the highest Xe Henry coefficient
and Xe/Kr selectivity reported in the literature. This collaboration and outcome was a
remarkable end to my PhD thesis, as it is a rare story of a computer-assisted discovery of a
new nanoporous material for gas separations.

8.1

Outlook

The grand vision is to design on the computer materials tailored for niche applications
and conditions. While there is statistical signal in a ranking of materials from a highthroughput computational screening with classical models as in this thesis, there exists
much room for improvement in the accuracy of current classical models. More accurate
property prediction will likely come from a variety of avenues: more work on developing force
fields tailored for specific chemical environments, more computational power and efficient
algorithms for electronic structure calculations, and software/pipelines for characterizing
the energy landscapes of porous materials with electronic structure calculations as input.
In our high-throughput computational screenings in this thesis, we held each structure
rigid as an approximation, which is a practical one as (i) intrahost force fields for nanoporous
materials are sparse, (ii) the computational resources required to treat flexibility are exorbitant, and (iii) additional parameters/degrees of freedom from intrahost forcefields could
induce even more error in the prediction of properties (Occam’s razor, overfitting). However,
some MOFs are known to flex and significantly change their structure upon gas adsorption
[171, 172, 173, 174, 175]. Treating the flexibility of nanoporous materials is another step
towards more accurate property prediction and will also be achieved by better models and
more computational power.
I am confident that, in the future, materials will be routinely designed and evaluated on
a computer before experiments are performed.
My interests now lie in modeling flexible/dynamic, porous materials that respond to
guest molecules and external stimuli [171, 172, 173, 174, 175]. Flexible constituents in
porous crystals give rise to rich behaviors that can be exploited for engineering processes
and may endow materials with enzyme-like specificity [172] for the selective recognition
and capture of molecules. Insights from modeling are highly valuable for learning how to
harness these flexible materials for separations, chemical sensing [14], catalysis [15], and drug
delivery [16, 17]. Already, the flexibility of Co(bdp) has proven useful for achieving a high
deliverable capacity for methane storage [299]. The recent Nobel Prize in Chemistry for
molecular machines underscores the exciting possibilities enabled by our ability to design at
the molecular scale chemical structures with moving and controllable parts.
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